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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR EMPLOYMENT AND
TRAINING PROGRAMS, AND H.R. 4087

Wednesday. April 25, 1990

Holm oF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING

AND EMPLOYMENT,
COMMITTEE ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:30 p.m., in room

334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Tim Penny (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Penny, Patterson, Evans, Long, Smith
of New Jersey, and Ridge.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PENNY
Mr. PENNY. The subcommittee will come to order.
I want to welcome those of you here this afternoon. We are meet-

ing to review certain employment and training programs in the De-
partment of Labor, programs which affect our Nation's veterans, to
see if those programs are serving the needs of veterans as intended
by Congress. Additionally, we will review H.R. 4087, a bill to
amend title 38, U.S. Code, with respect to employment and training
programs for veterans. A summary of the measure is included in
each member's folder.

We have a large number of witnesses today, and there will cer-
tainly be questions for every witness. Accordingly, I request unani-
mous consent that members of the subcommittee be allowed to
submit written questions to witnesses following the hearing, and
that the questions and responses be included in the record.

I would also request that our witnesses limit their statements to
5 minutes. As always, your written statements will, of course, be
included in the printed record.

It is possible fiat we could be called away for votes. If that hap-
pens, we would hsk for your indulgence. We will take as little time
as possible, and we would like to conclude this hearing by 3:30.

l3efore we hear from our first witness, I want to recognize our
ranking minority member, Chris Smith of New Jersey, for any
statement he may have.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHRIS SMITH OF NEW JERSEY
Mr. SMITH OF NEW JERSEY. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I appreciate you scheduling this hearing to review

veterans employment and training programs administered by the
(1)
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Department of Labcr and H.R. 4087, a bill to amend certain aspects
of these programs.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, we are all well aware that because
of certain current reductions in forces, many service people will
soon be leaving the military and seeking employment. For many of
these individuals, it will be their first job search and they will very
likely need guidance and assistance in securing gainful employ-
ment. We need to ensure that the job service system can accommo-
date these individuals and is equipped to deal with the special
needs of our veterans.

H.R. 4087 aims to make employment counseling available to vet-
erans by enabling DVOPs to provide the service and by extending
eliebility for Vietnam-era veterans. Mr. Chairman, like you. I am
lookirw forward to the array of witnesses. I do want to welcome
Mr. Collins, who will be testifying.

I would just point out that at one point I'm going to have to
leave for another hearing in which I will be testifying, but I will
come back and _join in tha questioning.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Chris.
We are very pleased to welcome our first witness, the Honorable

Tom Collins, Assistant Secretary of Labor for Veterans' Employ-
ment and Training. Tom, this is your first appearance before our
subcommittee and I want to welcome you. I understand you also
have some staff assistants who you would want to join you at the
table. You're certainly welcome to have them come forward be-
cause there may be some questions you would want to refer to
them.

With that, please feel free to begin. Again, your statement, in its
entirety, will be included in the record.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS E. COLLINS, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY OF LABOR FOR VETERANS' EMPLOYMENT AND TRAIN-
ING, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Mr. COLUNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and other distinguished
members of the committee. It is an honor for me to come before
the committee today and address the topics in House Resolution
4087 as they pertain to the employment needs of our country's vet-
erans. I will also discuss the Federal contractor program and the
Job Trainir.g Partnership Act as they pertain to veterans.

I am pktased to have with me today executives from the Veter-
ans' Employment and Training Service in the Department of Labor
in an advisory capacity. I would like to ask them to come to the
table now in case I need their advice, because this is a very impor-
tant hearing.

We have Mr. Jeff Crandall, our Director of Field Operations; Mr.
George Bailey from our Department of Labor Office of Budget;
Rich Larson, our office manager for budget information; and Mr.
Hary Duany, who is programs director, Office of Veterans' Employ-
ment and Reemployment and Training.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to open with
just a brief statement.

The Disabled Veterans' Outreach Program, DVOP, is one of the
most valuable programs that has served our disabled veterans and
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Vietnam-era veterans during this past decade. The DVOP p
ivstill has a lot of work to do when we analyze the remainingiCi-

nam era and disabled veterans who continue to have employment
problems. However, as we look to the future and the decaae ahead,
we are recommending that a thorough examination of the DVOP
program take place, to examine the delivery of services to other
groups of veterans in need, considering the dynamics of both the
labor market and the veterans community.

I am particularly concerned for the increasing number of veter-
ans who will be leaving the military service in the next several
years, as the military services will apparently reduce in size. The
existing DVOP program is a program which could be used to serve
the needs of the veterans. We feel that the single extension of the
present DVOP program through 1996, although well intentioned
and appreciated, is not the total answer. We wholeheartedly sup-
port revising the eligibility of veterans to be served by DVOP staff
to include members of the armed services before discharge to allow
DVOPs to serve these soon-to-be-veterans as proposed in H.R. 4087.
Also, thank you, Chairman Penny, for introducing the Administra-
tion's proposed bill, which would serve the same purpose.

H.R. 4087 would also create a new Advisory Committee on Veter-
ans Employment and Training. However, there already exists the
Secretary's Committee on Veterans' Employment which serves a
very valuable purpose by bringing representatives of the various
constituency groups who -epresent the veterans of this country to-
gether with the expertise of representatives of various departments
of the Federal Government which are involved in veterans employ-
ment issues. Although we appreciate the intent to enlarge the
advice given to the Secretary on veterans employment issues, we
feel that the current committee does an excellent job, especially in
light of the fact that it was just expanded last year, and combined
with the fact that we have recently adopted some rather simple but
effective procedures in the operation of the committee. Further, we
are in the process of formulating a subcommittee to auvise the Sec-
retary on national veterans employment policy matters.

We feel that the provisions of this bill would mate redundancy
and duplication of the functions of the office of the Assistant Secre-
tary for Veterans' Employment and Training and would be very
costly with the provisions for per diem and travel and the addition-
al expen3es for separate assessment and report writing.

I a.W wish to comment today on the Federal contractor program
which provides for affirmative action in veterans employment. We
plan to place far greater emphasis on the Federal contractor pro-
gram, as authorized under section 2012, title 38, of the U.S. Code,
which pertains to affirmative action for Vietnam era and special
disabled veterans having Federal contracts over $10,000.

The $10,000 threshold is not effective for two reasons: one, a
$10,000 contract is often not large enough to create new jobs, and
secondly, the existing $10,000 threshold is not consistent with the
other affirmative action thresholds established at $50,000 by regu-
lation. For these two reasons, our efforts to promote employment
opportunities for veterans with Federal contractors are not maxi-
mized.
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We recommend providing authority for the Secretary to establish
by regulation the- appropriate threshold for data collection. This
would enable us to coordinate data collection and enforcement ef-
forts with the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs as recommmnded by U.S. Code, 2012. This
would give us a much better listing of emplwers and allow us to
market veterans employment on a much brer scale.

Now, we are involved with the Job Training Partnership Act and
job training activities for veterans in addition to our title IV-C ad-
ministration under which only veterans are served. There are
other important sections of the Job Training Partnership Act that
serve veterans. As we focus our title IV-C funds only on veterans, I
would like to note that both the title II-A and title III funds are
available and are being used to serve veterans in job training. It is
estimated that approximately $150 million per year is directly uti-
lized by veterans from both title II-A, which serves the disadvan-
taged and hard to serve, and title HI, which serves dislocated work-
ers. I will continue to engage in efforts aimed at increasing veter-
ans' participation in these programs, especially the eligible soon to
be veterans separatinig from the military.

In conclusion, the DVOP program is very valuable to veterans as
it was originally designed to serve. It now has the potential for
long-range use. This could be determined after thorough study. We
further feel that we should be able to provide services to present
members of the Armed Forces, the soon to be veterans, so that they
can make an orderly and smooth transition bat-% into the economy
and labor market. We feel that the present stri, e of the Secre-
tary's Committee on Veterans Employment works well in bringing
to the attention of the Secretary problems and concerns regarding
veterans employment and training issues.

I thank you for this opportunity to come before you today with
mtviews, and I would be happy to answer any questions.
The_prepared statement of Mr. Collins appears at p. 421
r. PENNY. Thank you. Tom.

Can you tell me, of the 1,600 LVER positions and the 1,893
DVOP positions mandated by Congress, how many are actually
funded this year?

Mr. Comm. The LVER and DVOP positions are fully funded for
the remainder of this year, fiscal year 1990.

Mr. PENNY. And how about 1991? How about the budget request
for 1991?

Mr. COLLINS. The request for fiscal year 1991, due to budgetary
constraints as presented to the Congress, does not fully fund the
DVOP and LVER programs.

Mr. PENNY. Do you know how many positions will be sacrificed
due to those budget limitations?

Mr. COLLINS. I would be happy to give you the count in writing,
but we estimate it wouk be approximately 100 per category.

Mr. PENNY. Per category.
I don't recall that you mentioned the LVElt program in your

statement. Do you assign a lesser importance to that program as
compared to DVOP?

Mr. COLLINS. No, sir, I do nat. The DVOP and LVER programs
are bc'h very valuable to our employment services. The issue that
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is coming up is the impact that the sunsetting of Vietnam era leg-
islation will have on the DVOP program. That's why I chose to
focus my comments today primarily on DVOP, by no means intend-
ing to slight the value of our LVER program.

Mr. PENNY. IS it your personal view that the Bush budget sub-
mission for the LVER category and the DVOP category is insuffi-
cient?

Mr. COLLINS. Of course they will be sufficient to maintain the
programs, but based upon--

Mr. PENNY. You did indicate in your testimony that you have
considerable workload, et cetera, et cetera. The indication to me is
that, at present staffing levels, you're stressed. With a lower staff-
ing level, it seems to me that creates a real dilemma. It will result
in less availability to the veteran population. You know, I know
you have to live with the budget, but your testimony runs contrary
to the budget recommendation.

Mr. COLLINS. Well, we do fully utilize and value very highly both
the DVOP and LVER prog.-ams. As I mentioned earlier, it was the
budgetary constraints that have simply not provided enough funds
in the budget this year, or in 1991.

I might point out that there is a slight increase in funding, but
the slight increase, I believe, of $1.4 million, the increase in funds
for the 1991 programs, is simply not sufficient to make up for the
projected additional costs that we've derived from state teports.

Mr. PENNY. We will hear testimony later today from witnesses

u
t the DVOP prog. ram be made permanent. In your opin-

io.., islg:e a justification for doing that and would you be person-
ally supportive of that legislative change?

Mr. COLLINS. Mr. Chairman, the question of long-range stabiliza-
tion of the DVOP program is one I think we should carefully study.
I can see a very critical future need for DVOPs well into the
future, as I indicated earlier. So, based upon that, we should stabi-
lize and--

Mr. PENNv. You see no reason to keep it on the shorter time
frame, that we should stabilize the program?

Mr. COLLINS. Yes, as we perhaps broaden and define the mission
of the DVOP programs, to continue to serve those hard-to-serve
groups of veterans, beginning with those unserved Vietnam era
and disabled veterans who still need our services, and going to
other subgroups of veterans who are in need of specialized employ-
ment services.

Mr. PENNY. The Interstate Conference of Employment Security
Agencies recommends that DVOPs and LVERs should be able to
perform basic unemployment insurance activities for veterans
where there is a single, unified, consolidated service delivery point.
Do you agree that that would enhance service to veterans and
would you support such a change?

Mr. Cow Ns. Mr. Chairman, the issue of DVOPs and LVERs
serving in unemployment insurance offices is an unFettled issue. I
have no direct statement to make on it today. I have allowed a
pilot test in two States, New York and New Hampshire, to give us
some information that we might base a future decis-on on. That is
strictly a pilot or demonstration.

I 0
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Mr. PENNY. Do you have authority to go beyond the pilot pro-
gram?

Mr. COLLINS. No, sir.
Mr. PENNY. Do you have to have legislative approval for that?
Mr. CoLLINS. I consider that I do not have the authority to allow

veterans employment representatives to serve in the UI offices, as I
have explained to the ICESA on occasion. They have traditionally
been two separate functions, both under the Department o Labor,
but r )viding case management of unemployment insurance is
very thien not related to getting a veteran a job. So there are great
differences that I will continue to study, and perhaps we will come
to a resolution.

The facts that bring pressure upon the issue are the problems
that the state managers are having in simply manning offices and
doing all of the other duties that are required.

Mr. PENNY. ICESA also suggests that LVERs and DVOPs be
funded on a program year rather than a Federal fiscal year basis.
We do that with JTPA. Would it make sense to make this change-
over in the DVOP and LVER programs?

Mr. CoLuNs. Yes. I could perhaps make a more detailed response
in writing, after having this question thoroughly reviewed. But on
the surface, I have heard of this matter before and I do agree with
it. It would simply make management for myself and my agency
and the state managers much easier. So I do agree.

Mr. PENNY. I have one last question and then will defer to my
ranking member.

In the Administration's budget request, funding for NVTI is
short of the amount that you would need to comply with a 3-year
contract that you have signed with the University of Colorado for
the services provided by this center. How do you cover those costs
in a 3-year contract when the budget doesn't include sufficient
funding?

Mr. COLLINS. Of course, each contract will be paid for at NVTI
annually, and in fiscal year 1991, the Administration request is
short of funds to fully fund that year's contract. There are options
which I am examining, but final decisions have been made. IVe're
looking at a tradition& assistance program for outside people
coming to NVTI and various other options that will allow me to
meet that contract.

Mr. PENNY. I guess that's all we can expect today, but it did
jump out, that we entered into a multiyear contract and we cer-
tainly need the services of that center for training purposes. If you
can't get enough money to honor the contract, it would certainly
cause this committee some concern.

With that, I will turn it over to my ranking member for any
questions he might have.

Mr. SMITh OF NEW JERSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Collins, you mentioned in your testimony on page 4 that the

mission of the DVOP program needs to be evaluated. I wonder if
you can elaborate on what your assessment is of the appropriate
mission of the DVOP program.

Mr. Commis. I believe the appropriate mission of the DVOP pro-
gram is basically as it has been. As mentioned in my opening com-
ments, we still have groups of Vietnam-era veterans and disabled

1
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veterans, for which the DVOP program was originally designed,
that are still being served. So that should still be their basic mis-
sion.

We have other groups of veterans who are in need in our coun-
try. For example, and running the risk of leaving someone out, we
have older veterans who are needed back in the economy as we
look toward the year 2000. That's perhaps an area that needs
study. We have women veterans who experience very particular
employment problems. And, of course, we have minority veterans
who tend to be the last hired, and we need to focus our attention
on those, as we are now. Also, other groups including Native Amer-
icans, and certainly a problem I'm very appalled about, those veter-
ans of the military service who are homeless, which we have fairly
reliable estimates that could be one-third of the homeless popula-
tion. I think we need to do something about reversing this trend.

Those are examples of what the future and continuing use of
DVOPs might be.

Mr. SMITH or !Inv JERSEY. I take it from your answer that use of
DVOPS is under active review right now. When do you think some-
thing tangible might be forthcoming from that review?

Mr. COLLINS. We are very aware that the DVOP program would
be severely impacted if the sunset should occur next year. So it will
become very soon, within the Administration, a budgetary matter,
so we will be planning our budget. At that time, of course, it will
be necessary that we address or come forward with a plan, what-
ever the plan might be, permanent stabilization, redirection of mis-
sion, and the other things I'm alluding to when I say we should
study the issues.

Mr. Sum' OF NEW JERSEY. In his testimony, Mr. Lowe makes a
suggestion that the DVOP and LVER positions might be combined
into a single position. I wonder if that might be part of your exami-
nation and whether or not you have any response to that.

Mr. COLLINS. That could very well be part of the plan. On the
one hand, combining the DVOP and LVER programs would, in a
way, make management much easier. On the other hand, I would
not at this point, until we've completed out study, advocate taking
DVOPs away from that particular mission that they were original-
ly created foroutreach. The difference between the DVOP and
the LVER programs is basically that DVOPs were designed just to
serve the disabled and Vietnam-era veterans on an outreach basis.

Mr. SMITH OF NEW JERSEY. One final question, if I could, Mr.
Chairman.

Many veterans groups maintain that the current makeup of the
Advisory Committee on Veterans Employment and Training ren-
ders it somewhat ineffective due to occasional conflicts between the
committee's proposals and some of its members' positions within
the Administration.

Do you believe this situation creates a conflict that weakens the
work and impact of the committee?

Mr. COLLINS. The value of the present Secretary's Committee on
Veterans Employment and Training is good. Now, your comments
about some conflicti have perhaps recently been resolved. As I
mentioned in my opening statement, there seemed to be a need, as
I became the new Assistant Secretary and vice-chairman of the

12.
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committee, more or less in c
i

ot' the administration of the com-
mittee, that we needed to est.1.2iesh some very simplv rules of oper-
ation, rules of meeting procedure. That having been done, I think
the committee is now better preparci to rot have internal organi-
zational pushing and shoving and truly bring forth veterans em-
ployment issues to the Secretary. So I feel very comfortable when I
say that I view the present structure of the committee as adeqrate,
functional, and has and will continue to do a better job in serving
the Secretary.

Mr. Simi OF NEw JERSEY. I thank you for your testimony and
for your response to the questions.

Mr. nom. If I might follow up on that question, the other
aspect of the legislation, H.R. 4087, ia the reach out to veteraas
prior to discharge. The bill that you rNuested to be introduced
speaks to 90 days, and our legislation calls for 180 days. I don't
recall in your testimony a specific reference of support for that
longer period of time, although you did say some nice things about
4087 'n that respect.

I-, there a reason for the shorter time frame in your legislation
and would you have a problem with the proposal that we have put
forward in this committee?

Mr. COLLINS. No, Mr. Chairman. The differences in time, 180
days versus 90 days, are to me no issue.

Mr. PENNY. The main thing is to get this kind of service out
there ahead of the honorable discharge.

Mr. Comm& Yes. The final planiimg of the services to be deliv-
ered and the timing of that gets much more compliolited than what
we're dealing with here. Whether it started at 180 days or 90 days,
to me, is really not an issue.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you. I appreciate that clarification.
Unless Mrs. Patterson has any questions, we have concluded our

line of questioning for this panel. However, if there are other ques-
tions that come to mind, we may submit them and ask that you
return responses in writing for the committee record.

Thank you for your presentation this morning, Mr. Collins, and
thanks as well to those who have joined you at the table.

Mr. COLLINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PENNY. Next is Mr. Jim Lowe, who chairs the Veterans Af-

fairs Committee of the Interstate Conference of Employment Secu-
rity Agencies. Jim, we call you forward to the witness table. We
thank you for being with us. As with all other witnesses, your
entire testimony will be included in the record. We would ask that
you summarize as best you can, and we will certainly have some
questions for you upon completion of your presentation.

STATEMENT OF JAMES A. LOWE, CHAIR, VETERANS' AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE, INTERSTATE CONFERENCE OF EMPLOYMENT SE.
CURITY AGENCIES, AND DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, GEORGIA
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR; ACCOMPANIED BY EMILY DEROCCO,
VICE PRESIDENT, ICESA
Mr. LOWE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With me today is Miss

Emily DeRocco, who is the vice president for ICESA, if that's all
right.
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Mr. PENNY. Fine.
Mr. Lowz. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, other members of the subcommittee, my name is

James Lowe. I am chair of the Veterans Affairs Committee of the
Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies, or IONA,
as we're more commonly known. I serve in a full-time capacity as
DpeuguCommissioner of the Georgia Department of Labor.el

, the organization I am representing today, is an organiza-
tion of State officials who administer the Employment Service, the
unomployment insurance, and labor market information programs
in our 50 States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, avid the
Virgin Islands. We are pleased to participate in these pro*. dings
and to present our views and concerns on the impact employment
and training programs administered by the U.S. Department of
Labor have on veterans.

ICESA, through its member agencies, is committed to providing
efficient services to America's workers and employers. However,
achieving efficiency may be somewhat akin to dieting. It has to be
done sensibly, balancing all the proper elements to ensure long-
term success, no,: just short-term reduction.

With this analmr in mind, Mr. Chairman, I would like to ad-
dress several spftic veteran issues, but first, I need to share with
the subcommittee my thoughts on the status and condition of our
Nation's primary delivery system for veterans employment, and
that is, the State Employment Service, or ES agencies. As a foun-
dation for veterans employment and training services, the ES pro-
vides veteran staff with faciliCes, services, and the technology nec-
essary to perform their jobs. However, the ES system was financial-
ly drained in the 1980s, and the trend appears to be continuing
into the 1990s. Without adequate resources, the Pmployment Serv-
ice innovation, which is really the key to efficiency, will not occur.

ES, as you are well aware, is funded by a FUTA tax, a dedicated
tax paid mostly by private, for-profit employers. The account for
funding the ES programsand this also includes the veterans' pro-

Fr::-will
exceed its ceiling by $640 million at the end of this

year according to the U.S. Department of Labor. The prob-
lem, as we view it, the Administration has continually sought re-
duced ES funding, and the Congress, while funding more than the
Administration request, certainly feels constrained by the deficit
and, thus, does not appropriate sufficient funds. As a result, States
have been forced to appropriate millions in order to continue and
maintain even the most basic ES services.

Since 1982, 16,000 Employment Service staffers, and over 700 full
service offices, have been lost in our system. Automation, in some
States, is simply archaic or nonexistent. Adequate funding and au-
tomation are to the ES system what proper nutrients and exercise
are to sensible dieters and good health.

Now, the statutory and administrative adjustments to 38 U.S.C.
41 will, unfortunately, not totally resolve the current problems.
The quality of a basic ES system will have the greatest positive
impact.

In this regard, ICESA has requested $850 million for State Em-
ployment Service operations for fiscal year 1991. This is $71 million
greater than the 1990 appropriation, and $127.4 million greater

4
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than the Administration's request. We are also requesting $25 mil-
lion for State ES automation needs.

Now, turning to specific veterans issues, Mr. Chairman, we
thank you for introducing H.R. 4087. We certainly support the pro-
visions to assist members of the Armed Forces who are within 180
days of separation. Especially that is important today in light of
the proposed downsizing of our armed services. However, we are
concerned that the ES system has the ability to deliver assistance
because the Administration's budget would reduce the number of
LVERs and DVOPs by more than 200 staff. In this ein, we also
believe consideration should be given to assistinr family members
to make the transition, not just the service members.

We support the extension of e definition of veterans of the
Vietnam eras because many of ..aese veterans still need Employ-
ment Service assistance.

We would, in concert with the Secretary, recommend a formal
consolidation and certainly a study of the DVOP positions into one
position because, whether we like it or not, the skills are similar,
and there's a duplication of services in many areas which can be
eliminated.

We also support a restructuring of the SCOVE to make it a more
efficient body. We would recommend, however, there be the inclu-
sion of a business representative, and also the Assistant Secretary
for the Employment and Training Administration, along with the
Director of the United States Employment Servicl. should be non-
voting members.

We recommend that item (dX10) be expanded to allow national-
based organizations with an interest in veterans employment and
training, and certainly, we would be less than honest in saying we
think ICTSA should be a member of the SCOVE.

We believe the LVER/DVOP responsibilities should be changed
to authorize the handling of UI claims for veterans, because it will
prevent veterans who come into our offices from being at a disad-
vantage when we have a single point of contact. Also, the expan-
sion of these duties in processing UI claims would create a case
management approach to serving veterans and it would also help
veterans, the DVOPs and LVERs, by broadening their skills in
making them eligible for the other positions in their system.

We believe there needs to be a clarification in the term "appoint-
ment" versus "assignment" of DVOPs and LVERs, because we are
at odds with the Veterans Employment and Training Service.

We also think the ASVET staff needs to devote more time to en-
suring veterans receive priority services in the JTPA programs. As
indicated, we think their funding should be on a program year
basis.

One last item. We are concerned about the trend toward micro
management by the ASVET. As an example, a recent di', ..ctive on
DVOP and LVER travel goes beyond what we think is the normal
oversight anticipated in a grantor/grantee relationship and im-
properly used our name as an example in this particular draft.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity. I would be most
pleased to respond to any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lowe appears at p. 471
Mr. PENNY. Thank you for your testimony.
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Mr. Collins indicated that they are still reviewing this idea of al-
lowing DVOP and LVER personnel to be involved in unemploy-
ment inaurance processing. You gave a couple of arguments m
favor of doing that.

What nnmber of veterans might fall into a category where they
would be in need of both services?

Mr. Lows. Sir, I couldn't really give you an idea without doing
some research. But the problem we have, quite honestly, is a veter-
an coming into our offices seeking to file a claim will not be afford-
ed any kind of preference. They will wilt in line just as anyone
else will have to. However, if we combine it, then we can give pri-
ority services to veterans by letting the LVERs and DVOTs take
claims.

Mr. PENNY. Your point is that if they come in for unemployment
insurance needs, they may be stuck waiting, whereas a DVOP spe-
cialist might be able to take them more quickly?

Mr. Lows. Yes, sir, that's correct.
Mr. Pram However, the flip side of this coin is, if you have a

DVOP specialist who has this ability to process unemployment in-
surance claims, he is going to get saddled with everybody walking
in the door, too, isn't he?

Mr. Lows. No, sir. He would only serve veterans.
Mr. PINNY. Only veterans whil fall into that category. So this

would then keep the priority on servicing veterans.
Mr. Lows. That's correct.
Mr. PENNY. So we're not going to get that person in a sense

plugged into the rest of the unemployment insurance staff?
Mr. Lows. No, sir. Only veterans.
Mr. PENNY. Okay. That's helpful. I wasn't clear on that point.
You indicated that you wanted statutory staffing levcls to be

honored. What is your reading of the workload for these individ-
uals? Is the statutory staffing level sufficient? You haven't recom-
mended going beyond that. I'm just wondering whether there is a
reason that you have stopped at current staffing levels.

Mr. Lows. I really think this whole thing needs be studied,
because the mere fact there is a statutory reference that there
should be so many LVERs, so many DVOPs, does not really take
into consideration the fact thatFor example, in my State, we
have a goodly number of veterans in either Augusta or in Savan-
nah or in Columbus who are not in the labor market. I mean,
they're retired or they have other jobs. I think there has to be a
look at how a formula could be developed that would be fair to all
of us. That doesn't make any difference on whether it's Georgia or
South Carolina, Minnesota or wherever.

Mr. PENNY. I am curious if you know the percentage of those
trained at NVTI that have been ES staff. You stressed very stronr-
ly in your testimony that particularly managerial staff ought to go
through that program. Do you know how many--

Mr. LOWE. I4o, sir, I don't in my State. But generally, I see the
names of those who have been selected to go to NVTI, and most of
those are LVERs or DVOPs. That's because of the turnover we
have in those particular categories.

The reason I suggest there be more supervisors or managers is
that the training that is received at NVTI falls on the shoulders of
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the people it should. However, the supervisors or managers don't
have necessarily any idea of what has been said. That's why it is
important that those folks have the same opportunity to hear that,
because they're the ones who are going to say yes or no as to what
will be implemented.

Mr. PENNY. Okay. I have no further questions.
Mr. Ridge.
Mr. RIDGE. Thank you.
It is my understanding that you would approve broadening the

authority to permit the provision of employment assistance by
LVERs or DVOPs to other family members of the primary individ-
ual being served. Is there a strict prohibition for you providing that
assistance presently to other than the primary member?

Mr. Lows. I think what we are addressing there, sir, is that part
for the transition. It is only intended that the service member be
given that assistance, whether it be an orientation or provided spe-
cific information. We think in this day and time, since most of the
bpouses have to work, if you have been in the service for a number
of years, 2 or 3 years, you really don't know what's on the outside.
It is important that both sides of the family hear what's being said.
That is not really envisioned at this time. I know that's not in the
TAP program.

Mr. Rms. I happen to agree with you. I think the broadening of
authority in that area would be productive and helpful. So I appre-
ciate your support of that.

I know there continues to be concern that we have not satisfacto-
rily reached out to Vietnam-era veterans, and we're going to
extend that definition in this legislation for another several years.
Are you in agreement that it should be done, and could you give us
an idea of any feeling of those who somehow have fallen through
the cracks that we've missed? Can you quantify it? Do we have any
idea of why we need to extend it?

Mr. Low& Well, as chair of the Veterans' Affairs Committee for
ICESA, one of the things that I have said in support of thisand
this is an example. I'm a Korean veteran. I will always be a
Korean veteran. I don't care of the fact I was under Public Law
550. I think the same thing is going to be for the Vietnam-era vet-
erans. There is a need right now to serve my class.

As one who is an advocate of veterans, it just doesn't make sense
to me that we don't do what we can. When you give a part of your
life to the services, you are entitled to certain things. Not forever. I
think there's a time where you can only go so far. But we're not
anywhere near having served that group yet.

Mr. RIDGE. That's good to hear. I guess I'm both a Vietnam-era
veteran and a Vietnam veteran, and you can't take that away from
me. I don't want you to take it away from me, either. I want it
there on the record.

You're right. I still feel in northwestern Pennoylvania that we
have an unclerserved Vietnam-era veteran population. The Employ-
ment Service is doing a pretty good job, but from my discussions
with men and women involved, as you are, in trying to reach out
and help and promote them, there is still a substantial number
that need this assistance. So I appreciate your support of the exten-
sion and thank you for your testimony before the subcommittee.

7
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Mr. PENNY. Mrs. Patterson.
Mrs. PATTERSON. Mr, liairman, I don't really have a lot of ques-

tions, but I tried to read over the statements that were given to us.
I'm just interested in the section dealing with priority services for
veterans authorized by JTPA.

I wonder, do you feel as though the veterans are underserved or
are not given priority in many cases for JTPA?

Mr. Lowz. Both. I do not think they're given priority, nor do I
think they are adequately served, nor is there anyone seeing to
that.

Mrs. PATTERSON. I noticed you did testify before the Education
and Labor Committee, and I'm wondering ifyou or someonedid

Mr. Lowx. ICESA did.
Mrs. PATTERSON. I wonder if that message was strongly stated

and heard. It was strongly stated, I understand, but I'm not sure it
was heard.

How could we make certain that it might be heard, because I
think the JTPA is a very valuable program. It has had weaknesses.
If, in fact, this is one of the weaknesses that we can address and
correct, then maybe it would be a more widely accepted program,
especially in my part of the country.

Mr. Lowe. At the risk of offending the United States Department
of Labor, which I don't mind doing occasionally, there are two As-
sistant Secretariesthe Assistant Secretary for Veterans' Employ-
ment and Training Services and the Assistant Secretary for the
Employment and Training Administrationwho collectively under
the Secretary can handle this, if they choose to do so.

Mrs. PATTERsoN. I appreciate that. I would certainly get in touch
with them because I do know in our area JTPA is often criticized.
If we can show that maybe we're reaching some of the goals espe-
cially to serve our veterans, maybe it will do away with some of
that criticism. So I will do my best to communicate--

Mr. RIDGE. Would the gentlelady yield?
Mrs. PATTERSON. Yes.
Mr. RIDGE. I appreciate very much your yielding.
Has that been your experience in Georgia, or do yOu think you

are speaking for the Interstate Conference that you represent? Is
it, by and large, nationwide, where people are horribly dissatisfied
with JTPA with regards to veterans preference?

Mr. LowE. Only those who are really interested in veterans
would be dissatisfied. There would be others who would never say
anything. I don't think that's just Georgia. I think that's far
beyond Georgia.

Mr. RIDGE. I thank you for your candor and I think the gentle-
lady for yielding. If you want to write a letter, I'll sign it myself.

Mrs. PATrERsoN. Thank you.
Mr. PENNY. I think we will pursue this with the Education and

Labor Committee, and any subcommittee members that want to
join me in recommending this policy change to the committee are
welcome to do so.

Miss Long.

IS
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Ms. LoNG. I have no questions, but I do encourage you to follow
up with the Education and Labor Committee. I think this is cer-
tainly something we need to address.

Mr. PENNY. We will look for your support in that letter then.
Thank you very much.

Ms. I4No. And thank you for your testimony and your candor.
Mr. PENNY. Thank you very much, Mr. Lowe, for your testimony

this morning.
Next we will hear from Mr. Thomas Hartnett, Commissioner,

New York State Department of Labor. It is a pleasure to see you
again, Mr. Hartnett. Your support for the veterans of New York is
well known and we appreciate your testimony before our commit-
tee this morning.

Again, your testimony will be included in the record. You are
free then to summarize your remarks as you wish.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS F. HARTNEIT, COMMISSIONER OF
LABOR, STATE OF NEW YORK; ACCOMPANIED BY RICK WEID-
MAN, NEW YORK STATE VETERANS PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
Mr. HARTNETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The gentleman to my left is Rick Weidman, who is my veterans

specialist in Albany. With your permission, I would like to have
Rick with me during the testimony.

My name is Tom Hartnett. I serve as the Commissioner of Labor
for the State of New York. I am the first Vietnam-era veteran to
have the honor of serving in this post, having been appointed in
1987 by Governor Cuomo. I appreciate the opportunity to appear
here this morning to present the views of the New York State De-
partment of Labor in regard to H.R. 4087 and the vital need to
extend and strengthen the Disabled Veterans Outreach Program.

All er us working with and for veterans appreciate your leader-
ship and that of the Chairman of the full committee, the Honora-
ble G.V. "Sonny" Montgomery, on behalf of the special needs of
America's veterans, particularly disabled veterans, for employment
and training assistance. On behalf or all of us in New York, I
thank you and your colleagues for your guidance and support.

It would probably be helpful if I could talk a little bit about the
New York State experience and then get into the specifics of the
proed legislation.

The New York State Department of Labor's responsibilities
under Federal and State laws are varied. We are responsible for
such things as health and safety for employees in the public sector,
collection of Federal unemployment insurance, trust fund moneys,
ensuring that the minimum wage and child labor laws are both
adequate and enforced, administering the two main components of
the employment security systemunemployment insurance and
Job Serviceand, most relevant for today's discussion, the delivery
of employment and training services to veterans, including unem-
ployment insurance, job search, counseling, and access to training
programs.

Over the past decade, all State employment security agencies, in-
cluding the New York State Department of Labor, have faced
severe reductions in funding from the Federal Government. In
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1980, for instance, the New York State Department of Labor had
over 11,000 employees. For the past 3 years, we have averaged
slightly over 5,200 employees.

At the same time, changes in demographics and in the work
force have resulted in a constituency with more varied, often more
difficult needs that we are being asked to address. Take, for in-
stance, dislocated workers, displaced homemakers, individuals with
lower skill levels, disabled veterans, and older workers, all present-
incunique needs.

This situation, coupled with the need to improve the way we
were delivering services to our customers, has brought about some
major changes in the New York State Department of Labor over
the last 3 years. These changes fall under the banner of what we
call Community Service Centers.

First and foremost, the community service center is "one stop"
shopping for all employment-related services. It combines the Job
Service and unemployment insurance offices into a single, unified
office, where all staff, including LVERs and DVOPs, are cross-
trained to serve the whole person. People are treated as customers
and not clients, with physical surroundings all remodeled in a very
professional looking manner, to show the customers whom we
servein this case, veteransthat we care; to show the staff that
are working in those offices that we care about them also and that
they're involved in a noble endeavor; and to show the business
community, the most important partner we have, that we are a
professional organization that not only wants their business but
will deliver our services in a professional way.

We have a variety of new technologies that we've implemented
in these Centers to address the ever-increasing demands on our
services. We have user-friendly computer technology, what we call
Jobs Plus, a self-search touch computer screen where customers
can seek information about employment opportunities of interest
on their own without going to any of the staff. A veteran, for in-
stance, can enter his or her military occupational specialty code
and be guided through the system to appropriate civilian occupa-
tions and job openings, both locally, statewide, and indeed, nation-
wide. These screens ala, contain information on local and statewide
service such as day care, counseling, veterans services, youth pro-
grams, shelter and supportive services.

We also have ancillary service providers at these centers. The
concept of a Community Service Center talks about a "community"
and a "center". The community, in essence, is that each Communi-
fry Service Center (CSC) provides services unique to that communi-
ty. In New York State, the needs of veterans are different. The op-
portunities that are available to veterans are different in Buffalo
than perhaps they are in New York City, than as they are in per-
haps Syracuse or Massena, NY. The community that we serve has
an opportunity to come in, particularly the relevant players in the
human resource area, have an opportunity to come in and locate
with us in our Community Service Centers.

We also have other representatives from the New York State Di-
vision of Veterans Affairs present with us in the Department of
Labor offices. The Job Training Partnership Council staff is present
with us in our community service centers office.

Z 0
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A central tenet of everything that I have said thus far is that all
our efforts are directed tower& the common principle that we can
only deliver quality service to veterans in the context of delivering
quality service to all persons that come into our offices. If we im-
prove the quality of services to all persons, and then put veterans
at the front of the line, then we improve the quality of service te
veVirans.

We have done some other things in New York with respect to
the veterans' unique needs. Our New York State Veterans Bill of
Rights for employment services is aimed at enhancing aervices to
veterans. This is an initiative that was in response to Governor
Cuomo's 1988 State of the State Address, when he noted that the
ability to obtain and sustain meaningful employment at a decent
living wage lies at the very nexus of the readjustment process for
our veterans.

The key to the Veterans Bill of Rights is to alert veterans of the
services they are entitled to in a simple, clear and concise way, and
then to provide a direct accountability mechanism in the form of a
toll-free veterans employment hotline (an 800 telephone number) to
seek redress if a veteran believes that he or she has not been ac-
corded the full services to which they are entitled.

While much of what is contained in the Veterans Bill of Rights
is either contained in chapter 41 of title Z3 ;:f the United States
Code, or is just plain common sense, it is critically important to
fully inform individual veterans about the Jervices that they're en-
titled to. It is our belief that a lack of knowledge of benefits and
entitlements often leads to the effective denial of those benefits
and entitlements. Therefore, each and everyperson who comes into
a New York State Department of Labor facility is asked, "Did you
ever serve on active duty in the United States military?" If the
answer is in the affirmative, then immediately they are given a
Veterans Bill of Rights "wallet card" so they know that they are
entitled to those basic rights. Further, we have ensured that large
poster-size copies of the Veterans Bill of Rights for Employment
Services are prominently displayed at each of our facilities.

A particularly important point in the New York State Veterans
Bill of Rights for Employment Services is that Governor Cuomo
has declared veterans, particularly Vietnam and other combat the-
ater veterans, disabled veterans, and ethnic minority veterans to
be a "special emphasis priority group" for ti aining and other serv-
ices delivered pursuant to the Job Training Partnership Act. We
believe it is vitally important that veterans receive priority in
access to training, and that this will lead to a job in a manner simi-
lar to the priority of service accorded in referrals to actual employ-
ment openings. On the 32 Private Industry Councils that we have
around New York State, we have a veteran advocate on eveu one
of those councils (or "P.I.C.'s"), a veteran advocate nominated by a
veterans service organization. They assure that veterans receive
special access to training in the deliberations of that private indus-
try council, and we have also gone so far as to train the JTPA staff
around our State to make sure they're cognizant of the special
needs of veterans.

In short, we are doing our best to fulfill both the letter and spirit
of the Federal statutes. We believe the New York State Veterans

21
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Bill of Rights for Employment Services is helping to improve the
level of service at all our facilities. We know this by the reduced
number of complaints that we have been getting on the toll-free
number that I mentioned.

In June of 1988, we had 56 calls from veterans who complained
about the treatment they received in our offices, which is exactly
the kind of thing we wanted to hear. We didn't want to hoar 56 of
them, but we wanted to hear about it. For the last 6 months, we
have averaged less than three complaints per month, out of a total
of about 600 calls per fr.onth received. So we think we're on the
right track with that.

Another major focus of ours has been on the disabled veteran.
We have instituted a number of special projects to better serve pro-
foundly disabled veterans. The first of these is Project AMERI-
CAN, an initiative to serve blind and visually-impaired veterans.
This is a cooperative program, joining with the New York State
DOL and U.S. DOL, the Blinded Veterans Association, the New
York State Division of Veterans Affairs, and the U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs.

In a 15-month period, we reached over 90 percent of the blind
veterans in New York State, provided reportable services to more
than 800, and were able to assist 32 in obtaining full-time employ-
ment. Now, 32 may not sound like a huge number, but that
number exceeded the total that were placed nationally in the previ-
ous year. So we feel pretty good about that initiative with respect
to blinded veterans.

We are now engaged in Operation VETERAN ASSET, to reach
and serve and place veterans who are less than fully ambulatory.
Three hundred and nineteen veterans are currently pvirticipating
in this program and over 60 of these veterans have been placed in
jobs in the last 6 months.

Let me now speak specifically to H.R. 4087. I have described
what we're doing in New York to demonstrate that we have only
begun to explore the potential of reaching and properly serving
those veterans who are still in need. Approximately 100,000 veter-
ans per year seek our services in New York. This program year we
anticipate that we will see approximately 40,000 Vietnam-era vet-
erans and about 8,000 disabled veterans. We are trying to do a
better job of reaching and serving the disabled veterans, but this
extremely labor-intensive work often requires us to go out, seek
and find these vets in other locations and serve them one by one,
and we are doing this. But the job is by no means finished.

I cannot stress too strongly that the Disabled Veterans Outreach
Program should be continued and, indeed, in my judgment, made
permanent. Without House Resolution 4087, we in New York
would lose over 80 percent of the DVOPs that we currently have
working now. We have about 105 right now on staff and we would
lose about 88 percent of them if House Resolution 4087 is not en-
acted. We applaud your effort in terms of the 5-year extension, but
we would urge you to consider that perhaps we ought to make the
Disabled Veterans Outreach Program permanent.

Let me speak specifically to a couple of the sections in the bill.
The intent of section 1 of the bill, "Employment and Training," is
to make it legal for the State Employment Security Agencies and
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the DVOP specialists to reach members of the Armed Forces whoare about to separate from service within 180 days prior to theiractual departure date.
New York supports this provision. It is our belief that it is bothmore efficient and effective to reach persons leaving the ArmedForces prior to separation.
It is our understanding that approximately 240,000 persons leavethe service each year as a result of normal attrition, and that asmany as an additional 270,000 may be leaving military service as aresult of the force reductions iL each of the next 3 years. For NewYork, this means about 500 return to civilian status each week cur-rently, and that this figure may double in the near future. We aredetermined to do everything we can to reach and properly servethese persons. In fact, we are already making special efforts toidentify and serve veterans who will be reloased from their dutiesdue to this reduction in force.
There are two important things to bear in mind here. First of all,

the Workforce 2000 studies and everything that's written in this
area show that our Nation is in desperate need of skilled personsin order to meet the demands of business. The shortage of skilled
workers is already adversely affecting economic g-_-owth in many re-gions of New York State. So that's good news to have these folks
come back, and it's good news to be able to provide them with all
the services that we can provide. We need the absolute earliest pos-sible notification of that, and we think the time line in the resolu-tion is a good one.

Second, it is only right and fair that we do everything possible toassist those returning vets who are truly "dislocated workers" inthat these men and women are losing their jobs through causeswhich are no fault of their own, but due to changes in the interna-tional situation we face as a Nation.
My only comment on section 2 cf the bill is that we believe thefull and frank exchange of information, ideas, and close working

relationships with the organ.zed veteran community, as well aswith organized labor and bminess, is a helpful and healthy thing.
We would be in favor of that.

On other issues, I would be remiss if I didn't at least briefly com-ment on a few other issues.
First, the Honorable Tom Downey of New York has introduced

H.R. 3896, which would provide stable and reasonably adequatefunding to the States to operate the Nation's employment securitysystem. With some modifications, we support this initiative. Iwould draw your attention to the fact that this proposed legislation
would also restore a full 26 weeks of unemployment compensation
to separating military personnel, which we believe is only fair andjust.

Second, section 2006 of chapter 41, title 38, requires that the
United States Secretary of Labor request full funding for the carry-ing out of all provisons of this chapter. We have some cause to be-lieve that the Office of Management and Budget is preventing the
Department of Labor from carrying out this law. All of us, whether
we serve as a Member of Congress, a DVOP, a local office manager,
a State Commissioner of Labor, or a Director of the Office of Man-
agement and Budget, should be bound to obey the law and not act
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in a way that would cause others to be in arguable violation of the
law.

Third, I heard several comments that you made about the Na-
tional Veterans Training Institute. We think they do a terrific job.
We don't think they have the resources to do everything that they
need to do, not only for DVOPs and LVERs, but for other local
office personnel who need that training also. Very often, the first
person that a veteran will see when they come into one of our local
offices is an office manager or another person who may not always
be as sensitive as they need to be to those issues. We have had a lot
of difficulty getting people into the NVTI training, other than
DVOPs and LVERs, and we think with some additional funding
NVTI would be able to train other key personnel for us and other
employment security agencies around the country.

Fourth, I would like to commend Mr. James Lowe of the Georgia
Department of Labor for his strong leadership for the past 2 years
as chair of the ICESA Veterans Committee. I particularly would
like to thank Mr. Lowe and the Honorable Tom iCollins, the Assist-
ant Secretary of Labor for Veterans' Employment and Training, for
producing "Veterans: It's All We Need To Know", which we in
New York are using extensively for outreach and education to busi-
ness groups, veterans groups, community groups, and even in train-
ing of our own staff.

Finally, I would like to acknowledge two gentlemen that have
made New York State one of the leaders in providing employment
services to veteransthe gentleman on my left, Rick Weidman,
who I introduced when I originally sat down, who is the New York
State Veterans Program Administrator, and Jim Hartman, who is
not with us today, the Director of Veterans Employment and
Training for the United States Department of Labor. Not only do I
consider myself fortunate to have these two committed gentlemen
working in New York State, but, more importantly, the veterans
who reside in or return to New York State are lucky to have these
individuals working on their behalf.

Again, I wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your continuch:
strong leadership and that of this committee toward improving the
quality and the quantity of employment anci training services to
our Nation's veterans. We strongly support House Resolution 4087
and urge speedy passage by both the House of Representatives and
the United States Senate, so that we can be assured of full and
proper funding in fiscal year 1992.

I would be happy to answer any questions you have at this point.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hartnett appears at p. 60.]
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Hartnett, for your testimony.
First of all, I appreciate your words of support for the provisions

of H.R. 4087. We feel strongly about the need for the legislation
and appreciate your indications of support for the various provi-
sions of that bill.

You indicated the virtual impossibility of plugging Employment
Service staff into the training program at C,olorado. What is the
limitation there? Is it that you've only received enough funding to
take care of DVOP and LVER personnel within your State, or is
there some directive from the Department that makes it difficult
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for you to go beyond the veterans employment personnel into the
Employment Service category?

Mr. Hkanirrr. I don't know if there's a directive. We have pro-
posed offit* managers, regional directors, people who would be veq
important to have their sensitivity on some of these issues raisW,
and we have never been able to--

Mr. PENNY. Proposed them to what, the regional office of DOL?
Is it the regional office that makes the determination?

Mr. HARTNIM. I'm not sure of the mechanics of it.
Mr. WErordAN. The applications are on file, Mr. Chairman, with

the NVTI. There are over 200 pending----
Mr. HAirmierr. Oh, you've made application to the NVTI direct-

ly?
Mr. Worm Arc They mix each class according to gender, ethnic-

ity, et cetera, and veteraLs status. Then they notify us as to who is
accepted. But we have over 200 pending applications from

Mr. PINNY. So the allocation is not made to New York State, and
no guarantees are made to you about the number of slots you can
send to the school on a year-to-year basis. You just send applica-
tions for those people in your department that you feel would bene-
fit from the training and then you wait to see which applications
have been approved; is that correct?

Mr. WEIDMAN. That's correct, Mr. Chairman. They reduced it to
one basic course l'er month now, one section, which in our view is
not even enough to take care of attrition among DVOPs and
LVERs across the country. If I had to take a guess--

Mr. Pgribtv. How }-sve you done within New York in terms of
getting the necessary training for your DVOPs and LVERe? Have
you fallen short in terms of plugging enough of them into the pro-
gram? You said nationwide. Do you think the slots available are
not sufficient within New York? Have you found that the slots
available to your State have not been sufficient to train all of your
new personnel in those two categories?

Mr. WEIDMAN. Our folks have to be on 6 months as a DVOP or
LVER before you can apply, Mr. Chairman. Over 90 percent of our
DVOPs and LVERs have been to NVTI. The problem is that there
are many other important people from the veterans priority serv-
ice. Probably the two most important people in the local office in
terms of delivery of priority service is the local office manager, who
sets the tone, and if he or she wants it to happenthan it will
and the other most important person is the first person who talks
to a vet. That can be anybody else in the office, Certainly the em-
ployment counselors.

Mr. PENNY. What success have you had in terms of office mar.ag-
ers being accepted at the Training Institute? Any at all?

Mr. WEIDMAN. I think we've had about a dozen over the last--
Mr. PENNY. About a dozen out of a population of how many that

you have recommended?
Mr. WEIDMAN. One-hundred and eight) managers and 160 em-

ployment counselors.
Mr. PENNY. So the percentages are quite low?
Mr. WEIDMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. PENNY. Is the solution to thisYou know, clearly it takes

more funding to train more people. Our first priority ought to be
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DVOPs and LVERs, but we're not placing any priority, it appears
to me, on office managers. It seems to me that after you take care
of the people that are most directly involved with the veteran, the
office manager is probably the next category that ought to have
some &tiding priority.

Mr. WEIDMAN. That's correct.
Mr. PENNY. You're "one Stop" service centers, there are lots of

proFrams that are colocated with you in that situation. Can you ex-
plain to me again what other types of services are handled at these
sites?

Mr. HAirmcrr. What we do in a particular area is to go into that
area and find out who the relevant players are in the whole
Human Resource area. For instance, in our Buffalo community
service center, the Niagara Community College offers a whole lot
of different kinds of training, some of it tITPA funded, some of it
funded throtwh other means.

We found that our local office would often be referring people to
Niagara Community College to participate in some of that training.
So what we did was, when we put up our Community Service
Center, we went out to Niagara Community Co ller and said,
"Listen, we'll try and schedule our people that we think might be
interested in your training for a Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
for visits to our office. Would you be willing to send the person to
be present in our office on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday?" So
we provide them with a desk, kind of an office space, telephone and
the like. They come in and are located with us. So when we see
someone who comes on line, one of our lines, although we like to
think that we have really minimized the need for lineswe try
and move people through as quickly as possiblewe refer them
ri&ht over to the Niagara Community College.

The displaced homemaker programs, veterans programs in the
particular community, come in and locate in our premises, in some
cases 5 days a week, in other cases, 2 or 3 days a week. What we
try and do is slot our client load in a way that allows us to have
those people that want to utilize those services (present on those
days.)

Mr. PENNY. Is this colocation of services primarily tied to em-
ployment and training programs, or do you have other programs,
like low income housing--

Mr. HARTNETT. We have a lot of information about other serv-
ices, some of which are present and some where we have printed

rimateals. One of the concepts I talked about before the "Touch
Screen" computer information that we have provides a lot of infor-
mation on day care, for instance, because we find that a lot of the
people that we see are very interested in getting back into the job
market but there are certain barriers that they have to get over.
One of them is finding out about the availability of day care. So we
have a lot of information about that.

Mr. PENNY. Do your DVOPs handle only veterans as it pertains
to unemployment insurance claims?

Mr. HARTNETT. That's correct.
Mr. PENNY. And following the response of the previous witness

on this question, can you give us examples of the timeliness of serv-
ice for veterans as compared to the time they may have waited if
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they were in line for n unemployment insurance rep to take and
process their claim?

Mr. HARTNm. I'm going to ask Rick to address that. I would
suspect that much of what we have on that would be anecdotal as
opposed to any hard and fast numbers. We feel like the services
they are receiving they receive in a quicker, more efficient fashion.
The whole concept of "one stop" shopping is to minimize the
number of people you have to see when you come into one of our
offices. What we do, when a vet comes in and wants to talk about a
particular issue, and if that issue has to do with unemployment in-
surance, they should not have to be pushed, shoved or

Mr. PENNY. Not go from one office to the next, talking to two or
three different

Mr. HARTNETT. Or even one desk to the next.
Before I ask Rick to address that, I just want to add that the pri-

ority of service that DVOPs and LVERs deliver to veterans, we
have a computerized system that we can check on a daily basis to
make sure that DVOPs and LVERs are only working on veterans'
activities. So the DVOP would only be working or an unemploy-
ment insurance claim, for instance, of a veteran, as a safeguard to
make sure that people are just working on those issues.

Mr. WzmmAN. In terms of priority service, the heaviest walk-in
trafficand this is true all around the country, Mr. Chairmanfor
both Job Service and unemployment insurance, is generally on
Mondays and on Tuesday mornings. It is not unusual to have a
long wait any place in the country, on those days.

Where we have a consolidated unified service center, or Commu-
nity Service Center, we set up separate veterans lines on those 2
days. You only have to see one person to both register for the Job
Service and file your unemployment insurance claim. It moves
along a lot faster.

If we couldn't take claims, then the vets would quite literally
have to wait in two lines, which by definition would not be priority
service, whereas nonvets would not have to wait in two lines.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you. I appreciate that.
I was also intere I in your comments about the project AMER-

I-CAN. Can you refresh my memory as to the number of blinded
vets contacted, the percent of the total population that you feel you
have reached, and I think you also gave a statistic as to the
number that enrolled to receive services, and then you ended up
with 32 that were placed in some employment setting.

Can you give me those numbers again?
Mr. HARTNErr. I can give you the last number first, which was

placed in employment, 32--
Mr. PENNY. I pulled it out. The paragraph is on page 6. I found it

now. In the 15-month period, you reached over 90 percent of the
blind veterans in New York State, provided reportable services to
more than 800, and were able to assist 32 in obtaining full-time em-
ployment. But I don't see the number of vetera-is that you actually
reached.

I assume that the 800 number that received services is less than
the total number that you--

Mr. HARTNETT. The number that we reached?
Mr. PENNY. Yes.
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Mr. Harriarrr. Eighteen hundred blinded vets, and we reached
1,600.

Mr. PENNY. You reached 1,600. Of those 1,600, how many were
already _fully employed, do you know?

Mr. WEIDMAN. Almost none, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Thom% Almost none?
Mr. WEIDMAN. RiFht.
Mr. PENNY. That s shocking, that of 1,600 blinded vets, virtually

none of them were fully empl vf.d.
What was it about the ..;01 that distinguished them from the

other 800 who did not accent. 6: -vices from your program?
Mr. WEIDMAN. It was prim, aly age, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Pow/. SI you're talki ug older vets that were no longer in a

job search mode?
Mr. WEIDMAN. Basically, yes. Glaucoma, diabetes, et cetera.
Mr. Pmmv. Now, of the 800 that you provided services for, were

they all interested in job placement?
Mr. WEIDMAN. Not all of them, no, sir. In fact, we literally had to

go out to people's houses in many twee because they wouldn't
answer the telephone. We personally saw that many people. So it
was a very "hands on" kind of a project. For a lot of folks, it was
the first time that anybody from the Government had ever
actually--

Mr. PENNY. suggesved that they might be able to benefit from
employment training and job placement? Or services period. I
mean, we were able to straighten out people's claims for blind an-
nuity programs in the State of New York, get people matched up
with the right person in the VA for the VIST program, or with the
VA regional office to straighten out their payments of service-con-
nected disability or non-service connected pensions, et cetera.

Mr. PENNY. Of the 800, how many of them would you estimate
benefited n terms of some additional Government assistance pay-
ment, incne assistance, due to your intervention?

MT. WEIDMAN. Better than half of those, sin
Mr. PENNY. Better than half of those would have seen an im-

proved income support payment from either the State or the na-
tional gc?vernment based on your intervention?

MT. WEIDMAN. That's correct.
Mr. PENNY. What are the prospects for placing even more of

these veterans in full-time employment?
Mr. WEIDMAN. We placed about 19 last year. In 1988 and the

first part of 1989, we placed 32 in that 15-month period. In the sub-
sequent 12 months we placed 19, as I recall. And it's happening
right along. We work closely with the VA Visually-Impaired Serv-
ice Team3, of which there are five located at VA hospitals around
the State of New York. In continuing to service these blind veter-
ans, we figure we will place somewhere between 15 and 20 a year.

It takes a lot of encouragement, quite bluntly, for folks to reenter
the labor market after such a profound physical disability. But we
regard it as the crux of our mission, Mr. Chairman.

Ali% PENNY. I appreciate what you've done in that regard. Again,
it is somewhat disconcerting to me that blinded veterans have been
placed in a situation where these types of job training and job
search efforts were not evidently even considered at the time of
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their initial discharge. And while for many of them maybe the only
alternative is to receive disability payments, and hopefully for
them it's sufficient to live on, but it seems to me that we've really
lost as a society an awful lot of potential here by allowing such a
higher percentage of these blinded vets to draw disability and not
to contribute in the workplace, where I'm sure many of them have
talents that would be quite important to employers and to society
as a whole.

So again, I congratulate you for what you've done. I think it's an
example for us here in the Congress and for other States to follow.

Those buzzers and lights mean that we do have a vote up on the
House floor. I don't know exactly how long this will take. But it
would be my intent to dismiss you, Mr. Hartnett, and your col-
league. I thank you again for your presence and your testimony. I
will call the last two panels for their presentations as soon as I am
able to return from this vote.

We will stand in recess.
ffhereupon, the subcommittee was in recess.]
114r. Pow/. The committee is in order.
Our next panel is comprised of Mr. Tom Ryan of the Non Com-

missioned Officers Association; Mr. Robert Manhan of the VFW;
and Mr. Paul Egan of Vietnam Veterans of America. Would the
three of you please come forward. Again, your entire testimony

be submitted for the record and you may summarize your re-
marks.

Mr. Ryan, we will begin with you.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS L. RYAN, DIRECTOR OF STATE VETE&
ANS AFFAIRS, NON COMMISSIONED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
OF THE eNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, I am Tom Ryan of the Non Commis-
sioned Officers Arsociation. We want to thank you and the other
members of the committee for pros iding the Non Commissioned Of-
ficers Association this opportunity to come to you today and to dis-
cuss what we contend are issues of primary importance to veterans
and those who will be veterans in the future.

The Non Commissioned Officers Association has been in the fore-
front of providing employment services to veterans for about 16
years. We run job fairs around the world for service members who
are getting out of the service and for veterans, and have employ-
ment workshops for those people at posts, camps and stations
around the world.

It is our belief that, should the Department of Defense undergo
the size reduction we hear them speaking about over the next 5
years, that the current system is ill-prepared to provide the types
of employment assistance that large numbers of exiting service
members will need. We are concerned that there are a number of
programs being tasted, formulated and developed which may not be
mutually supporting, and that the time line to establish viable pro-
grams to assist these service members is mtich too long.

In view of the above, we are asking you to consider a shortening
of the Department of Labor tests presently being implemented so
that it will be on line and operating at the earliest possible date.

9
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As currently envisioned, DOL is to run a 2-year test program. We
expect that in the next 2 years as many as 600,000 to 300,000 mili-
tary personnel may be separated from active duty. The ASVET is
aware of our concerns in this area and recognizes the urgency of
the situation.

Mr. Chairman, we ask your support in assuring that the Depart-
ment of Labor, the Department of Defense, and the Department of
Veterans Affairs are provided with adequate resources to accozn-
plish the development of transition programs which will meet the
needs of exiting service members at the earliest possible date.

We are also concerned that the Congress continues to develop
employment p for veterans on periods of service. It is
our contentionmEttm isvhen an individual serves may not be as im-
portant as occupational specialty or whether a particular skill is
transferable to the civilian job market. The current narrow param-
eters under which JTPA and other veterans employment programs
are established makes it extremely difficult for field agencies to op-
erate effectively, since there is little leeway or discretionary lati-
tude in deciding who is eligible for what program.

At times, it appears that when these programs were developed
the issue was who to exclude rather than who to ineude. Mr.
Chairman, we urge the committee to seek ways to expand eligibil-
ity in all veterans employment programs where the veteran would
benefit by participation. Of course, we all agree that programs are
needed to assist those who are rendered physically disabled during
their military service, and we ask that these programs be contin-
ued and enhanced.

We are pleased to note that DOD, DOL and DVA are all about to
sign on to a cooperative effort to solve some of the problems associ-
ated with veterans employment. We consider that a step in the
right direction. We also applaud the ASVET's willingness to ex-
plore the development of a national veterans employment policy.
At the same time, we are concerned that appropriate funding
levels for DVOPs and LVERs were not requested by the Secretary
of Labor, and that has been discussed earlier.

While we understand this committee is not responsible for the
laws associated with unemployment compensation, we would agree
with ICESA that veterans are treated differently, that a 4-week
waiting period, when it was established 10 years ago, might have
been the thing today. Today, some 60 percent of the first-termers
coming out of the service are doing so with families. To ask a
family to wait 4 weeks before they can eat or find a place to live is
tragic. We think also that veterans ought to be allowed the same
rights that all other Americans have, and that is, the ability to col-
lect UCX in excess of 13 weeks.

Mr. Chairman, we ask that the members of the committee sup-
port H.R. 3896, which is sponsored by Representative Downy,
which corrects these deficiencies. We support the current move to
expand responsibilities of the LVERs to include UCX processing.
This will afford the veteran one stop processing and will facilitate
better case management within the employment office itself.

That concludes my oral statement, Mr. Chairman, and I will
answer any questions that you might have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ryan appears at p. 70.]

30
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Mr. PICNNY. Thank you, Mr. Ryan.
Mr. Manhan.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT MANHAN, SPECIAL ASSISTANT, NATION-
AL LEGISLATIVE SERVICE, VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF
THE UNITED STATES

Mr. MAHICAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for asking
the VFW to participate in your hearing this afternoon.

The VFW strongly supports H.R. 4087. We believe it is absolutely
essential to extend the sunset or the delimiting date by 5 years, to
December, 1996. The second advantage to the bill is that it will
allow active duty personnel who are within 6 months of returning
to civilian life to participate in those programs currently outlined
in chapters 41 and 42 of title 38. We very much like the 180-day
period. I will go into that if it comes up in questions and answers.

We also like the idea that the Secretary of Labor's Committee on
Veteran Employment be extended to the new committee that takes
on a training requirement, and we like the idea of that annual as-
moment report to evaluate the immediate employment and trebl-
ing progress made. We ask the subcommittee chairman to consider
the advantage of also assigning the Assistant Secretary of Labor,
Employment and Training Administration, as an ex officio member
of this new committee. It would reinforce the second reporting re-
quirement that is outlined in the bill, and I quote: " . . . an evalua-
tion of the extent to which the programs and activities of the De-
partment of Labor are meeting Such needs." You're asking for an
entire Department of Labor evaluation, and I think this might
help.

Now we will discuss only those current programs of chapter 41
that may be adversely affected in fiscal year 1991. Generally speak-
ing, we notice that the National Veterans Employment and Train-
ing Service Institute is very much underfunded in the Department
of Labor's fiscal year 1991 budget. We ask Cmgress to appropriate
the full $2.7 million, with the 'University of Colorado so a total of
approximately 1,800 to 2,000 people can be trained. The keys to
this training, of course, are the DVOP and LVER personnel, or
specialists.

Now, in discussing the DVOPs and LVERs, we would like Con-
gress to fully fund both these authorizations at their present for-
mula levels. That would mean that Congress would have to author-
ize the Department of Labor an additional $6,600,000 to fully fund
the DVOP at 1,883 personnel, and in the LVER field, Congress
would have to appropriate an additional $6,300,000 to allow that
agency to be staffed at 1,600 workers.

Our only comments regarding the Job Training Partnership Act
is that it is not working very well and that it is not really ade-
quately funded, for many of the reasons already discussed in our
submitted statement. However, I will reemphasize four suggestions
that we have to make it a more viable program.

The first is to provide temporary income support during training
and/or retraining for veterans engaged or involved in title IV-C.
Second, to mandate preferential services for veterans in all pro-
"rams authorized by the Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjust-
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ment Assistance Act. Third, we suggest that participating States
should be required to submit their proposal at the beginning of
each contract program period for what services they will provide to
veterans and what their estimated cost will be, and to follow up at
the end of the contracting period with a summary report of what
monies were actually spent and what veteran assistance was actu-
ally rendered. And Wt, we urge that the governors of each State
accepting title W-C funds appoint veteran service organization rep-
resentation on all State Job Coordination Councils and local Pri-
vate Industry Councils.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This concludes our statement.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Manhan appears at p. 73.]
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Manhan.
Paul?

STATEMENT OF PAUL S. EGAN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR.
VIETNAM VETERANS OF AMERICA, INC.

Mr. EGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For the most part, I will confine my summary of the Vietnam

Veterans of America to the contents of your legislation, H.R. 4087.
First of all, in authorizing that LVERs and DVOPs be permitted

to provide service to military personnel, it is well that that should
be included in this legislation. It is no mystery to anybody that,
with the imminent demobilization, we're going to see a rather large
hemorrhage from the military services of people who are going to
flood the job market, as well as flooding just about every program
that is available for providing services in efforts to fmd employ-
ment. However, I think it's important to note that the Job Service
alone and that the DVOPs and LVERs alone are not going to be
sufficient to meet demands. That being so, it seems important that
we begin to look at all the different areas, all the different re-
sources that might be available in assisting these veterans who are
about to be released.

One way to do that might be to revise the formula for DVOPs
and LVERs in a way that, at least for an interim period of time,
takes into account the numbers of recently-separated veterans as a
result of demobilization in local populations. I think that would go
some distance towards helping the Job Service do its job.

Another possible suggestion, which you have already heard
today, would involve targeting not only Vietnam era and disabled
veterans in title III and elsewhere of the Job Training Partnership
Act, but also targeting recently-separated individuals as well. If by
definition someone is discharged from the military because it's for
the good of the military, it is hard to deny that these individuals
aren't classically dislocated workers.

Another final resource that might be called upon to divert some
of the demand on the Job Service would be to take a look at the
Montgomery GI bill. I have to believe that there are a lot of people
who joined the service responding to the TV ads, "Be all you can
be", going in the military because of the advantages of the GI bill,
but who aren't going to be able to accumulate the full benefit that
would have been accumulated if they stayed in the military as long
as they originally intended.
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If they're leaving the military services early because it's for the
good of the service, perhaps we ought to enhance the benefits avail-
able so that they can at least take advantage of the full amount of
t.he benefitand this, of course, only if they were originally en-
rolledthat they would have obtained had they stayed in the mili-
tary for the full period they intended.

With regard to the statute of limitations on the Vietnam era in
the bill, it is also well that it has been extended for 5 year.. We
wouild have preferred to see a way to eliminate the eo.called "drop
dez d" date altogether. But it is also important that in your legisla-
tion you have had the foraiOt to include not only the DVOPs and
the LVERs but also the proMbition against discrimination by Fed-
eral contractors against Vietnam-era veterans. The Senate legisla-
tion that is currently pending wouldn't include section 2012 of title
38, as yor bill would.

In this connection, I think it is important to note that provisions
of the law that prevent discrimination against Vietnam veterans
by Federal contractors are usually characterized as laws to provide
affirmative action in employment advancement and employment
for veterans. But that really isn't the case because there isn't any
enforcement mechanism. Really, all it's limited to is prevention of
discrimination. Unless and until we put in place the goals and
timetables with which we can actually score compliance on the
part of Federal contractors, that part of the law isn't really going
to be anything more than discrimination prevention. But protect-
ing this proffram under your legislation is important nonetheless,
even if nothing is done to add to the goals and timetables.

Finally, the reconstruction of the Swretary's Committee on Vet-
erans Employment is very important. At the last meeting of that
committee there was a motion on the table to simply advise the
Secretary that the Department might have been in violation of the
law for having failed to ask for sufficient resources to cover the
statutorily mandated number of LVERs and DVOPs. From there
things deteriorated precipitously because there were so many
people who would have been forced to cast votes in opposition to
the Administration's proFram. Clearly, this committee can't oper-
ate as an advisory committee if it is hamstrung in that way. So re-
constituting the eimmittee so that it can truly be an advisory com-
mittee is very important and certainly will be worthwhile.

Finally, Mr. Cirman, apart from the bill, the testimony we
have heard this afternoon is very informative, particularly from
Jim Lowe of Georgia. In his testimony there is only one thing that
I can think of that we take strong exception to, and that is the con-
cept of amalgamating DVOPs and LVERs into one kind of position.
I think that would be an invitation to a reduction in personnel and
perhaps an invitation to providing less services, depending on the
State, for veterans. That being so, I think it's a bit premature to
suggest that the role each of those two positions plays is duplica-
tive, even if it is a little difficult to manage.

, prepared statement of Mr. Egan appears at p. 79.]
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Egan. I thank all of you for your tes-

timony.
I don't have any questions of this panel, but I appreciate your

presentations. To the degree you didn't cover all the items in your
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written remarks, I have reviewed your written remarks as well and
will keep those ideas and suggestions in mind as we develop our
legislation.

Mr. Evans may have some questions, but I'm going to ask that, if
he does, he present his questions to you from the Chairman's loca-
tion. I have an Agriculture subcommittee caucus that I have to
participate in, so I will let Mr. Evans conclude the hearing here
this morning.

Mr. EvANs (Presiding). I don't really have any questions, either,
for the panel.

I would like to say, in response to Mr. Egan's comments about
these Armed Forces personnel that may be discharged before their
normal enlistment ends because of potential cutbacks in the De-
fense Department budget, the Chairman of the full Qnnmittee and
myself are also on the Armed Services Committee and it is some-
thing that we are hearing from other groups. I know, for example,
the Non Commissioned Officers Association testified at their
annual hearing on this same issue.

So, looking at a variety of things, I think some outside of the ju-
risdiction of this committee, in terms of perhaps severance pay for
particularly enlisted people in the Armed Forcesand perhaps
some of them will be NCOs and senior NCOsas well as redefining
and making people eligible for Montgomery GI bill benefits, I think
is something we'll be taking a real close look at. So I appreciate
you reemphasizing that today and thank the panel for their testi-
mony.

Our final panel will include John Bollinger of the Paralyzed Vet-
erans of America, who is doing quite well. In the PSAs that I see
Illinois is carrying back home, on behalf not only of PVA but of all
the veterans of our country, it is helping us to present a good
image. James Hubbard represents The American Legion, which I
am proud to be a member of, and my good friend, one of my first
helpers when I first came to the committee, Ron Drach of the Dis-
abled American Veterans.

As you know, we will include your entire statement in the
record. We will start with Mr. Bollinger.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BOLLINGER, ASSOCIATE LEGISLATIVE
DIRECTOR, PARALYZED VETERANS OF AMERICA

Mr. BOLLINGER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you for your kind remarks there.

We appreciate the opportunity to testify today concerning the
training and employment of disabled veterans. For the members of
PVA, these programs and the degree to which they're successful
take on special significance. As you know, individuals who have
severe disabilities often require complex and extensive assistance
in order to return to the status of productive wage earners. The ex-
istence of viable training and employment programs, therefore, re-
mains extremely important to our organization.

In addition to receiving counseling, training and employment
services, severely disabled veterans must often overcome both atti-
tudinal and physical barriers. There can be many roadblocks, but

33-544 0 - 90 - 2
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through oversight and the enactment and proper implementation
of your proposals, we can live and work in a better society.

Over the years, counseling services, training and employment op-
portunities for veterans has proven to be beneficial for the Govern-
ment, the private sector, and especially the disadvantaged individ-
ual needing assistance and job placement.

As has been mentioned several times today, the DOD will greatly
reduce the personnel strength of the Armed Forces over the next
several years. It is most important, therefore, to get a head start
and provide employment and training information services to indi-
viduals who are approaching their estimated discharge dates. The
bill would accomplish this and we believe it's an excellent initia-
tive.

PVA is pleased to support the balance of the bill as well. We be-
lieve it is a good idea to extend the authority for the Department of
Labor to administer this program through the existing veterans
employment and training programs that coordinate the DVOPs
and LVERs. In addition, we support the Ixtensinn of the termina-
tion date for these programs from 1991 to 1996.

We are very concerned about the cutbacks in funding for the
DVOP and LVER programs as proposed in the Administration's
budget for fiscal year 1991. It certainly indicates to us that the
matter of veterans employment and training is not a high priority
there. Such cutbacks and inconsistent funding have taken and will
take a heavy toll on programs designed to help disabled veterans.
CiAlectively, these programs, including the Job Training Partner-
ship Act, Targeted Jobs Tax Credit and VA's voc rehab program,
must provide spirited and innovative assistance in helping restore
disabled veterans to the work force.

In fact, a very low percentage of severely disabled veterans are
actually employed. Such veteatns are much less likely to be em-
ployed than their nondisabled or less severely disabled counter-
parts. We don't believe it has to be that way. Enforcement of af-
firmative action in the private sector appears to fall far short of
what is needed. We are hopeful that through your oversight of
these programs and through your continued efforts to improve
them legislatively, as well as through the efforts of the agencies in-
volved, we will see more disabled veterans in the roll of productive
workers.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bollinger appears at p. 83.]
Mr. EVANS. Thank you, John.
Mr. Hubbard.

STATEMENT OF JAMES B. HUBBARD. DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
ECONOMIC COMMISSION, THE AMERICAN LEGION

Mr. HUBBARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The hour is late and I
will be very brief here, with the understanding that my entire
statement will be placed in the record.

Mr. EVANS. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. HUBBARD. We are pleased to be here to represent our 3.1 mil-

lion members, Mr. Chairman, with respect to the delimiting date of
December 31, 1991. While the extension proposed in the legislation
will provide us with some breathing room, in the final analysis we
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believe it needs to be made a permanent program. Eliminate the
delimiting date.

We are examining within the Legion some creative ways to do
this, and we will get back to the subcommittee with a proposal
some time in the future.

With regard to transition assistance to those people who will be
separating from the military within 180 days, that is a positive pro-
gram, but as everybody else here today has said, with the demobili-
zation that we're facing, it needs to be expanded, and soon. We can
no longer afford a pilot program because, by the time the pilot is
over, the demobilization, we fear, will have already occurred.

Reorganization of the Secretary's committee is a positive step.
The approach taken in the legislation is positive and we support it,
with one caveat. There is a requirement for the Secretary to pay
travel costs for members of the committee. There is a requirement
that the Veterans Employment and Training Service provide staff
to the committee. Given those requirements, it needs to be funded.
We would urge your support and the support of the members of the
subcommittee for proper funding to take care of those two tasks.

Title IV-C of JTPA doesn't work for veterans. There's not enough
money in it. The paperwork burden on the States is too onerous.
The result of that is that nine States this year are not participating
in the program.

Titles II-A and III of JTPA may work for veterans. There was an
estimate I heard earlier of $150 million, but nobody really knows
because nobody counts.

Mr. Chairman, I will stop at that point and turn it over to Mr.
Drach.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hubbard appears at p. 85.]
Mr. EVANS. All right. Thank you.
Mr. Drach.

STATEMENT OF RONALD W. DRACH, NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
DIRECTOR, DISABLED AMERICAN VETL IANS

Mr. DRAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I also would like to thank
you for your kind words as I was approaching the table. I, too, will
try to be brief and highlight a few of the areas that are in my pre-
pared testimony.

There are a couple of things that I would like to mention at the
outset. It's kind of interesting that, in recent memoryactually,
I'll go back 15 yearsI can't recall the Department of Labor sup-
porting or initiating or requesting the initiation of very much legis-
lation for veterans employment and training programs.

One of the things that Mr. Collins recommended just a little
while ago was perhaps changing the threshold for affirmative
action purposes. So his one recommendation is to take something
away, however minimal it may be, from veterans, rather than im-
proving the program. We're not convinced that raising that thresh-
old is going to improve the program. I wiil discuss that section of
law in a few seconds.

The other thing I would like to make a comment on is the re-
structuring of the Secretary's committee. Mr. Collins also men-
tioned, as I recalland I may be misquoting a little bitbut as I
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recall, he said basically that the committee was functioning very
adequately.

Well, I have served on several advisory committees within the
Executive branch over the last 15 years, one of which I currently
serve as chairman with the VA on rehabilitation, and we meet
three times a year for two, two-and-a-half days at a time. The Sec-
retary's current committee meets quarterly for two hours at a
time. That is totally inadequate to bring the issues that need to be
brought forth to the Secretary's attention.

Also, I would like the record to reflect that Secretary Dole, since
she's been Secretary of Labor, has never been to one of those meet-
ings, though she is the chair. Her immediate predecessor, Secretary
McLaughhn, also has never been to a meeting. Secretary Brock,
when he was Secretary, attended most of the meetings to open the
meetings, and then he left after 5 or 10 minutes. So we believe, to
make this a truly advisory committee, it has to be structured in a
fashion similar to the other advisory committees.

I would like to talk briefly about the budget. The current law re-
quires that the Secretary request a budget adequate to fund a cer-
tain number of DVOPs and LVERs. This current budget request
for fiscal year 1991 falls short of that mandate by a total of 288
positions. The law also requires the Department of Labor to pro-
vide the maximum of employment services. We don't think they
can provide that maximum of employment services with such a re-
duction in staffing.

I do appreciate the fact that Mr. Collins and Secretary Dole have
identified disabled veterans as a priority target within this Admin-
istration. Secretary Dole, internally, partially in response to the
previous hearings on the affirmative action program, has issued
two memoranda to the field indicating her desire that disabled vet-
erans be looked at and be brought into the labor force within the
Department of Labor, which is somewhat outside the purview of
this hearing, but I do commend her for that step and look forward
to working with her on that issue.

Section 2012, which is the area we talked about on affirmative
action, and the threshold amount of the contract, I think that issue
is of such importance that meybe the committee should consider
having a separate oversight on just what OFCCP is doing. As you
recall, in the early Eighties, that was a subject of much discussion
regarding their programs.

I say that for two reasons. One, I don't think they're doing much
for veterans, and second, I recently readand elaborated on in my
testimonythat OFCCP is targeting its resources to the Executive
order program, Executive Order 11246. That information appears
on page 9. If they're focusing their resources on the Executive
order, what is happening to the veterans' program? What has been
happening for the last 15 years? Not very much.

e only positive thing that I see in that is that the staff of Mr.
Collins' office meets with the Director of OFCCP weekly to discuss
some of these issues. That is positive. But we need to see some real
changes made.

With that in mind, I am also making some recommended
changes to section 2012 that would require legislative action. One,
that the term "employment emphasi3' be amended to say "employ-
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ment preference". Recipients of Federal fmancial assistance need
to be added in addition to Federal contractors. The VETS-100
form, which is the report that contractors file right now with the
Department of Labor, needs to be used as a compliance and an en-
forcement tool. Right now it's being used to identify Federal con-
tractors. it's too late to be identifying Federal contractors. It's time
that we started enforcing the law.

I am also suggesting a legislative recommendation to section
201$ of title 38. We have given up just about all hope of getting
JTPA amended. We're recommending that section 2013 be amend-
ed to provide for priority of employment services for veterans in all
employment and training programs, including but not limited to
MA.

Senator Daschle's office called yesterday and indicated that Sen-
ator Daschle was interested in offering an amendment on the
Senate side to the JTPA bill and was told they are not going to en-
tertain such an amendment because veterans already have prefer-
ence in the Federal sector and, therefore, they don t need prefer-
ence in JTPA. Senator Daschle has asked us to provide them some
information regarding why preference or priority of services ia
needed in JTPA and how the two differ significantly. Regrettably,
the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources doesn't un-
derstand the difference between Federal sector employment and
employment services provided to JTPA.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I will stop and be happy to answer any
questions you may have. Thank you.

JTheprepared statement of Mr. Drach appears at p. 87.]
r. EVANS. Thank you.

I would like to focus just a few questions on chapter 2012. First
of all, Ron, you mentionedand I think I readthat you thought
affirmative action ought to be extended to those who receive Feder-
al assistance. Are you speaking like grants--

Mr. DRACH. Grantees, yes, sir. Colleges, universities, hospitals. It
would also--

Mr. EVANS. Nonprofit associations?
Mr. DRACH. Nonprofit associations. It would also be extended to

States. States get Federal financial assistance through FUTA dol-
lars.

Mr. EVANS. Okay.
How should we put more teeth into enforcing Federal contract

compliance? What do we need to do? Do we have to do it more on
the Federal level, or should we give legal recourse to the veterans
themselves?

Mr. DRACH. I think part of the problem lies within the fact that
the veteran has no real legal recourse. Right now, the veteran
really doesn't have any say so in the case. He or she files a com-
plaint; the complaint is "investigated" by the OFCCP area office
level. They make a recommendation to the regional director's
office. The regional director's office issues a decision. If the veteran
is unhappy with that decision, the veteran may file a request for
review by the Director of OFCCP.

No where in that process does the veteran get his or her day in
court, so to speak. They interview the veteran to get his or her side
of the story, but that's as far as it goes. There is no one-on-one Con-
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frontation between the complainant and the employer who made
the alleged discriminatory act.

Mr. EVANS. SO you suggest maybe some kind of legal recourse,
like a person has

Mr. MACH. Private right of action.
Mr. EVANS. Private right of action. And maybe we could perhaps

give the Federal Government a year or six months to act on it, that
there be a level of administrative review or at least--

Mr. DRACH. Yes, similar toEEOC right now operates where, if
they don't resolve it within 180 days, you go to court. I haven't
given too much thought to the administrative area as much as I
have the fact remains right now that the decision to go to court lies

with OFCCP. If OFCCP believes that you do not have a good case,
that's it. You have no further recourse.

Mr. EVANS. It just seems to me we should extend the same kind
of right that EMI C complainants have.

Mr. DRACH. It makes sense.
Mr. Ev hugs. Mr. Hubbard, do you have any comments on that?
Mr. HUBBARD. I would agree with that approach. Under EEOC,

there are certain options open to the complainant, and those same
options certainly ought to be open to the veteran complaining
about his or her rights under this section of the law.

Mr. EVANS. Mr. Bollinger?
Mr. BOLLINGER. I have no further comment, but I certainly agree

with my colleagues.
Mr. EVANS. Okay. That's really all the questions I have. I appre-

ciate you coining and staying so long and being part of the hearing
today. Thank you all very much.

With that, we will now conclude the hearing.
[Whereupon, at 3:50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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101ST CONGRESS2. s.... . R. 4087
To amend title 38, United States Code, with respect to employment and trainiq

programs for veterans.

JEN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FEBRUARY 22, 1990

Mr. PENNY (for himself and Mr. SMITH of New Jersey) introduced the following
bill; which was referred to the Committee on Veterans' Affairs

A BILL
To amend title 38. United States Code, with respect to

employment and training programs for veterans.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 hoes of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SEC'TION 1. EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING.

4 (a) DUTIES OF DISABLED VETERANS' OUTREACH

5 PROGRAM SPECIALISTS.(1) Section 2003A(b)(1) of title

6 38, United States Code, is amended-

7 (A) in the material preceding subparagraph (A),

8 by striking out "eligible veterans," and inserting in lieu

9 thereof "eligible veterans and members of the Armed

10 Forces described in subsection (cX11) of this section,";

(35)
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2

1 (B) in subparagraph (A), by striking out "of the

2 Vietnam era";

3 (C) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the follow-

4 ing new subparagraph:

5 "(C) Services to members of the Armed Forces

6 described in subsection (eXil) of this section."; and

7 (D) by redesignating subparagraph (C) as subpara-

8 graph (D).

9 (2) Section 2003A(c) of such title is amended-

10 (A) in the material preceding subparagraph (1), by

11 inserting "and members of the Armed Forces described

12 in subparagraph (11) of this subsection" after "veter-

13 ns"; and

14 (B) by adding at the end the following new sub-

15 paragraph:

16 "(11) Provision of employment and training infor-

17 mation and services to individuals serving on active

18 duty with the Armed Forces who are within 180 days

19 of the estimated date of such individual's discharge or

20 release from active duty under conditions other than

21 dishonorable, including those who are making a deter-

22 mingtiGn of whether to continue as members, or be dis-

23 charged or released from, the Armed Forces.".

HI( 40047 IH
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8

1 (b) DUTIES OP LOCAL VETERANS' EMPLOYMENT

2 RE PERIM NTATWE S.Section 2004(b) of such title is

8 amended-

4 (1) by striking out subparagraph (1) and inserting

5 in lieu thereof the following:

6 "(1) functionally supervise the providing of--

7 "(A) services to eligible veterans and eligible

8 persons by the local employment service staff; and

9 "(B) employment and training information

10 and services to members of the Armed Forces de-

1 1 scribed in section 2003A(cX11) of this title by

12 such stair; and

13 (2) in subparagraphs (3) and (8), by striking out

14 "and eligible persons" and inserting in lieu thereof

15 ", eligible persons, and members of the Armed Forces

16 described in section 2003A(c)(11) of this title".

17 (c) EXTENSION.Section 2011(2XB) of such title is

18 amended by striking out "1991" and inserting in lieu thereof

19 "1996.

20 SEC. 2. COMMITTEE ON VETERANS' EMPLOYMENT.

21 (a) IN GENEL,AL.Section 2010 of title 38, United

22 States Code, is amended to read as follows:

OHR 0147 IH
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4

1 "I 2010. Advisory Committee on Veterans Employment

2 and Training

3 "(a)(1) There is hereby established within the Depart-

4 ment of Labor the Advisory Committee on Veterans Employ-

5 ment and Priming.

6 "(2) The committee shall-

7 "(A) assess the employment and training needs of

8 veterans;

"(B) determine the extent to which the programs

10 and activities of the Department of Labor are meeting

11 such needs; and

12 "(C) carry out such other aetivities that are nec-

13 essary to make the reports required by subsection (f) of

14 this section.

15 "(b) The Secretary of Labor shall, on a regular basis,

16 consult with and seek the advice of the committee with re-

17 spect to the matters referred to in subsection (aX21 of this

18 section.

19 "(c) The Secretary of Labor s tall, within 60 days after

20 the date of the enactment of this section, appoint at least 12,

21 but no more than 18, individuals to serve as members of the

22 committee consisting of-

23 "t1)1-presentatives nominated by chartered veter-

24 ans' organizations having a national employment pro-

25 gram; and
a

40E17 IH
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5

1 "(2) not more than 6 individuals who are recog-

2 nized authorities in the fields of employment, training,

3 rehabilitation, and labor and who are not employees of

4 the Department of Labor.

5 "(d) The following, or their representatives, shall be ex

6 officio, nonvoting members of the committee:

"(1) The Assistant Secretary of Labor for Veter-

8 ans Employment and Training.

9 "(2) The Secretary of Veterans Affairs.

10 "(3) The Secretary of Defense.

11 "(4) The Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

12 ices.

13 "(5) The Secretary of Education.

14 "(6) The Director of the Office of Personnel Man-

15 agement.

16 "(7) The Chairman of the Equal Employment Op-

17 portunity Commission.

18 "(8) The Administrator of the Small Business Ad-

19 ministration.

20 "(9) The Postmaster General.

21 "(10) Representatives of other Federal depart-

22 ments and agencies requesting a representative on the

23 committee, as determined necessary and appropriate by

24 the Secretary of Labor.

25 "(e)(1) The committee shall meet at least quarterly.

HR 4087
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6

1 "(2) The Secretary of Labor shall appoint the chairman

2 of the committee who shall serve in that position for no more

3 than 2 consecutive years.

4 "(3XA) Members of the committee shall serve without

5 compensation.

6 "(B) Members of the committee shall be allowed travel

7 expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, at rates

8 authorized for persons serving intermittently in the Govern-

9 ment service in accordance with the provisions of subchapter

10 1 of chapter 57 of title 5, United States Code, while away

11 from their homes or regular places of business in the perform-

12 ance of the responsibilities of the Board.

13 "(4) The Secretary shall provide staff and administrative

14 support to the committee through the Veterans Employment

15 and Training Service.

16 "(0 Not later than July 1, 1991, and not later

17 than July 1 of each year thereafter, the committee shall

18 submit to the Secretary of Labor a report on the employment

19 and training needs of veterans. Each such report shall con-
,

20 tain-

21 "(1) an assessment of the employment and train-

22 ing needs of veterans;

23 "(2) an evaluation of the extent to which the pro-

24 grams and activities of the Department of Labor are

25 meeting such needs; and

4 5
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7

1 "(3) such administrative, legislative, and other

2 recommendations as the committee considers appropri-

3 ate.

4 "(g) Within 60 days after receiving each such report

5 from the committee, the Secretary of Labor shall transmit to

6 the Congress a copy of the report together with any corn-

7 ments concerning the report that the Secretary considers

8 appropriate.".

9 (b) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.--The table of sections for

10 chapter 41 of such title is amended by striking out the item

11 for section 2010 and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"2010. Advisory Committee on Veterans Employment and Training.".

Hil 4087 111
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April 25, 1990

Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the 4:.1;rnittes:

It is an honor for SO to come before you and discuss the
matters contained in H.R. 4087 as they pertain to the employment
needs of our country's veterans. I will also discuss the Federal
contractor program and the Job Training Partnership Act as it
pertains to veterans.

H.R. 4087 would:
- extend the term *veteran of the Vietnam era° tor the
purposes of veterans' employment programs which xpires
on December 31, 1991, through 1996;
- permit employment services to military service
personnel transitioning out of the military, and
- reconstitute the Secretary of Labor's Committee on
Veterans' Employment.

While we appreciate the intent of this legislation, we do not
favor the enactment of this bill in its present form.

First, the Disabled Veterans' Outreach Program (DVOP) is one
of our most valuable programs that has served our veterans,
particularly disabled and Vietnam-era veterans, this past decade
and continues to serve them now. It is at the heart of our
efforts to address the employsent problems of these veterans. As
you know under existing law, with respect to our veterans
programs, the definition of the Vietnam era expires as of
December 31, 1991. In light of this, I would particularly like
to focus my discussion on the DVOP program.

The DVOP program was designed over ten years ago
specifically to focus on Vietnam-era and disabled veterans.
Overall, Vietnam-era veterans are now enjoying an excellent
employment rate in relation to the nation's job market. However,
there continues to be subgroups with severe employment problems.
Among these are the disabled Vietnam-era veterans, which again
the DVIDP program was designed for and is serving.

There are 670,000 veterans unemployed on the average in 1989
or 3.7 percent of all veterans in the labor force. This compares
favorably with a 5.3 percent total civilian labor force
unemployment rate. However, when taking the 30-44 year old labor
force age group, the unemployment rate for veterans is 4.1
percent compared to 3.9 percent for non-veterans. For this age
group, the unemployment rate of Vietnam-Era veterans is 3.7
percent. In a survey of disabled veterans conducted in 1987 by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, about 70,000 disabled veterans
were unemployed, 40,000 from the Vietnam era. Some employment
problems still exist among disabled Vietnam-era veterans, and
those who are homeless or members of minority or other groups,
who, just as in the general population, traditionally are among
the last to be hired and the most difficult to assist. In
addition, we know that some Vietnam-era veterans have simply
given up and are not even counted in the work force. Many of
these are included in the homeless population. The Federal
Government is making a major effort to assist the homeless
population, including homeless veterans, through programs of the
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Labor Department and others.

Our DVOP specialists still have considerable work to do in
serving the needs of the difficult to serve Vietnam-era veterans.
Because of their special training in outreach efforts, they can
be of great service in assisting the hardest to place find
persanent employment, and the dignity that goes with it.

In addition to meeting those needs, as we look at the labor
force as we approach the year 2000, we see an overall worker
shortage and dramatic changes in the work place requiring skilled
and specialized workers. This projection is critically important
since it means that we in the Veterans' Employment and Training
Service must better prepare to address the training and placement
difficulties experienced by the previously mentioned unemployed
veterans.

The proposal in H.R. 4087 would extend the definition of the
of Vietnam -era veterans provision through 1996 and, concurrently,
extend the DVOP Program. We believe it is premature at this tine
to extend the current definition for five years. In conjunction
with this the Administration will be considering the related
question of the current formula for the DVOP program which is
based on Vietnam-era and disabled veterans. However, for
exten..ion of the current OVOP program, we believe rtsat
fundamental changes should be explored to be responsive to the
challenges ahead. The DVOP program should be analyzed both with
regard to staffing formula and, more importantly, with regard to
its mission. The scope of the DVOP specialists should be studied
to assess the impact of service to other groups of veterans in
need while continuing to serve our disabled veterans, with
particular focus on the disabled Vietnam-era veteran. Thus, we
propose to conduct comprehensive study of the role o: the DVOP
in the 1990s.

Currently there is a need to provide employment and training
assistance to those who leave active military service ven before
they are actually discharged or released. We note H.R. 4087
Section 1 addresses this need. We wholeheartedly support
revising the eligibility of veterans to bo served by DVOP staff
to include members of the Armed Forces before discharge to allow
DVOPs to serve these soon-to-be veterans. We sent yesterday
legislation to the Congress with the same purpose, but our
proposal would begin eligibility 90 days before discharge or
release instead of the 180 days in H.R. 408

H.R. 4087 would create a new advisory committee on veterans'
e mployment and training. However, there already exists a
Secretary's Committee on Veterans Employment, which serves a
very valuable purpose by bringing representatives of the various
constituency groups who represent the veterans of this country
together with the expertise of representatives of various
departments and agencies of the Federal government which are
involved in veterans' employment issues. The Secretary's
Committee has met regularly and has also sponsored national
public forums to seek advice from veterans employment experts
across the country.

We feel that the currint structure of the Committee, as
e xpanded last year, allows the Secretary sufficient opportunity
to receive advice from representatives of veterans service
organizations and Federal agencies with a role in veterans
employment issues. This provision or the bill would create
redundancy and duplication of the functions of the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Veterans' Employment and Training and
would be very costly with its provisions for per diem and travel
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expenses and for separate assessment and report writing
functions.

As I mentioned in the beginning of my statement, another
important topic I wish to comment on today I. the Federal
Contractor Program pertaining to affirmative action in veterans'
employment. Me plan to place greater emphasis on the Federal
contractor program. Existing legislation in Section 2012, Title
31 of the U.S. Code, provides for affirmative action pertaining
to Vietnam-ara and epecial disabled veterans by Federal
contractors with contracts over $10,000, and collection of data
from such contractors. Me now have over 135,000 employers with
contracts over $10,000 who file VETS-100 reports. They report
total employees, and Vietnam-era and special disabled veterans
hired over the past twelve-month period, as well as the number of
such veterans by occupational category that they have at the time
of the report. Me currently provide Federal contractor
information to State Employeent Security Agencies to enable them
to market their services and promote the employment of veterans
to these Federal contractors. Me believe that this Federal
contractor report can be very productive.

However, the $10,000 threshold is not effective for two
reasons: one, on a cost-benefit basis, a $10,000 contract yields
limited employment opportunities for veterans: and two, the
existing threshold is not consistent with the written affirmative
action threshold which is presently at $50,000 by regulation.
For these two reasons, our efforts to promote employment
opportunities for veterans with Federal contractors are not
maximized.

Me recommend providing authority for the Secretary to
establish by regulation an appropriate threshold applicable to
data collection. This would better enable us to coordinate data
collection and enforcement efforts with the Department of Labor's
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, coordination
recommended by 38 U.S.C. 2012(d)(2). This would give us a much
better listing of employers and allow us to market veterans'
employment on a broader scale. In the meantime we are committed
to continue the "VETS 100" report for Fiscal Year 1991.

Ne are also very much involved with Job Training Partnership
Act (JTPA) activities to ensure greater participation by
veterans. Aside from our own Title /V, Section C of the Act,
under which only veterans are trained, there are other sections
of the Act that serve many more veterans.

Two sections of the Act in particular are well-suited in
addressing the training and employment needs of disadvantaged and
dislocated persons, including veterans. Title II-A of JTPA funds
programs to provide services to economically disadvantaged
individuals and other individuals facing serious barriers to
employment. An estimated $109 million was expended providing
training and employment services to approximately 54,600 veteran
participants under this title in program year 1988. About 12.6
percent of the adult participants under this title were veterans.
JTPA Title III provides training and employment services to
dislocated workers. Under this title, an estimated $46 million
was expended in program year 1988 providing services to 18,400
veterans. Approximately 18.3 percent of participants under this
title were veterans. Thus, approximately $150 million were
devoted to veterans from Title II-A and III funds.

In addition, the Title IV(C) program, with a budget this
program year of approximately $9.5 million, targets service-
connected disabled veterans, separating military personnel and
Vietnam-era veterans. This program will continue to be focused
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in the direction of "veterans only." Because or the larger
budgets in Titles /I-A and III, we rill continue to engage in
efforts aimed at increasing veteran participation in these
programs.

In conclusion, concerning H.R. 4087, we support providing
services to present members of the Armed Forces so that we can,
through the Veterans Employment end Training Service, conduct
the ell-important transition assistance that they need. At this
time, for the reasons stated above, we oppose the other
provisions of the bill.

as concerned about several groups of veterans who appear
to me to be in need of assistance. These groups of veterans
would include our older veterans who, due to changes in the
economy and workforce noted above, need to return to, and aro
needed in the labor force; women veterans who have very
particular employment needs and problems and are a growing
percentage of our veteran workforce; minority veterans who
continue to have disproportionate employment problems and
Hispanic and Native American veterans who suffer, by tar, the
most severe employment problems in this Nation. Soon-to-be
veterans, Jhose in their final months of active military service,
need assistance translating their military experience into
gainful civilian employment. Finally, in some communities, about
one-third of our homeless people are veterans with inherent
employment problems and need our help. I hope during my tenure
as Assistant secretary for Veterans' Employment and Training that
I will be able address somc 4 the employment needs of these
disadvantaged veterans.

Thank you for this opportunity to axpress my views. I will
be pleased to answer any questi.:.gs.
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Mr. Chairman, members of the SUbOomaittee, my name is Japes
Lows. I chair the Veterans' Affairs Committee of the Interstate
Conference of Employment securIty Agencies, Inc. (ICZEA), and
serve in a full time capacity as Deputy COmmissioner of the
Georgia Department of Labor. The Interstate Conference, which I
am representing here today, is the organisation of state
officials who administer the Employment Service, Unemployment
Insurance and Labor Market Information programs in the SO states,
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
Accompanying me is Emily DeRocco, Executive Vice President of the
Interstate Conference.

We are pleased to participate in these proceedings and to
present our views and concerns on the impact employeent and
training programs administered by the U.S. Department of Labor
have on veterans.

The Interstate Conference, through its member agencies, is
committed to providing efficient service to America's workers and
employers. Achieving efficiency is like dietingit must bo done
sensibly, balancing all the proper elements to ensure long-term
success...not just short-term reduction.

I. 7310-..DARIG.JOIsagnent_lincimiLutsi

It is with this analogy in mind, Mr. Chairman, that I
would like to share with the Subcommittee my thoughts on the
status and condition of the primary delivery system for veterans
employment in our nation--the state Employment Service (ES)
agencies--before addressing some specific issues.

The Employment Service is the foundation upon which
veterans employment and training programs And activities are
built. The system provides the facilities, services and
technology that enable the specialized state staff (DVOPs and
LVERs) and on-site federal personnel (DMs and ADVETs) to
perform their jobs. However, that basic system is faced with
financial problems which make the job of serving veterans and
other eligibles more difficult. And I'm here today to say to
you, Mr. Chairman, that the ES system has been plagu,4 with
financial problems through the 1980's, and it appears that the
present decade shows no sign of relief.

In short, the Es system has been subjected to a continuous
crash diet aimed at short-term reduction instead of long-term
health. The key to efficiency in the Employment Service is
innovation, appt starvation.

The administration of the Employment Service system, as
well as other Employment Security programs including the
DVOP/LVER program, is financed by a dedicated federal payroll
tax. This tax, collected under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act,
produces more than adequate revenues to administer properly the
system. In tact, the U.S. Department of Labor estimates that the
account from which Employment Security programs are funded will
exceed its statutory ceiling by $640 million by the end of this
fiscal year.

The problem is twofold: (1) the Administration's annual
budget request traditionally seeks reductions in ES operating
levels; and (2) the Congress, constrained by the deficit, does
not appropriate sufficient funds for the system, although it
usually approves more than the Administration's request. The
result is a nationwide program that has been forced to
drastically scale back services, operating facilities, and staff.
In nearly half of the states, state legislatures have had to
appropriate millions just to keep basic services available.

5 2
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Since 1982, the ES system nationwide has lost
approximately 16,000 or 50% of its operating personnel and over
700 full service offices. In addition, many key services have
been scaled back. For example, the system now counsels only half
the number of individuals it served in the early 1980's, and
there have been similar cutbacks in applicant testing and
employer services. Further, in many states, automation of ES
operations is nonexistent or archaic. This condition must be
addressed as veil. As you can see, Hr. Chairman, the foundation
for veterans employment services in this country is weak and
growing weaker; end its shoring-up must be an integral part of
the discussions that go on here today.

Adequate funding and automation are to the ES system what
proper nutrients and exercise are to the sensible dieter.

Statutory or administrative adjustments to 38 USC 41 will
not totally resolve current problems. It is not simply themai= of LVERs or DV011s, or the EX system's strict adherence to
veterans preference laws that ultimately sake veterans'
employment and training programs successful; it is the auality of
the basic Employment Service system that has the greatest impact.

For Fiscal Year 1991, the Interstate Conference is
requesting a ;minimum of $850 million for state ES operations.
This is $71.0 million above the FY 1990 appropriated level, and
$127.4 million more than the Administration's request. In
addition, we are asking for $25.0 million to support state ES
AutoNation needs. The support of this Subcommittee would be most
helpful in securing these funds.

zI. U.R. _4987

Mr. Chairman, we commend you for introducing H.R. 4087.
Generally, wel support the provisions of the measure within the
framework of the followt:eg comments and recommendations;

Dervice DityAry_tisumilainuaLthciapatiersag
Who are. Witbin 180 Dave oX separation

This provision, which authorizes LVERs and DVOPs to serve
active military personnel prior to their discharge and
designation as veterans, is urgently needed as the various
branches implement downsizing plans. The most affective program
of employment transition assistance is that which is offered well
in advance of separation. Understanding labor market infor-
mation, matching military skills with civilian occupations, and
addressing relocation issues are some of the specialized services
that require time and careful preparation.

while this proposed statutory change creates the authority
for these services to be delivered, we are concerned about the
capability of the system to deliver these ouch needed services.
Specifically, the Administration's budget request, if enacted,
would actually reduce the number of LVERs and OVOPs below current
levels. Estimates range widely, but we could experience a loss
of nearly 200 staff responsible for serving veterans. We urge
the Subconmittee to support funding of DVOPs/LVERI at the
statutorily required level.
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FUrther, Nr. Chairman, we believe that serious
consideration should be given to broadening the authority
provided in your bill to permit the provision of employment
assistance by Mee and DVOPs to other family members of the
primary individual being served. In many instances, the spouse
of the military separates also needs employment transition
assistance to assure the financial stability of the teeny.
V. strongly believe that the transition program should be a

Last year, the Interstate Conference went on record
supporting the extension of the delimiting date for veterans of
the Vietnam era. We took this action because our experience
indicated that many Of these veterans still need employsent-
related Assistance. Obviously, allowing the definition to expire
at the end of calendar year 1991 would greatly reduce the number
of DVOPs who aro available to work with these individuals. We
estimate that DVOP staff would be cut by about $0%.

Mr. Chairman, the very existence of statutory
Classifications for veterans, and *specially the process for
determining staffing levels for ES veterans specialists, raise a
number of important issues we believe are worthy of review and
analysis by this Subcommittee. From an operating, administrative
and service delivery standpoint, we recommend tLet serious
consideration be given to establishing a single veterans
specialist claasification within the state Employment Service
System, ono that can serve the total employment and training
needs of all veterans and eligible persons. Quite frankly, the
skills and abilities possessed by LVERs and DVOPs ore not very
different; rather, their differences are related more to whom
they can serve and how their staffing levels are determined.

The present system establishes a dichotomy in our veterans'
services program that can be difficult and confusing to manage;
creates competition an4 duplication; and, above all, may not be
in the best interest of veterans served by the Employment
Service,

Mr. Chairman, we recommend your support for a foreel.study
which would give consideration to a single ES veterans specialist
classification.

Atlxiaertsaanittia-can-YiterAnc.lulexuat-ansLinining
Your proposal to change the membership and responsibility

of the Secretary's Committee should result in a more ffective
advisory body. In addition to those members designated in your
bill, we recommend that a representative of the business
community be included under Subsection (c) (2). Also, the
Assistant Secretary for Employment and Training And the Director
of the United States Employment Service should also be nonvoting
members of the Committee. These individuals have direct
responsibility for the delivery system upon which all veterans'
employment and training progress are administered.

We also recommend that item (d) (10) be expanded to allow
national-based organizations with an interest in veterans'
employment and training programs to be considered for Committee
sesbership. I know that the Interstate Conference is Most
interested in becoming an active participant in this endeavor.

1;4
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lit. an_iiispikibilirAsuszaeirjma=LIMB'
Mr. Cbairman, we are recommending that Sections 2003A. and

2004 of Chapter 41, Title 38, be amended to authorize, but not
require, DVOlas and LVEMs to process initial Unemployment
Insurance (UI) claims for veterans and other eligible persons.
There are three primary reasons for our recommendation.

First, and foremost, it will prevent veterans from being
at a disadvantage in those local ZS offices that operate under a
single point of contact system. In Georgia, for example, an
individual wishini to file for unemployment insurance and
employment assistance will soon have their needs net by ans
person to receive the full range of those services. However,
when a veteran visits the same office seeking the same eervices,
he/she will be required to spend tine with at least beg staff;
the DVOP or LW'S for employment assistance, and another agency
representative in order to file an unemployment insurance claim.
This double process for the veteran often involve, a significant
expenditure of time and, understandably, results in increased
frustration and impatience with the system. In a program where
veterans are mandated to receive services on a priority basis,
just the opposite is occurring.

Second, by permitting DVOPs and LVEMs to process initial UI
claims, we also would be creating a case mansomment approach to
serving vterans. This typo of service delivery has proven to be
the most efficient and builds confidence in the veteran that
he/she is receiving the best possible service from a fully
qualified specialist.

Third, we would be providing MOP, and LVERs the
opportunity to expand their skills and, therefore, broaden their
eligibility for other employment security agency positions
requiring some experience with the UI program.

We urge you to give serious conuideration to this
recommendation.

IV. LVERs--Anogintment vs. Asaignment

Since the signing of Public Law 100-323, there has been a
difference of interpretation between the ASV= and our
organization regarding the application of the terms 'appointment"
and "assignment," as it relates to LVIlls in Section 2004.
According to Veterans, Program Letter No. 10-89, dated May 25,
1989, "The Solicitor of Labor has advised that the terms
'appointment' in Section 2003A for MOP.. and 'assigning in
Section 2004 for LVERs have the same functional meaning, i.e.,
the competitive selection between candidates." It is our
contention that these terms do not have the same functional
meaning as it relates to Section 2004 (a) (2) (A). We interpret
the word appointment to mean the actual hiring of staff, while
the word assigning as used in 2004 (a) (2) (A), refers to the
Dtationing of staff. For greater clarity, we recommend that the
words "the assigning" in Section 2004 (a) (4) be changed to
"appointing" and that Section 2004 (d) be deleted because it
duplicates Section 2004 (a) (2) (A).

issue.
We respectfully request your assistance in clarifying this

-1
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tha_jakiraining_zatuizahia_Agli_anta
Our organisation supports veterans preference in all

appropriate Department of Labor programs. Last year, the
Interstate Conference called for veterans preference in JTPA
programs, as part of testimony before Education and Labor
Comaittes Chairman Augustus Hawkins.

In this regard, we believe that ASVET staff should be
devoting more time to working with the JTPA system, particularly
st the Service Delivery Area (SDA) level, to assure that veterans
are being adequately served.

VI ether_assisa

Erssoras_Xury.Lriardil.iaar
We strongly recommend that ASVET directwl programs,

particularly LVERs and DVOPs, be funded on a program year
(July 1-June 30) basis rather than the regular federal fiscal
year. Both the Employment Service and ZTPA programs have
operated on a prIgram year basis since 1984, and LVER and DVOP
conformity to this system is long overdue.

,14

Fos several years, our organization has urged the ABM to
increase substantially the nuAber of ES management staff who
attend NVTI training. We fully concur in the present approach
which places a priority on training LVERL and DVOPs. However, we
find that many of these individuals return to their duty stations
only to become frustrated because their supervisors may not be as
up-to-date on recent program changes. We would like to see an
increase in the number of ES managerial staff permitted to attend
NVTI. It also would be a meaningful investment to have JTPA
managers narticipate in the training.

ARV-1 Oversight of the sepioveant Serviqs

As a last issue, Mr. Chairman, I want to bring to the
attention of this Subcommittee a concern related to the
grantor/grantee relationship between the U.S. Department of
Labor's Assistant Secretary for Veterans' Employment and Training
and the states. A recent draft directive on DVOP and LVER travel
goes beyond the normal oversight and impi.perly uses the name of
our organization in citing examples. We are very concerned that
this may reflect a continued move toward micromanagement in an
array of operational and administrative areas.

I have written to the Assistant Secretary about this
particular matter, and have attached h the letter and the
subject directive to this teetimony.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes our testimony. we appreciate
the opportunity to be a part of these proceedings, and would be
most pleased to respond to any questiors.

11 6
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180:0SAL MILIESTAAMIS AND DIASCIDAS
PDA ft/UAW WLOTIMIT AND MINIM

ALL NATI ASPLOTAANT SIMAITT ADAM
ADNICITAATON (WSW

ALL ASCONAL ADSINISTANDAS, ANPLOTAINT
APO MUM ADAISIIMIATION

MAAS S. COLLISS

2V0P/LVRR Staff Travel Fonds for
Confsame0S/PTOgras/TrainiRS

2. To transmit guidance on the use of Disabled
Veterans' Outnach Program (DVDP) and Loosl Veterans' loployment
Repreeentetive (LUSA) travel fund utilisation regarding
conference attendance (e.g. :MSC IOU); program astivitios
(outreasho field visits, job developmentli and training sessions
(eq. DVDP/LVER staff meetings, WTI, instOrielOo training).

Title 3$o Chapters 41 *ad 42, United States
Cods (V J7uii,ssd.d , 30 Code of Moral Regulations, Part $1.
Unite= Administrative Requirements icy Grants and cosgerative
Agreements to State and Lo041 COVIWASSAU (30 Cr* 117): and
Veterans' Program Letter (VPL, 15.11. dtted Septesibir 21, Itlei

xxx. Puntlant to a throsayear $8.7 million
((entreat vith Its University of Colorado at Denver ger the
operation of a National Voters's.' employment SedTraimine
Services Institute (N712), the NV27 has been designated the sole
souroe for all shills nhancement training for DVIDP specialists
and LVS1 staff. The AVIS provide the objer trasepertatiea,
lodginf and subsistence for all SXSA staff vho t.tend. The
0,10P/L la grants, as fundvd, oOntain wenPersenal Serviee (104)
funds to sever travel outside of the local eopltriment **trim
alias (LEV). Tots travel is rarely overnight amf generally
ooesists of ailaago to Vialt/ssot with veterans or employer. to
(Mos serviees or to foliewup srvices randommde This sun aim.
inslude USvel to other delivery aosncies (e.g. Job Training
Partnership Act service Delivery Aesa offices, Department of
Vto:and Affairs *Moss),

1.5 7
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Other authorised reieburseble travel includes travel to &od
sehoduled meetings ef ell or @sleeted OVOWLVgn staff (easily
11,018.11114teally or geogripphietally determined) uMeli may entail .

overnight %rave& and pea adin for male. Sub meetings IntY
inning* training onaglinno intended tor Oareer sigmas.* sr be
State sposifie training regarding new State pr000gums. (e.g.
automated data entry system Amigos/lob matching funetlene).
deaseally, layover, travel sod subsistenee ger OVO, and VVES
Staff Detain, regardieg to
Mersa. skills nhaacemente ars offered, arra dig paid ger
by the OVI: at their facilities in Denver, Colors

in the last two fiscal pais, Directors for Vetrans' Isployment
and Tralsang Mira) have fielded and forwarded questions !von
State Inployment Alearity Alienated' (SIM) regarding travel Cued
sensidersilone, not clearly defined above. The most frequently
asked qwestions ino/ude th alloonbility to held a Statewide
PPOWSVU eonterence and Lamm those costs without authortistiOn/
glint Ottioor tiogroval, time ard travel charges by the State
training department or bureau for traiaing so:vides at mob
onagereness, time charges or USA staff whil at the IVTIp and
the authorisation for out^of.state travel for training.
eentereness Of State sponsored !unctions other than to the WWII
fer training.

V. 1011Skiiii.Ag4iani Madams regarding each of the four
areas of ondem listed above follows belays

A. tvor/LVSR Conforensees The Sim need nit request pre
authorisation for 1OM/V1112 staff to aellontiwoly attend a
Statewide conferees, or a regional oonferense within the
stet., when hho USA is earning out a planned aotivity as
got forth in Ael agPreved grant eppliostion or medifiestion
epproval or when ell the following epplyi

1. ovatoxim staff direekly pay fer/vousher for rooms
and request reimbursement fee lodging and subeisteneet

2. other OVW/LVII staff ars in ttendenoel

3. The Lunation was planned with the full kriowledile
the USA and assigned Oath

4. Only bwOr/LVIS MPS funds are charged for the
assosiated travel espouses.
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Prier front caner approval la required when the 212A4

1. Sohedulos to hold s oonforesse that vas sopressly
disallosod iron the Fiscal Veer MSS appliestion/
sodifieit lea requests

2. Requires additimal too& froo VS72 to OM
assosiated mantereno oasts or repair. the transfer of
more sham teo priest (1111) of the total approvedrat
fonds (hadget) tsbrm comet sategory loather (
CPR. Part 17.30 (s)).

Tine and travel charges nit the Stets Minim,
department er harems ter trainial waists at DOW
LVIIR oentereaos. The salary and memos fer the
training deportment, mar tel deurained and dm* nr a
Cot Masoning System female trete on Wires!'
Admialstratiom. Staff and Teehaied (Age) stet pool
(Administrative Overheed hats).

Iogardless of this test, VW. 155S allows f Most
MIT sharp to bo nade against %hi 217011 andikr 1.1101
pronat rodeo eit a speoilie trailing IMPS. la Wag
developed (orelasfooly fee ONOP

"staff the State WWO %raising staff...iv took
direot ramps ter %no tise wow La developroot fad
instrootio my he appropriate dingo's Amor", it they
ohm eke pride written approval et the appropriate
WOW (througk me Orilf) or appear in oho "proved
graft edreeseme.

C. Tim Ample by 222A staff ether than MORAVIA stall
whin at 07121 Th4101114* et O. WW1** Seeretery
foe Votaress' liplapment and trainial (MOM) of

the 11.S. Department of Labor prodded Suede
*Minot With the National Vehopsor 7regaingthrahute
(11V12) to provide tor the traiatir, ineledieg travel
xpestes end per diem for mandato 'Y MCP and STIR
stag, 'and ether such personnel Involved is the

provision a napivinsne, job training. 000nstliff.
placement or rented oervioeo to veterans... (fltn
3t, Chapter 41, &olio 2000. VIC).



As !hi USA staff atteading training paid far by MIT
have SOns reLatisa or rsoponsiblilky la their cork
deseriptioe* for servings to veteran, tine Speak
Melvin. !MAIO at WM to onhaase their &Ality to
provide sr supervise the prevision et Oboes aereiese
aim he shelved to their regular Joh title/11'00a
006111 40t be SWAM node&

O. Authorisation ter 0100P/LVIS staff teavellliside et
eh' replarly assiesed Oeogn/hieti tap eras
fer training professional sante*, tO e1$0nd
*national er trainina institutions attar than to tho

riffi, or Stat. approved gyration. Dm to funding
osastrainte and the disparity Involved la allowing toll,
& ablated staff to attoad suss other funstisaa,
liaftableall =It be imposed upon the use of DVDP/Win
funds far oonfosoase travel out of ea individuals
geographic "orating area. except shop spositioally
tsked wi the ASVer to servo on a panel oomnittos.

Litho:ugh it is probablo that nen vartiolpstory
attending. st *hoc functions ouch as Zeal eenvsatisas
and =ISA sonsittee meeting/ OsneRsii, &Rioted outside
a rfflor Speeialists or an WWI malady assigned
goegrephisal Writing area mar bo on:taking tor the
issividual, and nay have an effect an MOP er LOMA
operatiosu on a Rational some, tbri MAASS be
Demised as having a arson relatiOnshie with daily
services provided My ths individual morievisit staff
person.

Therefore, attandanoe at other out ef area ignitions
not dirsatly +masted to the direst **ridges provided
to vetrans la their sasignad !tato is not an &Morale
charge to the grant, unless their direst partioipation
has been so direettd by the OWIT, and those oasts
have been approvod in writing in adman by tho aim
Mita lull knowledge ON an/or for the Ural,.

Ofte/IVIA staff and trsining.stafe are authorised to direct
.01118,0 OVOID ar LIU funds, unless enpsesalr wasted ethrwise in
tho giant aft001001t. *angers, es other OM stag olso
notur Uy roper% their tian under uch Isplopost ferries (ON)
modem as& MagrarPrisor maasgenera/trainiags 201-4001 or an
AIM nods will ropers their tise under thra odes, and are
eapreaely prokibited Iron directly °barging tho MP or IMIR
propos Mese se Nettr in what activities they *apes. lush
improper *erase haw, been and will continuo to be subjact to
POOSPWRO, ea. idantified.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

C
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i

xv. iritkiagaJiamitull
A. State agonsie$ en to be mindful et the guidanes

Outlinini in this directive vhen considering requests
for training or ntogOesnes travel hen MOP. Lys* and
ether appropriate Met stsli. States shmld intern
their sanagaseat tad aupgsit stag reaardia, proper
tim shafts, mid VADA/UIRIt staff mgardrallmable
ortO1ieSt4t0 travel.

A. State ageneies should consult with their Wits tor
teohnical assistance regarding ths disseninstion of
this intermatice or whenever the appropriateness of
time charges or approval for sonierenos travsl is
in question. toque/its for additional fund" for
sonfersases, just to tor other purposes, must to
received in National ottlee ne later than Aspire IS,
to be considered ia eh* surtsat Instal Isar.

C. WWII shall emirs that WW2 distmot es contents er
thiO directive with the Optoptin40 State 49084f Stagg
to *enure oomplianos with thin dirtotits, god that they
ars propane 40 provide tchniesi smiataaes ressedins
this tubjset setter.

0. mars will *hours that any State agency requests for
pre*approval ot travel or contemns's requiring Meant
officer approval sts tranemitted to tke RAWAT ia 4
timely msfter for approval or terwardito to rational
offise with the appropriate resemendations ivot'
twenty Ir.gkinq don ars noeded to preemie soot
MVOS Ws

s. Wars should consult with their Desk Offiesr before
providing approval of.State agency requests tot elearly
covered by this directive, and that do not require
Gnat officer approval.

V. rMgjfg USA inquiries entuld be directed to their
MOTs. olgairies shaild Di direoted to tAe appropriate Desk
Clinger throat 04, W.
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April 10, 1990

Mr. Tom Collins
Assistant Secretary for Vtrans'
Imployment and Training

Room 2 1315
Trances Perkins Building
200 Constitution Avenue, 2.w.
Washington, D.C. 20210

Jot D. Tom
Commasitew

Suseen Plow
141 karnatiermi Boulevard. NS.

Adana. Goma 30303

Dear Mr. Secretary:

I have reviewed your draft VPL on "ENOP/LVIR Staff Travel Funds
for Conferences/Programs/Training," and candidly, I am surprised
and disappointed that the Veterans' Imployment and Training
Service (MS) would consider undertaking micro-management of
this nature. Additionally, it is dieconcerting to find that
attendance at meetings of two organisations so supportive of
veterans, "6.9., 1AP2S, ICUS," have been used as examples which,
"...cannot be perceived ai having a direct relstionship with
daily services provided by the individual Dv0P/LVIR staff
person."

I would like to believe tbe real intent of the draft memo is to
be nelpful. Weverthelesi find it to be burdensome, and I
Question your offing can Lange rules, via a program letter,
which are delineated in the basis, grant provisions. more
specifically in the general Provisiens, paragraphe I.,

Matitrativ, trovisioge and A4lowlitt Simla. provide
on grant awaturee including travel-Croats. rather,

CY* 20 Part 17, Subpart 2 17.12 concerning "...'higb..risIV
grantees," appears to support wf eententiOn about rule changes by
letters. Specifically subpart 97.12(b)(d) permits prior
approvals by the grantor when a grantee is considered
"high-risk." However, 419h-risk grantees must be notified in
writing before additional special conditions/restrictions can be

) 2
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Mr. Tem Collins
April 10, 1990
Page Two

imposed. Since your agency has not declared us "high-risk," I do
not see the necessity tor prior approvals envisioned in the draft
Vlt.

The Georgia Department of Labor (ODL), as are all fiSSAa, is
committed to assuring veterans receive priority services. We
certainly want to exceed all performance standards, and we
cherish an outstanding professional working relationship with the
V2TS. Sowever, this relationship must be based upon mutual
respect for our roles as a grantor/grantee.

The ODL, in its role as the grantee for the DVOID/LVIR programs,
does not view them as "free standing." Certainly funding levels
are insufficient to permit an independent status. (And I do not
believe the federal government is willing to provide enough funds
for free standing or independent programs.) Therefore, the
nvop/iNge staffs are integrated into our overall operations. As
a result, we do aot believe we Can differentiate in our treatment
of folftfs/LVIRs. They must be afforded the same opportunities aS
Imployment Service, Unemployment Insurance, and Administrative
staffs, and fair share costs should be covered by the appropriate
grant.

Wane of the foveae:ling is in anyway intended to denigrate or
detract from the importance of INTI. Conversely while I accept
the U.S. Department of Labor has designated MVTI as the sole
source for skills enhancement training, I do not accept there are
no other sources which can or should bo used for skill
enhancement. It is a locg standing principle in federal/state
governments thet grant fundm can be utilised to defray
training/edueational oasts to inalude travel and per diem. The
key Ls available fungi'. Therefore, as long am we have nes funds
available why shouldn't we be permitted to manage the resources
to the beat us we deem appropriate. In this regard
administrative/operational Lague/ &re often discussed with the
S tate Director and his Staff, but a final decision, if permitted
by Federal regulations), must rest with the grantee, not the
grantor agency.

We sincerely believe, that from an administrative point of view,
each program funded by the Federal government must be
administered the same way by following the rules and regulations
applicable to all grants. Therefore, I respectfully request you
look closely at proposed policies or directions which tend to go
Demand current rules and/or regulations pertaining to grant
administration. SecauSe we think it is imperative that we have
all the righzs, to which we are entitled, to do the lob so long
as we abide by the rules and regulaticns of the negotiated grant.

(1 3
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Mr. Toe Crllins
April 10, 1000
/age Three

All of the abov notwithstanding, it is very important that we do
not lose sight of the fact that WIR/DVOP programs as. primarily
to help veterans find jobs. Thus, we fUlly intend to do our
utmost to meet this worthy objective. Further: we welcome
Appropriate advice and assistance from our rederal partner to
help US emm0Plien this emleavor.

Hopefully you understand our position. but if you disagree please
let me know.

Jamas A. Lowe
Deputy Commissioner
Employment and Training Programs
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Good morning Mr. Chairman. My name is Thornair F. Hartnett, and I
serve as the Commissioner of Labor for the State of New York. I ant the first
Vietnam Era Veteran tO have the honor of serving in this post, having been
appointed in 1987 by the Honorable Mario M. Cuomo, Governor of New
York I appreciate the opportunity to appear here this morning to present the
views of the New York State Department of Labor in regard to H. R. 4087 and
the vital need to extend and strengthen thr Disabled Veterans Outreach
Program.

I appreciate yOur leadership and that of the chat/man of the full
committee, the Honorable G. V. "Sonny* Montgomery, on behalf of the
special needs of America's veterans, particularly disabled veterans, for
employment and training assistance. On behalf of all of us in New York, I
thank you and your colleagues for your guidance and support of ths efforts of
State Employment Agency personnel who assist individual veterans. The
United States Government funds a significant part of this effort to cury out
this essential national policy

Lllepartment of Laboc

In 1987, when I became Commissioner of the Now York Stat.
Department of Labor, we took a fresh look at how well we were
accomplishing the intent of the many programs assigned to this diverse
Department. We revitalized and sharpened the focus of all of our efforts,

The New York State Department of Labor's responsibilities under
Federal and State laws are varied. Among the responsibilities under our
jurisdiction are:

onstiring the safety of employees in the workplace thro h the
enforcement of worker protection laws.

enforcement of the collection of the Federal Unemployment Insurance
Trust Fund.

ensuring that minimum wage and child labor laws are both adequate
and properly enforced.
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administering the two main components of the employmempwity
systemUnemployment Insurance and Job Service.

administering employment and training sonic= to veteran% inchiding
unemployment IMUIV101, job search, counseling and job training.

Over the past decade, all State Employment Security Agendas
induding the NYSDOL have faced severe reductions in funding from the
Federal Government. In 1910, the New York. State Department ef labor had
over 11,000 employees. Poe the past three years, we have avenged allOdy
Ovet 3,200 egriplaiNIL Thomason I mention this fact is not to strike & albs%
over whether or not we need these positions back, but instead, I raise this
point to help you understand New York's efforts of the last three years in the
context of the historical evolution of the system. Everything that we are
doing now to meet the needs of New York business and working men and
women, we must do by "working smarter' and harder in a severely
restrained, if not bleak fiscal situation.

At the same time, changes in demographics and In the work force have
resulted in a constituency with more varied, often more difficult needs that
we are being asked to address. Take foe instance:

dislocated workers,

displaced homemakers,

Individuals with lower skills levels,

disabled veterans,

older workers.

This situation, coupled with the need to improve the way we were
delivering services to our customers has brought about some major changes
in the New York State Department of Labor over the last three years in the
form of Community Service Centers.

COMMunity_SemlizSeelett

Community Service Centers combine the "Job Service and
"Unemployment Insurance offices into single unified offices, where all the
staff are cross trained to serve the ''whole person." Now, in one visit to one
location a customer can receive assistance from one staff member regarding
an unemployment insurance claim, or registering for the public labor
exchange. At the same time, the same customer CAA receive on-site atsistaMe
with supportive services, employment guidance, access to education and
training programs and other services as needed.

The "CSC" concept is both a place (i.e., "Community Service Center")
and a way of doing business. CSC also means a "Customer Service Center".
We have changed our nomenclature from dealing with "clients" or
"applicants" to regarding individuals seeking our services as customers.
People choose a service and if they are not happy with what they receive, they

33-544 0 - 9 0 - 3
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take their busineu elsewhere. At the Deparawas of Labor, we choose to
ensure that we do all we can to meet the needs of every poem so that each is
a saddled cussomer, whether they an an employer or a pence seeling
employment. We have afforded the 'Off in each loattion the opportunity to
work with all of the public and privet* entitle in their area to develop the
service that makes ease for that community and the COMM. served. Each
Community Service COMM is unique. but with COMM SIOSMAW

First, we ate remodeling and refurbishing all of the Community
Service Centers as quiddy as we can. We an dc4ag this far two plumy
reasons: first, the physical surroundings of the new offices say to a perms out
of work "you matter.' Secondly, if we say to business we have professional
recruitment services and other services that they can score, we should be
providing the e services in a professional surrounding. In other wards, our
offices an a reflection of who we recruit for. To date, we have convened 13 of
our local offices to Community Service Centers. Within four years there will
be over 100.

When a person walks in the door of a Community Service Center,
whether they be an employer looking for qualified individuals to fill their
)cibe, or & veteran looking for employment counseline, they are served at a

Conunen Intake Counter by one of our staff trained to twist dam an the full
range of employment-related issues. Gone are the days when these
individuals would be referred to two or three different staff members,
sometimes at different office locations to have their questions answered or to
receive services.

Unlike the time not too long ago where individuals who arrived in
our offices with children were told to come back without them because they
were not "Job ready,- today, in our Community Service Centers individuals
that have children with them can use our "Kiddie Keenan° where their
children can play while their parents are receiving services.

We also now have in place JOSS PLUSIself -search touch computer
screens where customers can seek information about employment
opportunities of interest on their own, so they can use their time with a Labor
Services Rtprelentative to the greatest advantage. A veteran for instance, can

enter his or her military occupational specialty code and be guided through
the system to appropriate civilian occupations and Job openings in the region

of New York State where that customer wishes to live and work. All of this
only takes few minuttl of the customer's time. Thne screens also Contain
information on local and statewide services, such as day care, counseling,
shelter and supportive services.

We also have invited other ancillary service providers such as the
New York State Division of Veterans Affairs, representatives of the job
Training Pa. enership Act entities, the Office of the Aging, community-based
organizations, veterans service organizations, and many others to shars
space, at least on a regular itinerant basis, with us in the Community Service
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Center. It is important to focus on all the needs of the individuaL The
individual who needs assistance does not cue which entity delivers effective
assistance. "Bureaucratk turf WWII tend to disappear if we can all keep
focused on the needs of the individual Cu Menet

A central tenet of all of our efforts is that wit can only deliver fisality
*ark.* to vetemne in the cooled el deliverial quality *mks to ell person!.
If we improve the quality of movie's to all persons, then we improve the
quality of nukes to velum&

There Feet our first task was to Improve the effidency and effectiveness
of our entire system. If our services to everyone were less that they could be,

the priority of service to veterans meant priority to services that were not u
good as they could anti should be for any customer. Our mcond task was to

communicate to our own staff, to the veterans community and to individual
veterans that we were serious about veterans priority of service, and that in
New York, we would be in compliance with both the letter and the spirit of
the law.

NevisitatsansillIADVetter glita

Mother makar initiative that the New York State Department of Labor
has embarked upon that is aimed at enhandng services to veterans is the

Veterans Bill of Rights for Employment Services. This initiative is in
response to Governor Cuomo's 1988 State of the State Address when he noted

that "the ability to obtain and sustain meaningful employment at a decent
living wage lies at the very nexus of the readjustment process for our

veterans."

The Veterans Bill of Rights was Implemented on March 30, 1988. The

key to this initiative is to alert veterans to the lerviceS they are entitled to in a
simple, clear and concise way, and then to provide a direct accountability

mechanism (in the form of toll-free "Veterans Employment Hotline") to seek
redress if a veteran believes that he or she has not been accorded the full

services which they are due.

While much that is contained in the Veterans Bill of Rights is either
contain tcl in Chapter 41 of Title 38, United States Code or is just plain
corranon Sense, ie is important to fully inform individual veterans about the
services they are entitled to. It Is our belief that denial of knowledge of
benefits and entitlements often leads to the effective denial of !how benefits
and entitlements. Therefore, esch and every person who comes into a New
York State Department of Labor facility is *eked, "Did you ever serve on active
duty in the United States military"? If the answer is affirmative, then
immediately they are given a Veterans Bill of Rights wallet card so they know
what they are entitled to as basic rights. Further, we have atneured that large
poster size copies of the Veterans Bill of Rights for Employment Serxices ass

prominently displayed at each of our facilities. (The reason for this particular

wording of that question is that some veterans, particularly female veterans.
recently separated veterans, -cold war" veterans and others will sometimes
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not respond affirmatively to the question, "Are you a veteran?", and we had
been undercounting these veterans and not providing priority of service to
them.)

A particularly important point of the New York State Veterans Bill of
Rights for Employment Services is that Governor Cuomo has declared
"veterans, particularly Vietnam and other combat theater veterans, disabled
veterans, ind ethnic minority veterans" to be a spedal emphasis priority
group for training and other services delivered pursuant to the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA). We believe that it is vitally important that veterans
receive priority in access to training and that this will lead to a Job in a
manner similar to the priority of service accorded in referrals to actual
employment openings.

II en I I

Not only Is it necessary that we ensure that Departmeht of Labor staff
are trained and fully aware of the various services and vaining opportunities
that are available to veterans, but it is equally important that the local entities
are aware of this information. To address this, over the past two years we
have provided training in the special needs of veterans to representatives of
all of the 32 Job Training Partnership Act (ITPA) Service Delivery Areas
(SDA) in New York State on six different occasions. We have ensured that
each SDA has Veterans Representative, nominated by a COngressiOnally
chartered veteratt aervice organization that has a national employment
program or similar local group.

We are ready to take the next step of publishing the "New York State
Veterans Employment and Training Resource Guide" for use by the
emplornent and training specialists who work in the JTPA offices in New
York. This guide is written in lay language" and is designed to be the basic
text for training these persons by our qualified staff in how to recognize and
properly assess the spedal needs of veterans in their eligible population.
Further, the guide Is designed as a "desk top reference to help these same
persons be able to access the persons in the matrix of veterans services who
can assist the individual veteran with his or her problrn(s) that need to be
addressed before he or she can succeed in a training prc,61am. We will be
doing "on.site" training in each of the 32 SDAs, in cooperation with the New
York State Job Training Partnership Council, the New r..ira State Division of
Veterans Affairs, the veterans service organizations and others In the course
of the next 15 months, using the "Guide" as ..he basic text.

We are doing our best to fulfill both the letter and the spirit of the
federal statutes. We believe that New vork StateS Veterans Bill of Rights for
Employment Services is helping to improve the level of service in each of
our fadlities. We know this by the reduced number of complaints we get on
the toll free number. In June of 1986, we had $6 Calls from veterans who
complained about the treatment they received in our offices. For the lest six
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months, we have averaged less than three complaints per month, out of a
total of 600 calls per mceth received.

Club ladles=
We have instituted a number of special emphases to bow serve

profoundly disabled veterans. The first of these is MO= AMER.I.CAN,
an initiative to serve blind and visually impaired (Let lelesny blInd) vflorans.
This project was designed and implemented with the mowed= and
leadership front James I. Hartman, Director, Veterans Employment and
Training, United Stall Department of Labor foe New York SIM& In addition,
the Blinded Veterans Assodatian provided training and assistance in how to
reach and seve blind veterans. The New York State Division of Yemeni
Affairs and the United States Department of Veterans Affairs also provided
major contributions to the success of this Won.

In a IS month period, we reached over 90% of the blind veterans in
New York State, provided reportable services to more than BOO, and were able

to assist 32 in obtaining full-tirnt employment. Now, 32 may not sound like
many, t,tt that exceeded the national total of the previous year. W* are now
engaged in OPERATION ASSET, to reach, serve and place veterans who are
less than fully ambulatory." 319 veterans are currently perticipating In this
program and over 60 of these veterans have been placed in jobs in the last six
months.

'LILAC

I have described what we are doing In New York State to demonstrate
that we have only begun to explore the potential of reaching and properly
serving those veterans who are still in need. Approximately 100,000 veterans
per year seek our services. This program year we anticipate that we will sec
approximately 40,000 Vietnam Era Veterans and about 6,000 disabled
veterans. We are trying to do a better job of reaching and serving the disabled
veterans, but this extremely labor inwnsive" week often requires us to really
go out, seek and find these vets in other locations and terve them one by one;
and we are doing this. But the Job is by no moans finished.

I cannot stress too strongly that the Disabled Veterans Outreach
Program should be made permanent. While we appreclaW your move to
seek a five year extension, I would urge you to simply make the program
permanent and concentrate on how to improve Its effectiveness and ensure
the efficacy and effectiveness of priority of service to all veterans with
preference for veterans with 30% or more service connected disabilities.
Obviously, this only is meaningful if there is a healthy, vital system within
which to accord riority of service, which means adequate,stable and proper
fun funding from the Federal Unen,ployment Trust Account (FUTA).

III regard to the individual provisions of H. R. 4087, I offer the
following comments for your consideration:
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Section 1: Eir-loyment and Training

The obvious intent ol this section is to make it legal foe the State
Employment Security Mendes and the Disabled Veterans 04treadt Program
Specialists to reach members ot the Armed Ewes who are about to separate
from servke prior to their actual departure date. New York suppers this
provision. It is our belief that it is both more effident and ellecdtie to reach
persons leaving the Armed Perces prior to separation. We have been
struggling for the pest year to obtain the riamis and addresses of separating
veterans In usable tiectIORIC form It appears that we have finally found a
way to secure this litformadon on our own without the assistance of the U. S.
Department of Labor Central Office, which was unable ko help us.

It is our understanding that approximately 240,000 persons ieave the
service each year as a result of "normal" attrition, and that as many as an
additional 270,000 may be leaving military service as a result of force
reductions In each of the noxt three years.

For New York, this means that about 500 return to civilian status each
week now, and that this figure may double in the near future. We are
determined to do everything we can to reech and properly serve these
persons. In fact, we are aim ly making a spedal effort to identify and serve
veterans who have or will be released from their duties due to a Reduction
In-Force.

There are two important things to bear in mind hem first, all of the
WORXFORCE 2000 studies show that our nation needs these skilled persons
in order to meet the demands of business. The shortage of skilled workers is
already adversely affecting economic growth in some regices of New York
State.

Second, it Is only right and fair that we do everything possible to assist
these returning veterans who are truly dislocated workers in that these men
and women are losing their Jobe (and sometimes their planned careers)
through causes that are no fault of their own, but due to changes in the
international situation we face as a nation.

Section 2: Committee on Veterans Employment

We have no comment on this section other than to note that we
believe that full and frank exchange of information, Ideas, and dose working
relations with the organized veteran community, as well as with the
organized labor and business communities is essential to the effectiveness of
any veterans employment and training effort. Anything that enhances such
open exchange is, therefore, a good thing In our view.

mint issun

I would be remiss if I did not at least briefly comment on a numher of
other issues.
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rust. the Honorable Tam Downey of New York has introduced
RR. 31)96, which would provide a stable and reasonable adequate fundine
base to the States to operate the Nation's employmeot security system. With
some modifications, we support this initiative. I would draw your attention

to the fact that this proposed legislation alio would restore a full 26 weeks of

Unemployment compensation to oeparating military personnel, which we
believe I. only fair and Just.

Second !action 2006 of Chapter 41, This 38 United Stales Code requires
that the United States Secretary of Labor request full funding for thruarrying
out of all provisions in this chapter. We have some cause to believe that the
Office of Management and Budget is preventine the Secretary from carrying
out the law. AU of us, whether we serve u a member of Congress, a DVOP, a
Local Office Manager, State Commissioner of Labor, or the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget should be bound to obey the law and not
act in such a way as to cause another to violate either the letter cc the spirit of

the laws of the United States of America.

Third, the National Veterans Training Institute (NVTI) at the
University of Colorado at Denver is operating, pursuant to provisions of
Chapter 41, Title 38, United States Code. They me doing a fine Job, within
their funding limits. However, I would stress that veterans priority of service
can only be effectively delivered if all of the members of the State
Employment Security Agency understand their responsibilities and how to
effectively meet those responsibilities. There is a disturbing trend to prevent
DVOPI and LVERs from participating in IAPES, !CM, and other training
and professional development activities and to turn NVTI into a training
school only for DVOPs and LVERs, to the exclusion of Local Office Managers.
supervisors, employment counselors, and many others who WO absolutely
vital to the delivery of veterans priority of service.

In New York alone, we have over 200 persons who need the training at
NVI1 and who we cannot get a place in the claws, some with applications
pending over two years. We want to do the job, but need the support that
should be there from the federal level, and which we believe the Congress
intended be afforded to us.

rounh, I wish to commend Mr. JAMS LOWS of the Georgia Department
of Labor for hls strong leadership the past two years as Chair of the ICESA
Veterans Committee. I particularly wish to thank Mr. LOWS and the
Honorable Thomas Collins, Assistant Secretary of Labor for Veterans
Employment Sc Training for producing 'Veterans: let All We Need To
Know," which we in New York are using extensively for outreach and
eduction to business groups, veterans groups, community groups, and even
in training Our own staff.

And finally, I wish to acknowledge two gentlemen that have made
New York State one of the leaders in providing employment strvices to
veteransRick Weidman, New York State Veterans Program Administrator
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and James Hartman, Director of Veterans Employment and Training for the
United States Department of Labor. Not only do I consider myself fortunate
to have these two committed gendeman working in New York State, but
more importantly. the veterans who reside in or return to New York are
lucky a have these individuals working on behalf of their interests.

Again. I wish to thank you Mr. Chairman for your continued strong
leadership and that of this Committee toward improving the quality and the
quantity of employment and training services for our Nation's veterans,
piirticularly disabled veterans. We strongly support H. ft OW, and urge
speedy passage by both the House of Representatives and the United States
Senate, so that we can be assured of full and proper funding in Fiscal Year
ton

I would be happy to answer any questions you and the Committee may
have for me
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The Non Commissioned Officers Association sincerely
appreciates this opportunity to share with the committee its
views on the Labor Department's programs for Veterans. We begin
by extending our gratitude to this committee and its staff for
your efforts to protect and nhance veterans training and
employment program,.

TRANSITION PROGRAMS

Mr. Chairman, for the past sixteen years the Non
Commissioned Officers Association has, through its Veterans
Employment Assistance Program, been actively involved in
providing transition assistance to servicemembers leaving the
Armed Forces. Our association conduct* Veterans Job Fairs and
Job Seekers Workshops across the United States, as well as
overseas. These workshops and job fairs are aimed at providing
both veterans and separating servicemembers the luowledge and
exposure to industry needed to find meaningful employment in our
nations civilian work force. We believe that in today* ever
changing job market it is imperative that individuals who are
separating from the armed services of our country be provided with
the very best in counseling and factual information to eliminate
as many barriers to employment as possible. Recently NCOA has
entered into an agreement with the Department of Labor, Office of
Veterans Employment and Training to assist them in conducting Job
Fairs in major military areas around the country. It is our
belief that this type of cooperative effort between the
government and private sector is needed to insure the success
of any transition program.

NCOA appreciates the efforts of the ASVET staff to develop a
workable transition program within the guidelines estabIllhed
by the Congress. However, we feel this effort may be too little
too late if existing time lines for implementation of the
program remain in place. The present draft calls for a test
to be conducted at 10 selected military installations
over a two year period, with resources to be taken from the
existing budget. NWA believes that with the current move to
"down size" the Armed Services, a two year test period may leave
many servicemembers forced out of the service without the
necessary transition program they need. Accordingly, we urge
that a sir month test be conducted, and that full implementation
of the transition program be scheduled for the fall of 1991. Mr.
Chairman, this is a classic case of pay now or pay later. Either
pay now to establish a program that assists a potentially vast
number of servicemembers to find employment immediately upon
exiting the service, or pay later in unemployment compensation
costs, and the personal tragedy associated with unemployment.

H.R. 4087

NCOA applauds the Chairman's efforts, as articulated in HR
4087, to expand the definition of veterans of the "Vietnam Era"
from the current cut off date of December 31, 1991 to December
31, 1992, and to establish a Secretary of Labor's Advisory
Committee on Veterans Employment and Training. It is our belief
that the current Vietnam Era cut off date, contained in Section
2011 of Chapter 42 uSC, leaves many veterans without a safety net
to assist them in seeking employment. It should also be noted
that some of the servicemembers who may be released by the
services during this current force reduction may in fact be
Vietnam Era Veterans who would not be able to avail themselves of

1
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the benefits contained in Chapter 42. Given the nature of
military service, it would appear that all veterans should be
considered eligible for all Veterans Employment and Training
Services. Accordingly, we suggest limination of the cut off
date ntirely concurrent with a realignment of the DVOP and LVER
formula to reflect the total veterans population.

ADVISORY COMNITTSE

NCOA has long held that the current makeup of the
Secretary's Committee on Veterans Employment and Training, both
in size and composition, render it ineffective in dealing with
many of the issues facing vetrans employment and training. The
establishment of a congressionally mandated advisory committee,
and tho selection of a chairperson from Outside the Department
will go a long way toward establishing a new and more effective
means of addressing future issues.

NCOA agrees with the proposed makeup of the committee as
contained in HR 4087. However, we would request that a permanent
voting position on the committee be established for a member of
industry involved in veterans employment. We believe this will
provide a point of reference that has been lacking in the current
committee makeup. In addition, we would ask that adequate
funding and administrative assistance be provided so as to
afford the committee an opportunity to visit and hold meetings
outside of the Washington area, thereby expanding their insight
into the training and employment needs of veterans across the
country.

JTPA

The NCOA continues to be extremely concerned about the
continued lack of funding for JTPA programa affecting veterans.
During the past few months we have received information that a
number of State Employment Service Offices have decided that the
voluminous paperwork associated with Title IV (c) grants is
not worth the effort bercau6e of the size of the grants involved.
NCOA deems it a tragic circumstance when assistance to veterans
is predicated on the amount of paperwork involved. While
veterans may participate on a non-priority basis in other
programs under JTPA, we believe that the entire JTPA program
needs to be redefined. NCOA thinks veterans should receive a
proportionate share of, and be included as an individual entity
in all JTPA programs. NCOA asks this committee, in conjunckion
with the Labor and Human Resources Committee, to look at
overhauling JTPA with a view toward reducing the administrative
burden on those who request grants through this program.

NCOA is also concerned about the lack of enforcement in the
Federal Contract Compliance area. We understand that while
employers continue to abide by the required reporting procedures,
little if any of the information gathered is being utilized for
the purpose intended. We are encouraged that a change of
enforcement authority from the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs to the ASVET is imminent, and we believe that
once accomplished veterans will have legal recourse which they
have been lacking in the past, due to OPCCP's efforts_

REEMPLOYMENT RIGHTS

2
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The ASVET and staff should be commended for the development
of a New Veterans Reemployment Rights Act. NCOA hex long
believed the current Act was written by, end for lawyers with
little attempt to make it comprehensible to those most inpacted.
It is our understanding that the proposed Act is present4 being
reviewed within the Administration and has met some minor
obstacles over the question of enforcement et OPM and the
Department of Jutice. We urge this committee to shake this long
awaited Veteran Reemployment Rights Act loose, so that it may be
acted upon by Congress.

NVTI

The National Veterans Training Institute (NVTI) has been a
substantial success, providing valuable and timely training
to DVOPS, LVERS and others. However, recent reductions in
funding for the Institute will reduce the student flow
significantly over the next year. NCOA recognizes the problems
associated with funding, but believes this reduction is ill
timed. It is our belief that funding should be found to contihue
and expand this worthwhile and necessary Institute. We were
especially pleased to learn that DOL intends to begin charging
other agencies for training received by their employees. Since
NVTI is a National Training Institute, its scope should encompass
all agencies which deal in the Veterans Employment arena.
Another issue which needs to be addressed by DOL and NVTI is the
development of exportable training packages for their various
courses. Such courses could be taught around the country,
thereby reducing the cost associated with sending individuals to
Denver for training. We would also like to see the current NVTI
contract period extended from the current two years to four or
five years. The current two year bidding process is very
disruptive and has a negative impact on the NVTI's ability to
continue the much needed education process.

VETS FUNDING

Mr. Chairmen, we are somewhat concerned about what may be
construed by some to be a lack of commitment to veterans
employment and t.:aining by the Department of Labor. We are
of course speaking of the recent budget request which will
cause a reduction in DVOPs and LVERs below congressionally
mandated levels. These reductions, should they come about,
will place added stress on existing resources at a time when
such resources will already be feeling the strain associated
with increased separations from our Armed Forces. We ask the
committee to seek additional funding resources for total
staffing of the required positions.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairmen, again we thank you, for the opportunity of
participating in these hearings and we look forward to
continuing to work with the committee in assuring that our
veterans receive the necessary education and training they
require to take their place in America's work force.
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Thank you for tmottlag the TOt4grale of Foreige Vara of the Ontted States (TTi) to
participate is this hearths reseeding veterems' programs tor job ommeeltag treeing,
emd Fleawort services. It is my privilege to represent the 2.8 million member. of
the VW, which tacledes the 700,000 members of our &attire Ladie Auxiliary. Ve take a
very germ tnterest Ls this subject which is not exclustvely VA program but rather
priority effort administered by the Departeant of Labor (DOL).

SMITZIVISID8 ON CERMET PINIINAInt

The programa coutained te Chaptr 41 amd sections 2011 and 2012 of Cheoter 42 of
title 96 are admislaterod by the Asistast Secretary for Veterans' Seplayment and
Trinities (AMU). Of course the VIDV tiss htatericslly bee, supportive of all efforte
to help ',terms reenter the workforce. However, this year we ere very disappointed
the Department of Labor (liaL) FY 1991 budget request is seriously taadequate and
appears to vtelsto Web the spirtt sad the letter of the law as outltned in *settee
2006 of Chapter 41.

In this regard we focus on the Natiosal Veterans' employment sag Training Services
Isatttlits (WTI) and the proposed somber of Disabled Veteratte Outreach Program (MOP)
pecialtste amd Local Veterans' employmeat Representative (LVII) spectaltats
eavistomed by DOL for the costae Motel year. The WTI located in Deaver, Colorado,
is the center that entitle all DOL persoemel who are tavolve4 in the busimess of
veteress' joh-trainiss, counseling, job-search, job-plecoment, and related veteraa
employmeats acttvittes.

la FY 1990 this activtty was authortsed $2.1 million aad could train some 1,700
participants. The FT 1991 budset request is for $829,000; a decrease of 61 percent in
monies that will result ta oaly sone 500 parttcipaate receivtas seeded training. This
training program problem is especially sertous when we consider some key factors that
impact on the MOP gad LIAR specialists. First ts the historical 15 to 20 percent
personnel tureover rate they experience each year. Osias just the 'Amer figure for
the presently weaseled people, more then 500 of them will leave the program wtthin a
12 month pertod. Second is the feet that additional new prograns for FT 1991 will
tnvolve more ties and MOTO effort oe the part of DVOF aed LVER spectaltate.
Accordingly, we ask Congress to tells the secessary steps to sasure DOL meets tt
gradated responstbtlity to vetrans by fully fondles its $2.7 illion training
obligation to the University of Colorado for this program in FT 1991. This will allow
between 1,800 sad 2,000 traisOps to benefit from the program.

Nast uader dtscussion is the MOP and LTD staffing levels as uthortted by
extorts, formulae, to provide each state etch these specialists oho are devotd to the

8
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Toe-enamel resdjustmuat needs of disabled votaress as well as other veteraas.

Sy definitioe the DVOP priorities ere firet to verve disabled eateries of tho
Vistas* era, with emphasis en thaw vermin' who are participatimg la or have
completed a pogrom of vocational rehabilitation. Their mooed priority is to
other disabled veterans sad, loot, to all other eligible votaress. This would
imalede the oseesalaally esd/or edeoetionally disedveataged Totems and thoe
active duty service assNers eho aro withie six or fewer "oaths of Wag separated
from the Armed Forces.

Accordiagly, we ask the Souse Vete/rase' Affairs Comaittee to support the
active already taboo by the gamete COMIltabli om Veterans Affairs to smears a folly
funded WOW program. DOL hes requeited for Ft 1991, 074.5 milltoe for 1,730 full
time emplepese (flsis). This is 91 wallet of the fall roqatremeat. An additioeal
$6.6 milli= la seeded for mother 153 employ's' to meet the full 1883 mosaleg
level.

There la a similar problem with the MIR program. Dy dateities these people
perform a primarily managerial !emetic* at various locatious throughout the United
States. Puerto lico. &ad the Virgis Islaads. They perform labor eschasge services
to veterans offered or provided through state and local commuatty job service
offices.

Again DOL's FT 1991 budget request ta law. They asked for $641.6 million to
meat staffiag level of 1,465 permoas; this is less than 92 percent of the
ortgtsally established requirememt. And osce swam the Saute Committee ou
Voteraas' Affairs has initiated 'otitis to rimiest on additional $6.3 million to
hire mother 115 Mk specialists to seer the authorieed total of 1,600 workers.

The VFW feels se stroagly about these collective program' that we mooed two
:omelettes* at oar last Motional Comvestion. they are Sesolutioa Somber 664,
"Feediag of Votaress' Imploymeat and Traiatas Service sad LVIR sad MOP' and
Resolution Number 681, 'Provide Sufficient Feeds to Veterans Imployment and
Traislag Service amd State Imploymest Service to Comply Vith Title 38, U.S. Code,
Cheptere 41, 42 and 43." Copies of them' reeolatious ere attached to this
statemeat to emphasise the importaece se give to fully funding these
Coegroesionally mandated votaress employment assistance efforts.

JOS MINIM PARISILIED ACI UTPA):

This is a broad -gauged program fuoded by Departuent of Sealth and Human
Services as a eatiomal tratelag effort. Severer, as you recall oily. a moll
discreticeary proeran under Title IV, subpart C of the Act addresses the coeds of
veterans. Sistoricelly this veteraa' portion has been feaded onsmally at about
$9.5 sillies. Ofterally speakles the VFW believes Title IV -C should be rewritten
to improve and modernise the veteran's program. One of our specific erttletens is
that state sraste ere too smell, therefore, states cas at best oaly fund pilot
projects that eeldom have continuity. Also, the awarding of dukes grants are often
subject Po political taflueaos rather thaa the re 1 seeds of votereas at local
levels. Oae final point, the curreat srant prostate is so adainistratively complex
sous *toe orates have declieed to participate, regardless of their respective
veterans' employmeat and/or job tubas' needs.

Used on the above criticisms and the fact that veterans account for 15
percent of today's U.S. labor force and that one out of every five dislocated
worker is veteran, the VFW offers the following recommendations:

o stablish Veterans' Vocational Training end Retraining program;

o provide temporary income support during training and/or retraining;

o mandate preferential services for veterans in all progress
authorised by the Economic Dislocation end Worker Adjustment
Ambit/mos Act (=AA);

ri 9
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require state administrative anfittes to estate se the bestastas

of each comereettes period proposed proves of votaress
eervlees ead rbe estimated cost, te be fellemed at the emd of the

courgettes ported by eummery report of actual accomplishments

for votaress and tbe *chest espeedtteres;
ufge the Severe/ere of seta *tete aceepttng ?tele 17-C feeds re
appotne veferes *onto, sessetsettem represeetettem, such es the Via,
es ell State Job Coordtattioe Gossett, amd local Private Weser,
Commits; mad, lastly

o Courses mese adequately feed programs ender Title TV-C et a
realistic ftgure of 360 milli** amorally for the maze 'event years.

Oor sail to to sake Title 11-C a dynamic seestegfel program thee will sddrese the
Depertmost of Leber (DOL) study entitled "Morkforce 2000. Mork sod Workers for the

21st Century."

Amore detailed rationale for than recomessautems ere cestateed te the
attached eaftommtly approved Vpit resolutions. They ere Onsbor 649, 'Veterams'
Votartenal Prelate. sod Metreleteg Program': Member 030, lassemte Dislocation end
Worker Adjustment Assistance Act (SIMAA)"; Member 663, "JIPA Acementabilitey

O M= 073. 'APPatee Votaress Servtes Orgemisaftems Sepressateftes on State God

Privets Job mud ladestry Covectlei Member 739, 'Adequate lumina for Title 11-C of

the Job Trststeg Pertstrehip Ace; emd Member 732, "Provteioes for Veterans

?rotates %der JTPA.

This bill ts offered by Subcommittee Chat:sae Timothy Peaty of Minnesota eed
the =mkt,* Misority Member of the Subeemettee, his censers* Mr. Cbrtstopber Smith

of Mew Jersey. The purpose ts to emend title 38, Gutted Samos Code, with respect
to employeeef sad treaties programs for reiterate. The bill !settees on progress

maimed is Chapter 41 sad 42 of the Code. The former to *stifled "Job Coomeeling,

Training end Placement Service for Veterans" sot the letter "Employment end
Tratstes of iftsebled set Vietnam Sre Decorate."

Ihe VFW strongly sopporro all three key previsimm of 1.1. AOSy for the

following remeoes. Ftref, if ts hoolutely necessary to extesd the carnet
delimittes or "sunset date of Decesber 1991 by tbe five years offered tot the bill

to December 1996. We recall thee Mau Congress enacted the basic legtalettoo thee
resulted is ell the Chapter 41 programs, it did so after fetimg thee*

"Am loss as umemploymset sod underemployment coefinue as sertous
problem among disabled veterans sod Viernmm-ers veterans, alleviating
unemployment aud vmdereuployemst sopa' such veterans to a national

respoesibtlity."

The PPM realties these some proWame matess to plague a great number of
veterans et the present fins. Whtle the percept's* of oneeployment 'moms
Vtotoon-ere and disabled veterans is eltghtly lower thee usesploonese smoms the
general 0.S. workforce, there remotes es elevates number of votaress who have soe
benefteed from any of these misting ASVITT programs. Ibis group of veterems,

cateervstively estimated at more flan 200,000. to coesidered chromicelly

unemployed. The Bureau of labor Statistics (SLS) donnas tbam as 'heed to catch
veternes, herd to serve, eed held to place.' As agency profile further shows thts

g roup to be comprised largely of African-Asertcess, Itspentes, end women.

Obviouoly, msny are homeless, educatioeally deficiest, undersktlled, end have
featly and service needs obich often exceed the resources of sunset's esployment

programs.

furthermore. we have every reason to suspect the issue of underemployment is

an even htgger problem among Vietnam-era veterans. Ws use the term 'suspect'

because OOL presently counts such persons as "employed." *comer, the mil we
receive through our various stare offices end the individual inquiries ve receive

LO
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fres oar VPV field personal tadicates strongly that underemployment to a reel
problea that east be addressed. Accordtegly, the VFW atroagly belteves the
stafftag levels of 0POP sad LVIR specialtats must not be reduced below cheat
provost authortsed levels.

The secoad osier alroatop to S.R. 4487 is Impost* eltgibtlity to pertictpate
to Chapter 41 sad 42 preemie to selected active duty personnel. The V/V supports
the proposal to armed the dente& of MOP sad LVIR specieltsts by ollortag thee to
provido mammas aad trataimg information aed services to those ecttve duty
atlitary persommel Ibo ire within 180 days of their settestet eeparettom or
rottrosoot dote.

AcCordieg to Depertemat of Defease (000) figures approstastely 330,000 Armed
Forces pommel are reutimely diechorgod each year. Furthermore, wtth the reeent
akangtag 08-088R political climate sod the moral move toward democracy thrtneheut
enters Serope, DOD is ceasidartee drastic reductive la the active duty forces.
Should early troop reductiem eaten.. become fact, an additioaal 30,000 to 40,000
milttery pereonnel will be separated auseally, instants' this coloodar year mad
conciliates for the next fear or five year..

The bill's prtvtsion to provide cousseline, employment sad trainiag
taforastioa as yell se associated servtees to their group of "moom-to-be" veterans
his two distinct advestages. First, the indivtdual will beeeftt irom the 00011/Wit
lowsolodoo of the exietteg civiltas workforce needs. this more qutckly enables a
niters* to gate some familiarity with the job rentremests ead to focus ea work
career choices. At rhe same time the DVOP/LVIR spectaltats cam provide early
feedback to DOL/ASVIIT to allow that agency to better decorates what other special
emplOyment and training mods, tf any, met be made; aud to more effectively seat
such needs.

The third eajor proposal of 8.1. 4087 is to replace the pressen Secretary of
Labor's Committee on Veterans employmeat with the Advisory Cometttee on Veterans
Imploymeat and ?rotates. aim settees has the diettact sdvearege of putties teeth
into tLLe new Committee. by requiring a lone recognised VFW need for a meantegful
anneal report to 44411ONS esterase temediate employment aed training prowess and
their future requirements.

A. prevtously stated, the VFW has recognised the own over the past few years
for many of these cheeses. Accordiagly, we ask the Subcometttee Mattson to
consider addtag to his bill the Assistaat Secretary of Labor for amployment sad
Traiming Adataistratton as au ea -officto member of this now committee. Out
recommeadatioe Ina the disttact advantage of making more meantneful the second
reporttng requirement for:

"an evaluation of the extent to which the programs and activities of the
DsPertsent of Labor are onetime, such needs' (emphasis added).

This suggestion incorporates the eminence of the rwo inportent VFW Resolution
Numbers 673 aed 676 entttled "Veterans Preference in Job Harker and "Cooduct
tsetse of Policy sod Decision Hiking PTOCOSO in Department of Labor As It Affects
Veterans.' Copies of both ars attached.

Our closing resort on H.R. 4087 is to offer any amd all VFW assistance between
now and the proposed sunset date of December 1996 to reevaluate sod restructure the
job counseling, the job trainteg, and the job placement needs for all veterans to
more effectively compete in the htghly skilled sad htibly techoologin1 woikplace
of the 21st Century. Any job in the future that won't require a greet deal of
skill or a lash degree of rechaical judgment will be performed by a eachtne. And
we hope that machine doesn't boar the label "Node in Japan:"

In fact it wag in April 1988, two years ago, the DOL Secretary's Committee on
Votaries' Employment (SCOVS) sponsored the eattooal fetus "Workforce 2000 and
America's Veterans." The group concluded, in pert, that by the year 2000 veterans
is the labor force will fall into rwo categories; Vietnam era and post -Vietnam
era. Further, this group concluded that national employment and training policy
for veterans hould be formulated to provide the flexibility required to meet the
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dtffertes seeds of these two op groups.

Tb* YIPV stroesly supported these ftmdtase that aid we bellows the thrust of
our teettmoey today *cattalos to do so. This me-lodes our avatar.:
Ur. abstruse. I shall leopard to ear eeesttous st your cameleer*. Thank you.
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Mr Chairmaa and ambers of the Subcommittee, the Vietmem

Veterans of Americs, Iac. (VVA) appreciates this opportunity

to present its views on vterans employment and training

issues generally mad on the specific subject matter of this

hearing particularly. Mie note in the ltter of invitation to

today's hearing the absence of inclusion of bill, MR. 4088,

introduced by the Subcommittee's Chairmen mad Raakimg Minority

member, on the agenda. This particular bill would remedy some

of th serious problems in the Veterans Readjustment

Appointment Authority prograa (VRA) resulting from legislation

nactd late last year. It is hoped we can rely on the

committee to take this measure up in tamest at a later date.

The corrective action contemplated in MR. 4088 is both needed

and warranted and the VVh is prepared to support this measure

fully.

MILJOK
Another measure, MR. 4087, also introduced by the

Subcommitte Chairman and Ranking Minority meeber, would

accomplish three objectives all of which, as me understand

them, the VVA is pleased to support. The first objective is

to authorise Local Veterans Deployment Service Representatives

(L' wi Disabled Vterans Outreach Program specialists

(DVOP) provide service to members of the armed forces who

are preparing to leave the military.

These largely post Vietnam era veterans can be

increasingly expected to need services in the mployeent

arena, most especially gleam the planned demobilisation soon

to get under way as result of events in Raster and Central

Europe as well as in tho Soviet Union.

Making these Dv0P and LVRR services available is an

ieportant step but probably will bis insufficient alone to

prevent a glut of demand for work resulting from

demobilisation. SisAllarly, an already strapped national labor

exchange system can hardly be expected to alone provide needed

assistance without added resources. In this connection, it is

2
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wise to consider including in this measure a restructured

formula for determining tha emblem of IOUs aed 0.011s that

are required to be on harmi besed oa the amber of Poet Vietnam

vteraiall La the general population.

In pursuing the geeeral theme that State operated job

service offices aroand the country cannot alone be given

raeponxibiliky for hamdliag the expected demands resulting

from demobilisation, there are two additioaal suggestions

worth consideration by the committee. Perhaps it would be

appropriate to determine ways La which the Montgomery GI Sill

could be enhanced as way of chaeaeling more of these

veterans into education and traising them would normally be

the case. One Feasible way of doing this would be to provide

enchanced educational benefits to those who thre_gh no fault

of their own are being discherged pematurely.

Another suggestion for committee consideration would be

to provide targeting of these individuals under title III of

the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA). This title ig

designed to assist dislocated workers. It does, after all,

sees clear enough that service personnel being discharged

prematurely in demobilization for the good of the services

are indeed dislocated workers.

On this particular topic it is worth digressing for a

moment to note that veterans, war-time veterans or otherwise,

have never been targeted in the JTIPA. They should be and we

are working hard this year to assist in developing a

legislative vehicle to accomplish just that, one hopefully

that will be received favorably by the Nouse and Senate Labor

Committees.

The second laudable objective of en. 4087 would extend by

five years, until 1996, the statute of limitations on the

Vietnam era. 134cause this statute of limitations, the so

called "drop dead date, would seriously affect at least three

vital programs we know of, the extension is a vise move at
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thia time. The VVIL, Weever, would prefer to see the statute

of limitatioes on the Vista= era removed altogether.

The programs we kmow about that would be affected in this

regard are the LVSR and ovor programs as well as a program

designed to prevent *incrimination agaimat veterans by federal

contractors. As vie all know, the formulae for how many LVIRs

and DVDes is heavily dependent on the viability of the Vietnam

era as defined in section 2011(2)(S) of title 38. Similarly,

if the "drop deed' date were allowed to lapse without remedial

action, it would.becoae perfectly legal for federal

contractors to descriminate against Vietnam veterans with

impagnity. What an absurd outcome that would bet

Zech of these are programs me are sure would be affected

by allowing the December 31, 1991 "drop dead* date to pass.

What we are unsure of is whether other programs might also be

affected. vo remedy this, we believe it is appropriate to

suggest this committee request an expedited review by the

Congressional Research Service (CMS).

The third and finel provision of HR. 4087 would recodify

snd reconfigure the Department of Labor Secretary's Committee

on Veterans 'employment. This committee, otherwise known as

the SCOW, is incapable of serving in any meaningful capacity

as an Advisory Committee. It is so top heavy with political

appointees from the assorted relevant agencies that it is

unable, no matter how well intended its individual members, to

objectively evaluate existing progress or aake meaningful

recommendations.

Two recent examples provided a vivid demonstration of

this point. At its meeting last Spring and again at the most

recent quarterly meeting of the SCOVW, the committee was

unable to conduct business because proposals for committee

consideration were contrary to the Administration's budget

policing. What can be said of the potential for an advisory

committee to be dispassionately capable of providing objective

guidmnce to the Labor Secretary, if nearly half of the

r- ct
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committee's members most either refrain from votimg or cast
abstention votes during official conduct of committee
bestows?

Mr Chairmae, having worked with your ubmsedttee staff
on developing theee powisioms La U. 4017, we are satisfied
that they should work well in restoring the SCOVX to
legitimate workability. Lacking a meaningful reconfiguration
of the SCOW, it is tempting to consider igeoring it as a
functional forum for policy analysis and development.
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Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittee, it is pleasure and personal
privilege to appear here today on behalf of Perslysed Veterans of America
(PVA), a Congreesionally chartered veterans' eervice organization. PTA
appreciates this opportunity to present its concerns a they relate to your
review of the effectiveness of current employment and training proerses
conducted by the Department of Labor which affect our Nation's veterans. V.
also want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Ranking Minority Member Chris Smith
for introducing H.R. 4087.

Over elm years, providing counseling services, training and employment
opportunity to the nation's veterans and disabled veterans has proven to La a
beneficial program for the government, the private sector and especially for
the disadvantaged individual needing aistance in job placement. Today,
these progress are no less important End continue as one of the most
significant benefice available to former military personnel.

The Department of Defense rill greatly reduce the personnel strength of the
U.S. Armed Forces over the next several years. In addition to the regular
discharge rate. the increasing numbers of military personnel who will be
terminating service in the Armed Forces raises the necessity of properly
preparing for their transition to civilian status.

Mr. Chairman, your vision to introduce N.R. 408' by expanding and extending
eligibility provisions for employment and trainine information and services
to meebers departing services in the Armed Forces is thoughtfully crafted and
most timely.

?VA supports the provisions of your bill to amend title 18. In particular,
we believe it is warranted and cost effective to extend the authority for the
Department of Labor (supported by the Department of Defense) to administer
this program through the existing Veterans' Employment and Training Programs
that coordinate the States' Disabled Outreach Program Specialists (MOW and
the Local Veterans' Employaent. Representatives (LVERs). This is totally
within their mission as defined to provide: "employment and training
information and services to individuals serving on active duty with the Armed
Forces who are within 180 days of the estimated date of such Lndividuel's
discharge or release from active duty under conditions other than
dishonorable, including those who are asking a determination of whether to
continue ss members, or be discharged or released from, the Armed Forces."

PVA also supports the provision to extend the termination date of the DVOPs'
and LVERe programs from 1991 to 1996.

PVA reiterates its belief that all service disabled veterans regardless of
their period of service, should receive permanent and foremost preference in
employment training and job placement programs.

PVA supports the provision of the bill contained in SEC. 2. COMMITTEE ON
VETERANS' EMPLOYMENT to amend title 38, USC and expand the criteria, duties

Lr;



and responsibilities of DOL's "Secretary's Committee es Veterans' Imployment"
to the re-established "Advisory Committee em Vetere** Impleyment amd
Trainieg." PVA is presently a member of DOM* advisory committee, SCOWL

As a member of SCOVS, PTA is concerned that the Administration has requested
an 8 percent (288 YTS) funding cut-hack in the Fiscal Year 1991 proposed
budget for the Department of Labor's DVOlis and Mils prosrams. This is in
utter disregard of the intent of Congress to ealstain adequete staffing
levels for both these programs. Further. It is contrary to the stated
commitment of Secretary Dole who recently announced the signing of the $8.7
million contract to operate the National Veterans' Trainiug Institute (WTI)
for the next three years in Denver, Colorado. "The National Veterans'
Training Institute provides a unique eervice that helps the state agencies
that work with us to intros,' substantially the employment possibilities for
America's veterans having trouble finding jobs," Secretary Dole said. Sbe
further stated, "These men and women have made sacrifices to serve and defend
the Notion, and we owe thee a debt which we can never fully repay. NVTI,
however, makes it possible for us to take a large step in that direction."

Inconsistent funding due to arbitrary OKI cuts contributes to the difficulty
of successfully conducting essential employsent programs intesded to serve
the needs of all people. A. discussed earlier, It is also of greet concern
to !VA when considering the affects the cut-backs will have on the employment
of veterans, disabled veterans and the estimated 250,000 military personnel
who are beins released over the next two years from the Armed Forces, in
addition to the 250,000 others who are relseed annually.

Aa it pertains to the Job Training Partnerthip Act (JTPA), recently severe
criticisms of alleged program abuses have appeared in the press. The issue
is preeently being addressed by the Department of Labor and Congress who have
drafted proposals to increase accountability in the JTPA program. At this
time PVA does not possess current data in reference to the administering of
the veterans segment of the program, therefore we must reserve comment.
However we do believe, regardless of the prevailing stated concerns, we
repeat that, due to serious funding cut-backs over the years, the JTPA
remains swverely underfunded.

in the meantime, we applaud Secretary of Labor, Elisabeth Dole, for her
recent policy statement, "It is the policy of the Department of Labor to give
full consideration to the employment, career development, and advancement of
disabled veterans and other individuals with disabilities." ?VA urges that
qualified veterans receive preference in all employuent programs.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, PVA urges the Congress to extend the expiring
provisions of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) contained in NA. 2098,
co-sponsored by 250 antihero of Congress. The TJTC serves as a lir' to
connecting the non-traditional work force with employers through ..:ous
other job programs including veterans training, state and local employer
incentives. The non-traditional work force includes economically
disadvantaged families, youth, immigrents, dislocated workers, workers with
disabilities, military personnel diocharged from the Armed Services and
multitudes of others.

Mr. Chairman, PVA appreciates your continued fforts on behalf of the man and
women who presently serve end have served the Nation. This concludes my
statement, and I will gladly answer any questions that I can.
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Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to be here today rs afer our views on H.R. 4087.

Please accept our congratulations on introducing this legislation, which we believe will

both strengthen a system which has been ruccessful at placing veterans in jobs, and odd

the flexibility necessary to begin to deal with those current members of the armed forces

who will be released, in some cases involuntarily, from active duty to meet the reduced

end strength requirements of this notion's military.

Section 1 of H.R. 4087 reorders the priority of services provided by the Disabled

Veterans Outreach Program Specialists so air to include all disabled veterans who hav

completed a program of vocational rehabilitation under Chapter 31 of Title 38, other

disabled veterans, and adding current members of the armed forces who are within 180

days of separation. It is this last group who will need the help of both state and federal

government to ease their transition back into civilian life. Mr. Chairman, The Americon

Legion supports efforts to make the system work more efficiently far those who need it.

This section of the legislation also amends Section 2004(b) of Title 38 to ensure

that Local Veterans employment Representatives become involved in the provision of

services to separating members of the armed forces, while at the same time ensuring

that the needs of the local veteran population are met by the local employment service

staf. f.

Section I also extends the program, currently scheduled to expire at the end of

1991, until December 31, 1996. Mr. 1/4: lairman, this extension is on extremely important

point with our members and we wholeheartedly endorse it. But, we will continue our

fforts to eliminate on expiration date; in our view, veterans deserve priority service

yesterday, today and tomorrow. This should be a permanent program.

There is one more part to the equation, however, which is not addressed by the

bill, and which involves the formula for determining how many DVOPs will be funded by

the federal government for each state. The American Legion if considering some

alternatives to the current formula and wi I I report back to this subcommittee on what we

believe to be a definitive solution to on upcoming potential problem. Our overriding

:onsideration at this point is that the system, which has to date been quite successful,

not be dismantled. The extension will provide some breathing room and we look forward

to some positive discussions on making it permanent with you and the other members of

this subcommittee.

DO
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Mr. Chairman, we have examined with interest the proposal to reorganize the

current Secretary of Labor's Committee an Veterans' Employment (SCOW). Any

committee which meets under the umbrella of the Federal Advisory Committee Act loses

same of its flexibility in order that the requirements for record keeping and *Panne= ba

met. That is right mid proper, but it can also ba a bit frustrating.

The SCOVE as currently organized is particularly difficult far thous organizations

who wish to communicate advice to the Secretary's budaet through the Committee.

There are nine ar mare members of the SCOVE representing federal agencies. Thus,

when a budget matter is brought up by a representative from one of the veterans'

argemizations which is contrary to the budget request made by the President, all of the

federal representatives either abstain or vote against the motion. The veterans,

organizations are thus frustrated by the inability to communicate what they view as

much needed guidance to the Secretory.

Therefore, it is with 30MO large degree of satisfaction that we note the

introduction of the amerximents to Section 2010 of Title 38. Mr. Chairman, we support

your efforts to turn this committee into what it was intended to be in the first place,

that is, a forum "far the purpose of bringing to the Secretary problems and issues relating

to veterans' employment."

Beyond the issue of reorganizing the Committee and expanding its duties and

responsibility is the Issue of funding. If travel costs for Committee members are to be

reimbursed by the Department of Labor, then the agency must be properly funded to Pay

those costs. Likewise, since staff support from the office of the Assistant Secretary

would be mandated by H.R. 4067, funds must be appropriated to hire and poy that staff.

To require the Veterans' Employment and Training Service to absorb these costs in the

existing budget is not realistic when discretionary funding for the agency is aireody

earmarked for other critical needs. We would ask the support of the members of this

subcommittee during the appropriations process ;.. er Soure to ensure the achievement

of the mission of the reorganized Committee.

Mr. Chairman, it has been an honor to appear here today, and we will welcome any

questions.
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On behalf of the more than 1.3 million members of the
Disabled American Veterans (DAV) and its Ladies' Auxiliary, I am
extremely pleaeed to appear before you today to discuss the
employment programs administered by the Department of Labor
(DOL), as well as H.R. 4087, which offers certain amendments to
Title 30, USC.

Mr. Chairman, these hearings are particularly timely given
the DOL's budget request for Fiscal Year 1991, the introduction
of H.R. 4087, the DOL's initiative on the Traneition Assistance
Program (TAP/DTAP) and other recent activities.

FY 1991 Budget **Guest

Mr. Chairman, the DAV is extremely concerned that the
Administration's request for the DOL's Veterans' employment and
Training Service (VETS) programs is by no means an adequate
budget request. According to Section 2003A, DOL would need
$79,076,000 for 1,883 positions under the Disabled Veterans'
Outreach Program (MOP). In spite of this, the Administration
knowingly requested $74,473,000 which is sufficient to fund only
1,730 positions. This represents a $4.6 million shortfall and a
reduction of 163 positions.

Public Law 100-323, among other things, emtablished
formula for the assignment of Local Veterans' Employment ,

Representatives (LIMN). Based on that formula, there ib a
mandate for 1,600 positions. If the Administration was to
request full funding for those positions they would heed
172,851,000. Again the request is short $4,243,000 and
represents a reduction in 135 LVER positions.

If this budget request is maintained, we will lose 288
individuals who are mandated by law to provide employment
services to our nation's veterans and disabled veterans.

In reviewing the DOL's Veterans' Employment and Training
Services (VETS) budget briefing material, there is a comment
under the "General Statement" that they are seeking
appropriations to "maximize employment and training
opportunities for veterans." Mr. Chairman that language is
embodied in Section 2002, Title 38, USC. Thus the question must
be asked, how can they maximize employment and training
opportunities in view of such severe reductions?

Mr. Chairman, I know this Committee has alwaye been
supportive of adequate funding for DOL programs and we hops that
joint efforts between th Committee and the veterans' service
organizations will result in restoration of proper amounts.

Mr. Chairman, in preparation for this hearing, I reviewed
an August 1989 General Accounting Office (GAO) report submitted
to the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities,
Committee on Education and Labor, U.S. House of Representatives
titled pulloyment Servjcs Variat$ons and Local Office
Performance.
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Regrettably, nothing in this report highlign i..1. service.,
benefit., or ven the mandato to serve veteran. throulh that
system. Rut some very striking information is contained in the
report which dbviously impacts on veteran applicants.

The following are some highlight.:

the Employment Service (IS) provides job service
assistance to over 18 million applicant, a year (from
July 1, 1988 through June 30, 1989, there were a total
of 2.3 million veterans registered for those
services. This is approximately 13% of all
applicant.);

funding for the ES has not kept pace with inflation
although its workload has remained roughly constant;
from 1982 through 1987 funding levels actually
increased to 19%. However, when adjusted for
inflation there was an actual real dollar decline by
almost 7% from 1984 to 1957;

local and stmt. offices varied greatly in their
ability to place applicants in jobs;

stronger performers tended to be concentrated in
certain tetes;

the ES ie providing less individualized assistance to
applicants and less guidance to applicants in
identifying career choices than in the past;

percentage of placements in permanent jobs ranged from
80% or more to less than 40%;

local offices with above average performance tended to
be concentrated in certain state.. Florida, Georgia,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, North Carolina and South
Carolina hod twice the rate of local offices having
above average performances;

Michigan, New Jersey, Rhode Island and west Virginia
had morm than double the national percentage of local
offices with below average performances;

above average states bad lower costs for placement
than those below average;

although the ES workload stayed about the same from
1980 to 1987, the number of local offices providing
one-on-one assistance, providing counseling or testing
MII7V1COO declined. State officials attributed these
declines to budget cutbacks;

since 1980, the number of applicant, receiving
counseling has declined by 50%. This is in spite of
conclusions by researcher. that counseling can play an
important role in assisting ES staff members with
obtaining additional information that can lead to
better job matches (in program year 1989, less than
190,000 veterans were counseled). State officials
attribute this decline to budget cutbacks;

from 1981 to 1987, the number of counselors declined
by 34%;

testing has been shown to improve assessments of
applicant's skills, abilities and to increase
placements. Of 14 offices visited by GAO, four had
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eliminated all testing services and eight had reduced
the proportion of applicants tested.

When reviewing cost ffectiveness of the IS, it is
interestins that those states who are above average, actually
have a lower cost per placement rate for all placement.. This
is aleo true for permanent job placement.. for example, cost per
placement for above average states, in $308 compared to $400 for
beloi average states. In looking at permanent jobs, above
average tate. placement costs are $337 compared to $370 for
below aVerage states.

It la obvious from these data that it is cost effective to
be an above average state.

Disabled Veterans

former Assistant Secretary Donald Shasteen established
disabled veterans as priority group within his
&Ministration. We are very thankful for Hr. Shasteen's efforts
and further commend Asetant Secretary Collins for following
that commitment. Hr. Collins and Secretary Dole have indicated
disabled veterans are a priority and the DAV la very
appreciative of that.

Several studies have validated the need for special
eephasis on providing employment and employment related services
to our nation's disabled veterans. Two studies by the DOW.
bureau of Labor Statistics, through the census bureau's Current
Population Survey (CPS) found that approximately 100,000
disabled veterans have dropped out of the lebor force. In
addition, more severely disabled veterans have higher
unemployment rates than non-disabled veterans and veterans with
less severe disabilities.

In addition to the report released by DOL, the Department
of Veterans Affairs (VA) did an analysis and released a report
titled "Disability, VA Programs, and Labor force Status Among
Vietnam Sra Vetersns (October 1989)." Highlights of that report
follow:

disabled veterans are less likely
force than nondisabled veterans.
being in the labor force declines
disability rating increases;

the unemployment rate for disabled
one-third higher than the rate for
veterans;

to be in the labor
The likelihood of
Sharply as

veterans is nearly
non-disabled

those with the highest rating (60% or more) have a
lower unemployment rate. The report attributes this
"to the fact that the most severely disabled among
them might not be looking for work and would not bs
included in the calculation of the unemployment rate"
(while this may be partially true, additional
discussion will follow);

disabled veterans are more likely to be employed in
the public sector, in non manual, and part-time jobs
than non-disabled veterans;

56% of the disabled veterans report they are having
difficulty getting and holding a job because of their
disability;

lh
th78% of a disabled veterans are in e labor force

compar to 94% for the non-disabled veterans;
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the more severe the disability, the less likely the
disabled veteran is working in the private sector.
Less than half of disabled Veterans with ratings of
30% or more work in the private sector compared to
nearly 60% of those with ratings of less than 30%.
(This is attributed in part to veterans preference in
government employment. While this may be true, it
tells us that there is insufficient nforcement of
affirmative action for disabled veterans in the
private sector, thin will be discussed later);

disabled veterans are somewhat more likely to work
part-time than non-disabled veterans, 5.4% versus 4.6%
respectively. The proportion of disabled veterans
working part-time increases as disability rating
increases;

approximately 13% of disabled veterans with a rating
of SO% or more work part-time. This is more than
three times the proportion of veterans with rating
under 30% who are employed pert-time.

Nr. Chairsan, as indicated above, there is some accuracy to
the belief that because some of the more severely disabled
veterans may not be looking for work, they would not be included
in the unemployment rate and thus a lower unemploymint rate
would ensue. There is, however, another unsubstantiated theory
that some of the more visible disabled veterans, i.e., those who
use wheelchairs for mobility and certain amputees, are
"attractive" to certain employers, who are in our opinion
practicing tokenism. Because of certain legal requirements and
in partial response to social awareness, employers will seek out
more severely disabled veterans and put them in highly visible
jobs so they can "take great pride" in what they are doiny for
disabled veterans. This is certainly not true in all cases, but
it does occur.

4ffirmatiVe MUNI (Section 2012)

Existing provisions contained in Section 2012, Title 38,
USC, intended to provide affirmative action and non-
discrimination protection to certain disabled veterans are
inadequate and ineffective at best. The BLS study points out
that disabled veterans ore less likely to be working in the
private sector than in the public sector. We believe this is
due, in part, to veterans' preference in the public sector and
non-enforcement of affirmative action/nondiscriminatory
provisions flowing from Section 2012, Title 38, USC.

These provisions require federal contractors to take
affirmative steps to employ and advance in employment qualified
disabled veterans. The regulations provide a complaint
mechanism. A disabled veteran may file complaint against a
federal contractor, where it is believed the contractor is
violating its obligation. Such complaint basically carries
with it three administrative levels. The original complaint is
investigated by the area cffice, who in turn submits its
findings to the regional office, who then issues a
determination. If the determination is unfavorable to the
voteran, a request for review may be filed with the Director of
OFCCP ft. Washington, DC. If the Director finds there is no
violation or is unable co otherwise satisfy the complaint of the
disabled vetmran, that veteran has no right to take the decision
to court for further review. Tte discretion as to whether or
not a veteran's case gets to federal court is one that rests
solely with the OFCCP.

The U.S. District CoUrt for the Northern District of Ohio
has ruled in Harris v. Labor Department that section 2012
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"...neither provides nor precludes judicial review,...the
statute directs OWCCP to 'take appropriste action' but does not
elaborate. In Its employment guidelines, !Section 2012) grants
MCC, permissive rather then mandatory authority to seek
jUdicial relief." Because MOO decided the federal contractor
did not discriainate against the individual, fur her rights of
judicial review were unavailable.

To our knowledge, OFCCP has never taken a disabled
veteran's case to court.

According to information available to us, there is a weekly
meeting between officials of VI71 and the director of OFCCP. WO
are encouraged by this and urge a continuing dialog between the
two agencies.

However, we are further concerned that oromP has shown
little regard for veterans programs but rather has its major
emphasis on programs for other covered populaticns (Executive
Order 11246).

A recent article in U. Afflrmative Action Compliance
&Mat nUbliehed by the Bureau of National Affairi, revesle
OWCCP is restructuring their "compliance review programs that
could have significant implications for major corporations under
the 'glass ceiling initiative'. Federal compliance officers
will focus for the first time on examining...how individuals are
selected for key high level corporate jobn." It is common
knowledge that the "glass ceiling" syndrome is in reference to
the M.O. 11264 program.

At a Mid-Winter meeting of the American Bar Association's
EEO Committee a hiOh level official of OFCCP told those
participants "We've gotten women and minorities into the
pipeline, we haven't done much to get them into the top Jobe."

An official in the Office of the Solicitor of Labor has
indicated there is a ehift "to cases filed in Executive Order
11246".

For these and other reasons, Mt. Chairman, we would like to
offer th, following recommendations for changes in Chapter 42,
Title 38, particularly, Section 2012.

Employment "emphasis" needs to be changed to employment
"preference" under federal contracts. Additionally, we believe
based on complaints we have heard from around the country the
recipients of other financial assistance need to be included
under Section 2012. We also offer the following language to be
added to Section 2012(a).

Notwithstanding any other provision of law or
contract such contractors or grantees shall provide
preferential hiring treatment to eligible disabled
veterans and veterans of the Vietnam era.
Notwithstanding any other provision of law or
contract, such contractors must exhaust all possible
referrals from the local employment service office
before utilizing any other recruiting source and it
shall be an unlawful practice to discriminate against
any eligible veteran on the basis of that veterans'
status including any service-connected disability.

The annual report (VWTS-'100) required of federal
contractors needs to be amended to include the tOtal number of
referrals from the employment service with a separate breakdown
of veterans from the Vietnam era and disabled veterans.
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W. also suggest the focus of the VETS-100 be redirected.
Currently, it is primari'v ured as means to identify ferdcral
contractors. W. believe 4WD report should be used as
compliance and enforcement tool. For example, how many
contractors have had compliance reviews as a result of the
report; how many contractors hove had sanctions or other action
taken against them; and how many contractors have been put on
notice they are in violation of the lzw.

W. further believe these reports can be used to identify
trends. From July 1, 1988 to June 30, 1989, there were 543,685
federal contractor job listings filed with the Employment
Service. In spite of the fct there were more than 50,000
"special d1sabYd" veterans registered for employment services,
only 3,225 of ',nese veterans got federal contractor Joh. At
the dame time, 9,313 special disabled veterans were referred.
Mr. Chairman, only one in three of those referred were
emPloyed. This, in our opinion, indicates a trend.

Eligible veterans also need to have the ability to pursue
their complaint beyond the OFCCP level without orccp having
final discretion which cases will be referred for court action.

Mr. Chairman, we are working on what we believe are other
necessary changes to Chapter 42 which we would bo happy to share
with you and the staff at a later dote.

Mr. Chairman, we believe the Department lf Labor standing
alone cannot address the employment and training needs of
disabled veterans. Rather, a concerted effort must be
undertaken by VETS and the Department of Veterans Affairs led by
the Vocational Rehabilitation and Education division in
consultation with the veterans service organizations to devise a
plan that will address the needs of our nation's disabled
veterans.

Such a plan needs to take into consideration the high
number of disabled veterans who have dropped out of the labor
force and the reasons therefore. If we are unable to identify
the cause of this drop out rate, we are then unable to develop
solutio/s.

TRAINING

Mr. Chairman, in a recent segment of "For Veterans Only",
Assistant Secretary Collins told a panel that there was "not
enough training available to veterans" and "We wish we had more
job training for veterans."

We think it in substantially correct that the Job Training
Ps_cnership Act (JTPA) does not adequately serve the needs of
veterans. If it is serving veterans to any extent, we do not
know because the reporting system in place for Titles II and III
does not include a separate report or identification of veterans
status. We all know the only program specifically targeted for
veterans is under Title IVc. TbIS does not begin to scr-tch the
surface, partimlarly when you look at the needs of the
dislocated worker and homeless who ere veterans.

Again, to the credit of Assistant Secretary Collins, he is
pursuing employment for homeless veterans as a prio/ity. We
encourage him to continue doing that. However, little if
anything is being done to identify and assist the dislocated
worker who is a veteran. Earlier studies indicate that
approximately 26% of sll dislocated workers have vete,:ans'
status. By contrast, veterans comprise only about 14% of the
civilian labor force. Veterans are therefore displaced workers
at a rate almost twice their incidence in the labor force. They

11'7.
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are not entitled to priority services under the existing Title
III (JPTA), nor the new EDWAA program.

Mr. Chairman, we recommend Section 2013 of Title 30, USC,
be amended to include the following language.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, veterans
as defined by Sectian 2001 of this title shall be
eligible to participate in any public service
employment program, any emergency employment program,
any job training program assisted under the Equal
Opportunity Act of 1964, any employment or training
program assisted under the Job Training Partnership
Act or &ny employment or training (or related)
program finaLcod in whole or in part with federal
funds. Further, these veterans shall be entitled to
priority of services.

Again, the Department of Labor cannot do it all alone.
Other resources such as the Department of Veterans Affairs'
Vocational Rehabilitation and Education Service, as well as
state vocational rehabilitation agencies may provide necessary
retraining for certain disabled veterans. Community reswrceis
such al adult education and remedial training through local high
schools and community colleges should be used.

Transition Services

As a result of recent legislation the Department of Labor's
Veterans Employment and Training service is preparing to pilot
transition services for active duty military personnel who are
within 180 days of discharge.

They have developed two programs: Transition Assistance
Program (TAP) and Disabled Transition Assistance Program
(DTAP). DTAP is designed to provide additional assistance to
those active duty military personnel who have known disability
and may be eligible for additional benefits.

The mandate for this program has been given to the
Department of Labor with the assistance of the Department of
Defense and the Department of Veterans Affairs.

To date, other than components of DOD showing their
willingness to allow Departmnt of Labor personnel to provide
these services, im are not aware of any other commitment from
DOD. It is our opinion that because DOD benefits directly from
this program, i.e. higher retention rate and savings to their
unemployment insurance costs, they should be more willing to
commit resources, both financial and in kind, to this program.
The Department of Labor must run and staff this program from
existing resources. The Fiscal Year 1991 budget request for
this program is only $225,000 for FY 1991.

While VA does not appear to benefit directly from this
program they are the agency that provides benefits and delivers
certain services to eligible veterans. This project can help
identify thong who may be eligible, especially those with
potential service related disabilities. The VA's Department of
Vocational, Rehabilitatton and Education should be an integral
part of DTAP.

We have already discussed the potential toss of DVOP and
LVER personnel in the FY 1991 budget. These new duties have an
obvious impact on what we believe are two few resources in this
budget request.

We believe too much emphasis is on direct placement based
on the idea that these individuals will be "job ready." There

33-544 0 - 90 - 4
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are those who will not have sufficient transferable skills anel
those with disabilities who will ned to be retrained. Emphasis
needs to be placed on these two categories of active duty people
and an effort hould be made to coordinate with VA to identify
needed resources and have such resources committed to the
project.

We are also concerned that there has been very little
information and direction in this program directed to field
personnel. Most of it has thus far been targeted to the bases
on which the program will be run and while state level people
have been involved very little if any discussions have been made
with local personnel who will ims actually administering the
servicee. No overall plan or direction to the field has been
developed, no specific responsibilities assigned other than at
the national level (Major Tom Johnson), and no local
coordination developed. We suggest that Assistant Secretary
Collins immediately issue clarifying instructions to all

Mr. Chairman, the DAV is developing its own program to
prov,..a. these types of services to soon to be discharged
military personnel. We will attempt, where resources allow, to
work directly with the Department of Labor. In some areas, we
plan on providing our own seminar at selectei sights within our
resources.

Mr. Chairman, this an exciting concept and vne which we
believe will be very beneficial to those active duty personnel
who now need to make some hard choices about their futures.
Many of them will be first time enlistees and have no practical
experience in the civilian labor market. Others will be
military retiLees who have limited, if any, recent exposure to
the civilian labor market. Both segments of this population are
going to need the types of services the Department of Labor and
the DAV is willing and able to provide.

Vietnam Era VeterAns

Mr. Chairman, while it can be generally stated Vietnam era
veterans are now doing relatively well in the job market, there
are still those who can benefit from services provided by the
Department of Labor. Additionally, there is insufficient
evidence to show they are doing well with private sector federal
7ontractor employers who have been mandated to target Vietnam
.tra veterans since at least 1972.

Mr. Chairman, in reviewing employment service data for the
period July 1, 1988 through June 30, 1989, we find that 336,594
Vietaam era veterans were placed in federal contractor job
cpenings. At the same time more than one million Vietnam era
1.eterans were registered with the Employment Service and 140,606
wsre referred to these job openings. Approximately 1 in 4 of
tunes referred were actually placed. Given the fact that more
tian one million Vietnam era veterans sought assistance through
ths network of employment security agencies indicates to us that
there is a need to provide services to these veterans.

Recent Congressional action led by the Senate Veterans
Affairs Committee deleted Vietnam era veterans from eligibility
for Vaterans Readjustment Appointments (VRA). As you know, Mr.
Chairmcn, with one minor exception DAV supported the bill
introducsd in this Committee which would have extended and
expanded VRA. We did not support the Senate version which
expanded but deleted eligibility for certain Vietnam era
veterans. We believe that action was a mistake and continue to
believe that.
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Accordingly, Mr. Chairman, we are very appreciative of your
introduction of H.R. 4088 which we hope will mires quickly
through the House and that the Senate will take positive action.

Mr. Chairman, at the end of 1991, Vietnam era veterans will
not be eligible for affirmative action and the number of DVOPs
Will dwindle significantly unles H.R. 4087 introduced by
yourself and Congressman Chris Smith of New Jersey is enacted.
The current definition of a vetelan of the Vietnam era contained
in Section 2011(2)(A) and (B) expires December 31, 1991.

For purposes of determining the number of personnel
assigned under DVOP a formula based in part on a Vietnam era
veteran population is used. The definition of Vietnam era
veteran for that purpose derives from Section 2001(2), Title 38,
USC and is defined as follows, "the term 'veteran of the Vietnam
era' has the same meaning provided in Section 2011(2) of this
title."

Mr. Chairman, your provision in H.R. 4087 extending the
1991 date to 1996 addresses thie concern and we are very
appreciative of both your and Mr. Smith's effort in this area
and wish to let you know we support you totAlly.

We also support the other provisions contained in H.R.
4087. I would like to specifically comment on Section 2
'Committee on Veteranw' Employment." Mr. Chairman, a Committee
on Veterans' Employment was established edministratively in the
mid-1970s by former Secretary of Labor William J. Usery. That
Committee was primarily an intra-agency function and the various
veterans' organizations served. Committee maetings were
structurea rather informally and gave us an opportunity to
discus, with thl Secretary of Labor various employment and
training programs as they affected veterans.

When President Reagan took office, Secretary of Labor
Raymond Donavan determined that this type of Committee was no
longer needed. The veterans organizations and Cclgress felt
differently and Public Law 97-306 was enacted which among other
things established the Secretary of Labor's Committee on
Veterans Employment. This Committee has subsequently been
referred to as SCOVE.

This new Committee was codified in Section 2010, Title 38,
USC, end had been operational for almost 10 years.

The DAV, and we believe the other veterans' service
organizations agree the present Committee is not functioning as
we had hoped it would. The Committee diff 70 from other
advisory committees in that the Secretary ,f Labor is the Chair
and the Assistant Secretary for VoteranoT Employment and
Training serVes as Vice Chair. Also various federal agencies
serve as "voting" member.. Other advisory committees include
federal agencies as "ox-officio" members without a right to
vote. The Chair is generally appointed by the Secretary, but
only the nonfederal government members have right to vote.

Because of this structure the Committee is unable to vote
on matters that may need to be brought to the attention of the
Secretary because the federal members are unable to vote on
something that may be contrary to Administration policy. We
fully understand this dilemma.

We are also concerned, Mr. Chairman, that although the
Secretary, by law, is designated to Chair the Committee, current
Secretary Dole has not attended one meeting and her predecessor
Secretary McLaughlin likewise attended no meetings. When
William Brock was Secretary, he attended several but only what

1
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we considered in a token fashion. H. woula generally open the
meeting and stay for approximately one-half hour.

Another concern about the existing structure is the
Committee meets quarterly as mandated by law, but seldom do we
meet for more than two hours. On other advisory committees I
have served, we normally meet anywhere from two to three days.
We believe two hours per quarter is an insufficient amount of
time to address issues and make recommendations to the Secretary
on matters of such importance.

Mr. Chairman, we believe Section 2 of H.R. 4087 addresses
the concerns we have about the past activities of SCOVE.
Accordingly, we support this section and suggest the following
amendments. Section (c)(2) should be amended to include "or
individuals representing organizations" following "not more than
six individuals." Mr. Chairman, that would allow organizations
such as the Interstate Conference of Employment Security
Agencies (ICESA) or the International Association of Personnel
in Employme.:At Security (TAPES) to be represented. Both have
very active veterans' committees.

We also suggest an amendment to that section that would
allow the first Chairman to serve three consecutive years. we
believe that much time will be needed to get the Committee on
track.

Mr. Chairman, again we would like to thank you and Mr.
Smith for your ongoing concerns and interest as well as your
obvious willingness to address problems identified within the
Department of Labor's Employment and Training Programs for our
nation's veterans. We very much appreciate the ability to work
closely vith you and your staff on these issues.

NVTI

Mr. Chairman, we were pleased to learn that the Department
of Labor has entered into a contract with the University of
Colorado to continue the training program under the National
Veterans Training Institute (NVTI). This program has proven
itself to be very beneficial to all those who have gone through
the various courses. The DAV has been working very closely with
NVTI staff and have assisted in developing a separate curriculum
on veterans' benefit.. Several of our National Service Officer
trainees have gone throw,' - core program and have reported
back ta us they felt it 4s eotremely beneficial.

Our concern now lie. Mr. Chairman, with the FY 1991 budget
request which is definite y inuefficient to maintain the level
of tra!ning provided by WTI. 'at believe this budget shortfall
may also have, an impact on the quality of future training
provided by NVTI. We are therefore urging Mr. Collins to do
everything possible to assure NVTI receives the funding needed
to maintain the level of services and quality of instruction as
well as meet the contractural obligation the Department of Labor
has with the University of Colorado

Ws assure you of our coutinued support for this most
worthwhile innovative program.

Public Law 100-323

Mr. Chairma. in preparation for those hearings, we have
reviewed the provisions of Public Law 100-323 enacted into law
in 1988. The Department of Labor has had approximately two
years to implement the provisions of this law.

Some of the provisions we believe which have not been
addressed follow! the requirement that the Department of

1 (i
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Defense provide VETS any list of eMployers maintained by DOD who
participate in the National Committee for Employer Support of
the Guard and Reserve. Is such list being provided to VETS
and if so, what is VETS doing with the list?

Has the Secretary of Veterans Affairs provided to the
Secretary of Labor the names and addresses of employers that had
approved program, under the Veterans Job Training Act; if so,
what him VETS done with thosc lists?

There are at least two provisions that deal with veterans'
preference and cooperation with the Office of Personnel
Management. The first one requires the Directors and Assistant
Directors at the state level to report any evidence of
noncompliance with veterans' preference to the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) for appropriate enforcemnt and
action. How many such reports have been provided to OPM and
what actions has OPM taken? Additionally, we would like to know
what mechanism OPM has put in place to address any reports of
allegei violations from the Department of Labor.

The second provision deals with monitoring of vacancies by
federal agencies as required to be listed with the United States
Employment Service under 3327 of Title 5 USC. What activity has
taken place and what, if any, reports haVe been pro%,ided to OPM
or the Department of Labor.

It is our understanding, Mr. Chairman, that deopite the
fact these requiremonts are almost two years old, the Department
of Labor and OPM have yet to enter into Memorandum of
Understanding to implement these provisions.

We do not believe these provisions are that labor intensive
or difficult that it would take two years to develop procedures.

Another provision of Public 100-323 requires the IWOPs to
act as "case managers" in assuring appropriate services are
provided to disabled and Vietnam ra as well as recently
separated veterans. To our knowledge, Mr. Chairman, no such
case management has been implemented.

Other Recommendation

There has been ongoing dialog with the Assistant 3ecretary
of Veterans Employment and Training over whethr or not the
Department of Labor need. to have written National Employment
and Training Policy. The Department's position has basically
been all of its programs constitute such an employment policy.
However, Assistant Secretary Collins has established a work
group to develop a written policy. The work group innludes
several veterans ervice organizations and government
representatives but not representatives from VETS. We believe
an appropriate amendment to Section 2002 of Title 38 USC is in
order. We suggest, Mr. Chairman, that the Assisi...ant Secretary
be mandated to develop a written National Employment and
Training Policy for eligible veterans and eligible persons
within 90 days of the enactment of any such legislation.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes our statement and we wish to
again thank you and the other members of this Committee for your
ongoing concern and support of veterans' employment and training
issues. I will be happy to answer any questions.
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Hr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Sducation. Training,

and Employment, it is privilege to appear before you to present

testimony concerning th effectiveness of Veterans' Employment and

Training Programa administered by the United States Department of

Labor and H.R. 4087.

The Congress established within the Department of Labor (DoL) the

Assistant Secretory of Labor for Veterans' Employment and Training

(ASVET) to serve as the principle advisor to the Secretary

concerning the formulation and implementation of all DoL policies

and procedures that affect veterans. In section 2002 A, specific

direction was embodied in the law to ensure the intent of Congress

was fulfilled.

While overall employment statistics pertaining to veterans are

encouraging, the effectivenes6 and efficiency of DoLs veterans

programs must be gauged by the status of the delivery system - the

United States Employment Service (USES), the Local Veterans

Employment Representatives (LVER), and Disabled Veterans Outreach

Program Specialists (DVOPS). Veterans are dependent upon these

three elements to access private sector employment and training

programs for which they qualify. For "veterans priorit-v

services" to be meaningful, the service delivery points of 01.. JSES

must be accessible, staffed with competent, trained profess.onals

who have the resources to perform their mandated responsibilities.

We have seen repeatedly over the last several years the gradual

strangulation of the USES. Since 1900, over 662 local offices have

been closed and 14,471 staff lost due to funding shortfalls. This

has occurred even though the employer-paid taxes are expected to

exceed the administration's budget request by $1.5 bi1l.n. This

reduction has resulted in the reduction or elimination of

employer/industrial relation visits, job development, job search

workshops, individual counseling and testing. During the period

July 1, 1988, - June 30, 1909, 2.3 million veterans utilized the

1
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USES, 1.1 million were referred to a job, 563,000 were placed or

obtained employment.

The ASVET recently testified that "the provision of services to

disabled veterans beyond the specific requirements of legislation

will continue to be one of VETS priorities." Frankly, AMVETS is

at a loss as to how the ASVET will ensure delivery of this priority

service when the DoL budget does not fulfill congressionally

mandated formula levels, thus, further restricting access to

specially trained veterans staff. It is notd that projected staff

shortfalls occur in LVERs and OVOPs, not administrative support

staff.

The interagency memorandum of understanding between OPM and the

ASVET, as mandated by PL 100-323, is nearing signature. This

memorandum Of understanding will greatly enhance shari'l of

information and defining roles in assisting veterans f.

federal employment. AMVETS encourages that these two agencies

include in this memorandum of understanding, the cross-sharing and

integration of automated systems such as the OPM Federal Job

Information System and ASVET Civilian Occupation Management

Information System. During chose periods of restricted budgets and

labor strategies, we believe that by developing a joint job

information service, DoL and OPM can teduce cost and increase their

recruiting audience.

AMVETS diligently worked alongside representatives of the

Administration, Congress, and service organizations to ensure ASVET

field staff have the proper training, access to information to

assist them in their jobs and a means to share their activities.

The National Veterans Training Institute (NVTI) has proven to be

a successful, valuable resouri;e in assisting otir staff in

performing their responsibilities. The ASVET, due to budget

constraints, has been forced to substantially reduce training slots

and to seek "alternative fanding sources and operational

2
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strategies." MOMS sincerely hopes that these alternativ, funding

sources will include payment of tuition by other agencies such as

Department of Defnse and the Department of Veterans Affairs, who

benefit from NVTI programs. ANVRTS wholeheartedly supports the

crOSs-training by NVTI of Vocational Rehabilitation Specialist, Vitt

Center Colnselors, Physical Evaluation Board Liaison Officers and

other key individuals who play role in ensuring veterans find

meaningful employment. ASVET can no longer offer this training

gratis.

We in ANVETS firmly believe that tederal Unemployment Tax Act

1FUTA) funds must be removed :from the federal unified budget and

utilized to restore USES and ASVETS programs and services.

We are concerned that during a recent "For Vets Only" program the

ASVET implied little effort is being exerted to ensure contractor

complianct with section 2012 38 USC. This is particularly

frustrating when one considers that employers have fulfilled their

reporting requirements and the VETS 100 report information is

shared with Office of Pederal Contract Compliance programs (OFCCP).

The report is allegedly utilized to identify federal contractors

for ASVET local staff, hardly its primary purpose. AMVETS is happy

to learn that ASVET staff, and that of OFCCP, meet weekly and until

such time as the authority to enforce section 2012 38 USC is

transferred to the ASVET, and we encourage these discussions to

continue. It is disturbing to note that after four years of

preparing Fegulations and three years of reporting, a veteran has

little or no legal recourse concerning violationS of section 2012

38 USC. By exercising its administrative discretion, OFCCP limits

veterans from pursuing their claims through the courts. The 5t1

Circuit Court in Ohio recently ruled that a disabled veteran could

not purrre his case in court in that the final decision to pursue

this course of action rest with OFCCP.

Numerous innovative programs have been instituted and tested under

3
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the auspices of the AHVET-administered Job Training Partnerc ,.. Act

(JTPA) IVC grants prOgram. This grant program is restricted by a

mandated formula that historically has led to the appropriation

of approxim.itely $9.5 million for this Maiional Program. The DoL

requested ..,,.$ million for PY 91 JTPA IVC programs. Mr. Chairman,

AMVETS is aware that though this committee does not have

jurisdiction over JTPA, this subtitle is the only specific veterans

training program currently available in JTPA. It is under-funied,

difficult to participate in, tine has questionable im ct upon

lveterans employment and training needs. AMVETS encou ages this

committee, working in concert with representatives of the Labor and

Human Resources Committee to pursue legislation to modernize JTPA

IVC. Even though veterans are authorized to participate in other

JTPA programs on non-priority basis, we agree with the ASVET that

there is insufficient job training for veterans. It is unfortunate

that veterans who make up 1/3 of the homeless population are not

appropriated proportionate share of the Stuart McKinley program

dollars, The ASVET is to be commended for the oontinuing efforts

of his staff and the success they have obtained through the

Homeless Veterans' Reintegration Program.

AMVETS has consistently pursued the establishment 01 transitional

programs for our servicemen and women. Separation programs that

will ensure these veteren are provided every possible assistance

in readjusting to the civilian work force is a necessity. These

young Americans are a valuable resource that our nation's employers

have yet to actively recruit. Our attention was drawn to the need

for such programs in 1986. We are now moving to establish

congressionally mandated test pilots that are restricted in number

by law.

Current events and projected reductions in our defense forces

dictate that we revisit these programs with an eye toward moving

yond "pilots." The Army alone is estimating a manpower reduction

of 180,000. Any accelerated expanse of the Doi, transition program

4
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must consider current and projected LVER/DV0170 staffing shortfalls

and budgetary restraints on ASVET field staff. The role of the

Department of Defense (DOD) must be clearly defined. During this

Austere period "in kind services" in the frugal mind of ANVETS is

unacceptable. The discussion of the "peace dividend" must begin

by defining DoD agencies responsibIlitiki to those who are being

discharged. ANVETS is nct convinced that the military has fully

accepted its role i* developing transition programs. ANVETS

questions what duties existing Do0 civilian staff, currently

assigned to discharge points, will perform in referring individuals

to the USES. We also suggest DoD provide the USES' computer tapes

reflecting discharges by state to facilitate job seeking. W. are

equally concerned that the role of the Department of Veterans

Affairs in this program has not been cemented into place. A

substantial number of individuals facing discharge will have

disabilities, will be seeking home loans and education

entitlements. This influx of unanticipated inquiries and services

on depleted Veterans Benefits Counselors and Vocational

Rehabilitation Counseling Specialist may overtax their ability to

provide adequate services. ANVETS is aware that 240 VA staff were

trained by NVTI in 1989. This number was equally split between the

Vocational Rehabilitation staff and Readjustment Counseling

Service. This cross-trairing is a must. These two VA staff

elements play a significant role in the initial veterans empinment

cycle and may serve as an "enhancer" to the over burdened LVER/DVOP

staff in transition programs specifically designed for disabled

veterans. We encourage continuation of this training in 1991.

Further, we recommend recognition of servicemen and women released

for the good of the service as dislocated workers. In addition,

veterans should be provided equity in unemployment compensation

laws.

In reviewing H.R. 4087, I commend Mr. Penny and this subcommittee

for their foresight. Large pockets Of Vietnam veterans, in

particular the disabled and minority, continue to endure

5
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readjustment difficulties. This has been substantiated by the BLS

biennial stedies of unemployment among speciAl disabled veterans

and Vietnam "Theater" veterans. ANVETS is appreciati4e of !Ihe

efforts of BLS, particularly Ns. Sharon Kohaney, in developing

those reports. We understand that a current report has been

compiled ard we encourage DoL to expeditiously publish its results.

Ir view of the National Vi:Anam Veterans RAadjustment study,

projections of homeless Vietnam veterans and the continuing

unemployment difficulties eAperienced by these veterans, ANVETS

supports extension of the definition of a "veteran of the Vietnam

era" to uecember 31, 1996.

We also suggest consideration be given to include in 38 USC,

section 2001(5) a new subparagraph (D) "an individual serving on

active duty with the Armed Porces who are within 180 days of the

estimated date of such individuals discharge or release from active

duty under conditions other than dishonorable". We propose

addition of a new subparagraph 38 USC, 2001(5)(E), "individuals

currently serving as a member of the National Guard or Ready

Reserve." The role of the National Guard and Reserve in our

National Defense warrants their being included in priority

services, but not at the expense of those who ate disabled or

combat veterans.

I L.1not over emphasize our concern that, though we recognize the

need for transition assistance programs, the role of the Armed

Services has not been addressed. The question that repeatedly

comes to the forefront is one of responsibility. Should the

transition program be an ftxtension of DoD personnel policies or be

a satellite responsibility of the OASVET7 The decentralized nature

of program Ictivities allow local military commanders to dictate

assignment of LVERs/DVOPs. Overzealous commanders who recognize

need, but not service structure limitations, may place unrealistic

demands on our limited tield staff. Without additional LVER/DVOP

resources or d redefinition of their primary role we believe this

6
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initiative is ham-strung from the onset. MOMS is not predisposed

to redefining veteran priority of services and would frown on any

suCh effort.

AMVET1 has been disturbed by the historical lack of f,cus of the

Secretary's Committee on veterans Mmployment. In its present form

it is gererally perceived as having had little or no success in

fulfilling its mandated reeponsibilities. By virtue of its

organization, this committee finds itself in conflict.

Representatives of federal agencies cannot address topics in

opposition to that of the administration. Thus, key issues

effecting services to veterans art left on the table. AMVETS

appreciates the wisdom of this committee in exercising its

responsibilities as defined in section 5, PL 92-463.

AmVETS were excited to learn that the Acting Secretary ETA and

ASVET have entered into a memorandum of understanding (October 18,

1989) which in part stats that ETA will serve as an active member

of the SCOVE. Unfortunately, we have not observed "active

particilation" at recent SCOVE meetings, to include the one held

Watch 28, 1990. AMVETS was equally excited that ETA and VETS will

collaborate to identify ano include appropriate veterans

representatives on various ETA program committees, such as those

on Validity Generalization. We were saddened to learn that

"appropriate veterans representatives" does rmt include

representatives from major veterans service organizations.

To ensure that these two agencies are afforded the necessary

information to carry-out their respective missions and to implement

DoL's veterans employment and training policy and since the

Assistant Secretary for Employment and Training Administration has

responsibility for the USES as well as administration of JTPA

programs, AmveTs recommends that a representative of thin important

agency be included as an ex-officio member of the committee as

proposed in H.R. 4087.

7
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I suggest that for clarity, section 2010(6) incluie language to

allow the committee to "submit to the 8.:cretary Imch other report*

and recommendations as the committee considers appropriate."

We recommend that the Department of Labor's Advisory Committee ,a

Veterans Employment and Training be chartered fOr a period of twO

years and the ASVET be designated as the asittee manager. Fund*

to administer the committee must be allocated to the ASVET. The

committee charter should be drafted by the committee and submitted

through the Secretary of Labor to Government Administration Office

for approval. The committee should be authorised to conduct field

site visits as appropriate to fulfill its responsibilities.

We in ANVETS believe that the proposals contained in H.R. 4087 are

a positive step forward in creating a functional advisory committee

that will begin the arduous task of developing a National Veterans

Employment and Training policy.

Senior representatives of the DoL insist that the nation's Veterans

Employment and Training policy is embodied in current law and

regulations. ANVETS concurs with our colleague Dennis Rhodes who

commented in the Employment and Training report July 23, 1986, that

"new legislation will be needed to strengthen and preserve

veterans preference in a viable national labor exchange systems,

as well as to develop for the first time an employment and training

program for veterans, the very existence of which is not completely

at the mercy of budgetary exigencies or theories of new

federalization or privatization."

States such as New York and Ohio are moving independently to ensure

that veterans residing within their states are afforded

preferential services in all state administered federally funded

programs.

The need to modernize and to develop new programs for our nation's

8
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veterans has been clearly identifid. ANVETS believes now is the

time for DoL to assume a leadership role in this Capacity. I Alla

grateful that ANVETS has been requested to serve on a working

committee to begin development of a draft National Veterans

Employment policy. We look forward to working with members of the

Administration, the Congress and our counterparts in this process.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement.

9
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A Staterent

ro the

Committee on Veterana' Affairs

United States House oi Representatives

April 1990

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

It is a pleasure for me to provide You with the veterans legislative

agenda of the Association of the United Stater Army (AUSA), specially

during the initial stages of what appears to be the beginning of a

substantial reduction in military personnel strength for the Department of

Defense.

Events in Eastern Europe have moved at a breathtaking pace. The

infamous Berlin Wall is doum; a series of democratic movements have begun

throughout the Warsaw Pa't nations. Even the Soviet Union appears to be

tentatively experimenting with some limited democratic reforms.

America's will to stay the course in E.Jrope has been rewarded with a

sore peaceful Europe and an opportunity to reduce our military burden.

This juxtaposition of peace and militcry burden provides a siren song for

those critical of the financial resources that have gone into our armed

forces, espe.:ially during the past nine years. Yrs, peace has b,-oken out

in Europe and we sere.: that a reduction in the size of the U.S. Armed

Forcer is a logical consequence of this tiro of events.

Today's Army is not the Army of Worn-, ;:ar 1f, Eorea or Vitt 7ir fn the

5erte that we iiiye hundred,: of tnotmanat; ot young cervice pera,,nt,eI

clamcring to he relcored from active duty. l'hfa army la e voluntar 7. fnrce

committed to achieving America'r national security objectives in the r.hort

well ai; :,rg term. Ther.e are America's teat, oung men and %,,Ten, a

maiorty uf whom are dedicated to a milttar,, career as A Way 01 Ail. .
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task, prior to and upon release from active duty. is to see the they are

afforded sr opportunity for employment counselling, relocation aesistance,

employment opportunities, educational benefits, vocational training, health

care and in some cases financial remuneration.

Certain of our concerns for soldiers being sop d from the Army can

be addressed by the Department of Defense and the Department of Labor.

However, a major share of the required post-service assiatance, we believe.

will have to originate In the Department of Veterans' Affairs. It alone

ha the responsibility and progress nec aaaaa y to help these soldiers being

involuntarily separated from the Service.

gut, in order for the Department of Veterans' Affairs to do its job.

the Congress must provide legislation which will bring structure to what

may well be a chaotic situation. It is imperative that we have an orderly

trensition plan In place for these eoldiers as they become veterons with

entitlements ensured by public law. Is the VA prepared to counsel, assist

and supervise this new, unexpected caseload? What must be accomplished to

make this transition from service to civilian life smoother?

AVSA recommends that certain programs presently under the auspices of

the nepattsent of Veterans Affairs be funded to accommodate what surely

will be the greatest number ot veterans to be released to civilian status

since the end of the Viet Nam conflict. Although the services will seek to

retain their highest quality personnel thst does not mean that personnel

chosen to he released are not quality performero. This reduction la budget

driven withrut regard to the untimely release of people well qualified to

mainrain the highest standards of performance.

We can provide a "soft landing" or. the civilian economy for these

personnel by ensuring that the provisions of Public Law 101-237, passed by

the 101st Congress last year and signed Into law on December 18, 1989,

receives additional monies for veterans' employment programs.

Specifically, there will be additional requirements for job counselling,

testing, and employment referral and placement services.

1 A 5
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The pilot program to furnish mployment and training information and

services to embers of the armed force. wee an outstanding addition to

Titlt 3P, United :hates Coda. However. that pilot program wee initiatee

Uefore the requence of events that have led to this proposed rapie

reduction in silitary personnel in the Department of Defense. We imply

cantor wtit until Kay I, 1992 for a report to be transmitted to the

Committees on Veterans Affairs of tne Senate snd Rouse before we po beyond

the scope of a pilot program. Two years of personnel reductions will have

passed by that time and several thousand soldiers, sailors. airmen and

marines will have become civilians without the benefiL of an aggressive

hmplo-ment and training information program by the VA.

Many of these vetetaus will have skills that are of need in the

federal government. This will be especially true in the criminal justice

system where military skills are being used in the war against drugs.

Public Lew 101-237 provides readjustment appointment authority and mhy he

applizabll to certain personnel interested in careers with federal

service. Cartainly, we should not ignore the potential these people have

for Assisting America in oyrcoming mome of its more difficult social

problems.

There will be a wide range of age and experience among this group

being released from active duty. A major, y nf them will have benefits

under the Montgomery CI Bill. However. there is surely to be A number of

those who do not have these benefits because they entered the service

between January 1, 1977 and June 30, 1985. The U.S. Army estimater it has

about 237.t 'I soldiers in this category. These service members were

entitled to participate in a voluntary contributory education program

established by the Veterans Education and Employment Assistance Act of

1976. Vhile thin program was better than nothing, at the time. ft did

little to attract potential participants. We need to do something tor

those among this group who may find themselves released from active duty.

ALSA strongly recommends that every member being released from active

duty be accorded the privilege of electing to participatf In the Montgomery

CI bill regardless of their previous statue or declinatioa to participate.
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This la a special series of cirCumatances requiring extraordinary changes

in eligibility for educational benefits. How the VA chooses to administer

the tvelve hundred dollars participation premium for Montgomery GT Rill

enrollment can be resolved by change in the program's implementing

language. Whet ever the problems are they should be quickly resolved to

include these service members as enrollees In this educational benefit.

Another change needed for the GI Rill but not nee aaaaa ily related to

the reduction in force program is the need to Inc 00000 the monthly stipend

for the ducation benefit. Costs for tuition and fees have in

repidly since 1185. The yttlE111,21.TII recently published statistics

vhich show that in the past five years costs for higher educatioo (tuition

and fees) have increased approximately 107 at the University of Virginia.

37% at George Mason University, 31i st Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 3'

at William and Mary and 27: at Jame*. Madison Vniversity for Virginia

residents. Since these are state Int.titutions of higher learning one can

only speculate that a private college education is considerably more

costly. It is about time that the basic stipend he raised to 8400 per

month for active duty veterans and to $1110 per month for Reserve Component

participants.

There will be very difficult period of readjustment for many of

these soldiers. Many will have a family to care for and thr attendant

problems of paying for medical services. Even though they will have the

choice of electing to participate in the Uniformed Services Voluntsiy

Insurance Plan (US VIP), a medical Insurance plan sponsored by the

Department oi Defense and implemented by Mutual of Omaha. the cost of such

a program may be prohibitive for many of the younger veterans. Their

relocation costs will be high rnd probably bop every dollar of their pay

and saving.. Perhaps the VA can absorb some of the care these people may

require by allowing them to use VA medical facilities for a limited period

of time. We would propose a pay for services type of a program similar to

CHAMPUS. This implies that some curt of co-payilent system must he wc,rked

out between the VA, an insurer ane the inelyidual,

1
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We are inundated with speculative programs for hoe the "peace

dividend" should be spent. Wouldn't it be simple justice for a "piece" of

the peace dividend to be applied toward the needs of theme new veterans.

After all, they are lareely responsible for the democratic reforms ',weeping

Utata Europe. last'. mere sure we allow these rhiople to reenter civilian

lifa with dignity by providing tranaltion that reflect. the caring of a

grateful nation. They invested their time end effort when we asked them to

choose the service as a career. We can do no les. when we tell them that

their contribution lb no longer required. Thia is no cry for an entitle-

ment program with no long term pay-back to the nation. It is a clarion

call for another investment in the future; one that War validated after

World War II. Korea and Viet Nam by the succesiful integration of veterans

into the mainstream of American civilian life.

In addition to those requirement. which would ease the transition of

new veterans to civilian life. the Association wishes to reiterate its

support for other legislative proposal. presently being discussed in the

C(77,cress. We continue to be supportive of S. 563, a bill which add

concurrent pryment of retired pay and disability compensation. S. 563 does

not permit the one-hundred percent payment of both compensations, an idea

we support. However, AMA is cognizant of the realities involved with the

budget defieit and accepts the bill as a suitable compromise.

(Air Association also supports en initiative (H.R.1199) which would

allow military nurse retirees to keep their military ret!rement pay if they

elect to work as nurses in VA hospitals. This is a worthwhile

consideration because we have a shortage of nurses and this would permit

the VA to utilize thie group of people. While the number is small, these

n. ses have such to nffer VA health care facilitier. They are, however.

reluctant to do so when they must uscrifice a portion of their retired

military income.

A. an arcillary health issue, we wish to support the concept of

providing post-secondary edlcational ausistaute to eligible students if: the'

health professions if they agree to serve the Depertmeut of Veterans'

Affeire. This is au excellent opportunity to attract participation in the

1 8
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Reserve Component as well as with our Veterans Affairs Medical Centers.

J. urge your approval of R.R. 3199.

In conclusion. our legislative agenda is targeted toward raisins the

level of resources available for assisting the orderly transition of

personnel released from the service dwing the next five years. If

resources ere applied in a compassionate manner for this group, all other

veterana will benefit because the system will have become more attuned to

today's% needs. We must remember that the ethical considerations of living

up to a commitment the nation made for people choosing a military career

cannot be dismissed in cavalier manner. The cornerstones for meeting

this commitment can be found in counselling, education and job easistance.

Thank you for the opportunity to present the AUSA agenda. AUSA

appreciates yuur continued support to all of our veteran population, and we

are confident that you ere in agreement that these may be the worst of

times for many of our service men and women. W. can do much to allay their

apprehensions by being responsive to the needs we have outlined it this

testimony.

1
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BLINDED VETERANS ASSOCIATION
01 M SMUT NOPTHINEST 122.114412401ON DC 2000' 2004 (202) 371-00210

7 May 1990

Chairman Timothy J. Penny
Nouse Veterans Affairs Committee
335 CNN
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairmen:

The Blinded Veterans Association (BVA) is pleased to have this opportunity to
submit a statement for the record to the Education, Employment, and Training
Subcommittee regarding M.P. 4087. The IVA wishes to thank you. Mr. Chris
Smith, and the other members of the Subcommittee for the strong support Ind
timely efforts on behalf of veterans.

Before ddressing the particulars in N.R. 4087, 1 would like to express the
BVA's concern about the Department of Labor's apparent lack of commitment in
supporting budget that meets the Congressional mandate to provide the
required funding for veterans employment and training programs. We believe
that an aggressive support for these programs is essential because of the
proposed reduction in the military which will create a sudden influx of new
veterans in the labor market.

Moreover, we feel that the job development and placement services for severely
disabled veterans are woefully inadequate, and the continued erosion of these
services is unduly impacting on this segment of the veteran population.

We cannot understand the reasoning behind the proposed FY 91 budget cuts in the
DV0P/LVER grant and funding for the State Employment Security Agencies (SESA).
We are extremely unhappy about the channeling of the surplus revenue collected
under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FLITA) into the general Treasury. These
taxes are paid by employers to maintain unemployment compensation trust funds
to assist the unemployed and to fund the SESAs. As in the case of the
diversion of the surpluses ir the Social Security trust fund, the FUTA funds
are not legislatively mandated for deficit reduction. Any surpluses in the
FUTA trust funds should be apportioned to the SESAs to enable them to meet the
regulatory commitments.

With the expected reduction in the armed forces, the expansion of ti..e duties of
the DVDP Specialists, which will enable them to provide employment training
information and services to active duty personnel whO are within 180 days of
their discharge, is essential. Similarly, expanding the duties of the LVERs to
allow for functional supervision of the employment and training information and
services for active duty military who are soon to be discharged will ensure
success of this undertaking.

Although there may be sore who will argue the need to continue a separate
category for Vietnam Veterans, the BVA supports the extension of this
definition of Veteran of the Vietnam Era for eligibility purpOses under Chapter
42 of Title 38 USC. The report from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) shows
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a significant percentage of 'In country' Vietnam veterans, and estecially the
disabled, weo are still having employment problems. The exteeslon of the
.1elimiting date from 31 December 1991 to 31 December 1996 should provide
sufficient time to assist them.

Along with our veteran service organization colleagues, the BVA has felt that
the Secretary of Lbor's Committee on Veterans Employment (SaVE) is not

properly structured. Although we believe that it is important for all the
federal agencies dealing with veterans employment and training programs to be
represented, the failure of these agency representatives to vote on issues
because they may be contrary to Administration policy defeats the purpose of
the SCOVE as an advisory body. As the Secretary's Committee is now structured.
it is difficult to report on any emplcyment program shortcomings, and then, we
get little or no feedback from the Secretary.

We firmly believe that the section in N.R. 4007 that will replace the SCOVE
with a legislatively mandated Advisory Committee and require this body to

submit a report on the employment and training needs of veterans is essential.
The requireeent that recommendations for remedying the problems shall be mode
each year by 1 July allows the Advisory Committee to deal with all phases of
these veterans programs. Further, by requiring the Secretary of Labor to

transmit a copy of the Advisory Committee's report to Congress this will ensure
better communication and greater awareness of the Secretary of Labor and the
Congress about these matters.

In 1988, the BVA began a cooperative effort with the New York Department of
Labor and the Veterans Employment end Training Service in the development of a
special project to assiat blinded tzterans in obtaining meaningful employment.
This initiative, called "lhoject Amer-I-Can," is a prime example of utilizing
the available resources and linkages. As a result of this specific program, a
number of blinded veterans are now gainfully employed, and are, again, in the
meinstream of American life with their dignity and pride restored.

We are currently working with the State Employment Service in California to
replicate the New York project. We realize the number of blinded veterans
placed in permanent employment will not be great, but, when weighed against a
life of unemployment, the individual rewards and the collective contributions
are immeasurable.

Our efforts to implement the project in California will not be as extensive as
we had hoped because of our limited resources. The New York initiative was
partially funded by a Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) Title IV (c) grant
which has now expired. We have learned in meetings with Assistant Secretary for
Veterans Employment and Training - Thomas E. Collins. III - that he has found
it necessary to divert the majority of his Title IV (c) discretionary funds to
a few special programs. We understand and acknowledge the importance of other
programs, but we are greatly disturbed that the vast majority of these
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discretionary funds were diverted into one or two projects without more
serious consideration for otner programs. Little, if anything, was ever done
to assist blinded veterans in obtaining gainful employment before the OVA
launched its employment program and 'Project Amer-I-Can. We would like to see

more Title IV (c) funds made available and have them distributed more
equitably.

On behalf of the National President Henry J. Berube and our blinded veteran
constituency. I want to thank you for your support and for providing this
opportunity to express our views.

Respectfully submitted,

541
Ronald L. Miller, Ph.D.
Executive Director
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Honorable Timothy J. Penny
Chairman, Subcommittee on Education,
Training and Employeent

Committee on Veterans' Affairs
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your follow-up questions to the April 25hearing before the Subcommittee on Education, Training and
Employment of the House Veterans' Affairs Committee.

Enclosed for the record are my responses to those questions.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my views.

Since lly,

V
THOMAS E. COLLINS

Enclosure
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POLLOW-UP QUESTIONS SUBMITTSD BY THE HONORABLE TIMOTHY J. PENNY
TO THE DEPAMENT OF LhBOR FROM THE HEARING OF APRIL 25, 1990, ON
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR VETERANS' PROGRAMS

1. The Administration's requested YY 10111 funding level for
DV0141 and Mho, as well as that fir MIMI, cane as a great
surprise and disappointsent to us.

Pee have stated that VPDP is w. of the most valuable
programs that has served our vetezar,, partiomlarly disabled
veterans eat vterans of the Vietze4 era, sad that it is at the
beast of your efforts L.4 address tips* vteramse employment
preblems. Too also said your MOP speelalists have considerable
meek to de la serving the sends ot vietnam era veterans.
Additionally, you iadisated your support for the use of MOP
diseharged srvicepersons. In light of your statements aad the
requirements of emotions 2003A sad 2004, title 35, U.S. Code, how
does the Administration justify its FT 1991 DOM, budget request
'kWh fails to provide even the minimum number of 0,011
specialists mandated by Congress?

Additionally, your comment on page 4 of your testfuony
suggestiag the *scope of the Moe specialists should be studied,*
pussies me I just don't sz44erotan4 what you're saying here. In
light of your earlier state: - I, why do you oppose the 5-year
eztemsion of the definition or *veterans of the Vietnam era* at
this time?

The Administration supports the DVOP program and we will
continue to fully utilize this program. The FY 91 budget
request, although it did call for a slight increase in the
DVOP/LVER program, is short of fully funding the program based
upon cost data that we have received from the States and other
projections for FY 91. The requested level of DVOP/LVER
positions is consistent with the larger national objective of
budgeting constraint.

The reference on page 4 of my testimony "scope of the DVOP
specialist should be studied" relates to other remarks in the
testimony mentioning that the DVOPs still have work to do in
their existing mission but that it is time to study the scope of
the program. we need to consider broadening its mission to
include other groups of veterans needing service rather than
simply continue eerving the current target groups. In the
testimony I mentioned older veterans, women veterans, minority
and native American veterans, present members of the military
service (soon-to-be veterans) and perhaps a group most in need,
homeless veterans.

Rather than opposing the extension of five years or any
direct comments concerning veterans of the Vietnam era, I
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suggested in the testimony that during the FY 92 budget process
within the Administration, alternatives will be considered which
may lead to improved employment service to all of our veterans
through DVOP. We would expand services to those subgroups of
veterans with particular needs, including Vietnam era veterans.
We oppose a 5 year extension now because we believe OVOP mrits
examination first so that it can be made most responsive to the
challenges ahead. Since the sunset date of the Vietnam era
veteran does not occur until the end of 1991, it is considered
premature now, in May of 1990, to rropose continuation of the
program, as is, for an additional five years. However, we do not
"oppose", per se, extension of the Vietnam-era veteran
definition. We intend to complete our study of OVOPos
appropriate role in the 1990s in time for transmittal of the FY
1992 budget to the Congress.

2. Where are you in the development of the Transition
Assistance Pilot Program? When do you expect to begin
ieplementing the program?

At this point, what sites have been selected as program
locations? bow were these sites selected?

Within VMS, who is the line management official responsible
for the 'VP program?

We will hear later testimosy asserting that very little
information and direction in this program has been provided to
field personnel -- no overall plea or direction to the field hes
been developed. I night add this was also the impression of a
member of my staff who attended a TAP meeting in Denver last
week. I. this itation beiag corrected?

It was th intent of Congress that the Department of
Veterams Affairs aad the Department of Defense be fully involved
in the design and implemeat!tion of this program. I have been
told the DVA has not boos appropriately inv3lved in the
decisiommakiag process and has mot always been notified of
neet1sgs in which they should participate. I want to emphaL.ise
that the Congress expects all three agencies to be fully involved
in this project.

In that regard, I'd like to know the names of the designated
coordinating officials in DVA and DOD. Additionally, Xod
appreciate it if you would tell us what specific contributions
DOD is making to this program. It would seem to me appropriate
for DOD to commit financial resources to T2P. Additionally,
understand the Department of the Army is now developing an
assistance program for their separating personnel. Are you
coordinating with them in this effort?
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Nave you established a mechanism whereby DOD will keep you
informed of their rimmed force reductions? I think it is
important that DOD provide the Secretary with formal, written
notification as these plass are developed so DOL will be aware of
the scope of its upcoming responsibilitiem and request adequate
resources .

is the MOP/Li= staffing level recommended by the
Administration sufficient to support the vas/no-vas pilot without
adversely affecting delivery of other services? What staffing
level would be necessary to support an extension of the pilot
program?

You've asked many important questions about the Transition
Assistance Program. I would like to take this opportunity to
describe it for you.

The Veterans' Employment and Training Service (VETS) is in
the unique and privileged position of being able to address one
of the most important topics that may face us in the military and
veterans' arena in this decade. As planning for the possible
downsizing of our military force continues, the first Transition
Assistance Program workshops began May 1990, offering job search
assistance to active duty servicemembers scheduled for
separation.

The basic concept of the Transition Assistance Program (TAP)
in to provide servicemeibers, before they leave active duty, with
sufficient vocational guidance to allow them to make informed
career choices. The statutory requirement of P.L. 101-230 is
that the pilot program be established in not less tnan five
states and not more than ten states.

Such guidance and services will include information on
career decision making, a realistic evaluation or omployability,
substance abuse information, current occupational and labor
market information, a review of tho tools to conduct a successful
job search, and availability of training programs. Further,
facilit'tors will offer direct assistance in obtaining training
or job olacement and veterans' benefits information. This should
assist the veteran in making the initial transition from military
service to the civilian workplace with less difficulty and at
less overall cost to the veteran and the government. This will
also provide the veteran with the necessary tools, information,
and skills to make subsequent employment decisions successfully.

While veterans generally enjoy a favorable employment rate
in relation to the nation's job market, veterans with multiple
barriers to employment experience difficulty in competing
successfully in the labor market. The TAP program will
significantly reduce long-term employment-related problems for
many separating servicemembers.

+.
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Two keys for a successful TAP program are, first, the
coordination and linkage With both the Departments of Defense and
Veterans Affairs (DOD and DVA), and second, an extensive pilot
test to both fine tune implementation and operating procedures
and to gather data to evaluate the viability of the program.

Working with both DOD and DVA, we are initiating a limited
pilot program at 22 military bases in seven states during FY
1990. We are considering expanding the pilot test to an
additional 28 bases in FY 1991 within the ten allowable States
subject to available resources.

With regard to TAP/DTAP site selection, DOL requested that
DOD look to states with the largest numbers of separating service
personnel. DOD then asked each military service to nominate one
military installation and one hospital for inclusion in TAP/DTAP,
particularly California, Florida, Texas, Virginia, Colorado and
Georgia. (Louisiana was added later by the Department of Army.)

TAP will be offered to servicomembers separating or retiring
through normal channels. This coordinated program between DOL,
DOD and DVA is aimed at providing employment and training
services to separating servicemembers. DOL also has coordinated
with the participating states to provide trained Disabled
Veterans' Outreach Program specialists (DVOPs) and Local Veterans
Employment Representatives (LVERs) to facilitate the three-day
job assistance workshops, provide materials including the
participants workbook, and provide automation equipment/training.

TAP is also offered to servicemembers being separated due to
a service-connected disability as the Disabled Transition
Assistance Program !DTAP). DTAP includes the throe day workshop
but also an additional four hour block of instruction to
determine the job readiness of the separating servicemember.
Both components will provide employment assistance and
information to servicemembers using interactive teaching methods
provided by DVOPs and LVERs, including written materials
developed by VETS and automated tools.

One such tool is the Civilian Occupation Labor Market
Information System (COLM/S). COLMIS is an automated information
system which: (1) provides occupational outlook information at
the county level for selected occupational fields, (2) provides
current information at the county level on the availability of
jobs, tho wage rates of those jobs and local unemployment rates,
and (3) converts military skills to both the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (DOT) for civilian jobs and OPM's Handbook X-
115, Qualifications Standards for Positions in the General
Schedule.

DDD has coordinated the program within each service,
providing adequate space to conduct the workshop, and has
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designated one individual per military base to coordinate
activities at tha workshops. Workshops have been scheduled
through the end of the fiscal year.

DVA personnel will provide veterans' benefits information
for both TAP and DTAP participants, with special emphasis on the
sarvice -connected disabled. Regional DVA offices have
coordinated with military base personnel, resulting in the
availability of DVA -delivered veterans' bonafits information in
each workshop.

TAP sites FY 1990

California Camp pendelton Marines 1 base
Texas San Antonio Air Force 5 bases
Virginia Norfolk Navy 8 bases
Florida Jacksonville Navy 4 basas
Georgia Ft. Banning Army 1 base

Ft. McPherson Army 1 base
Louisiana Ft. Polk Army I base
Colorado Fitzsiemons AH Army

22 bases

DTAP will be pilot tested at three military hospitals in FY
1990, one hospital each for the Navy (including Marine Corps),
Army and Air Force where disability separations occur. DTAP is
aimed at providing early intervention and comprehensive
employment and training services to separating service-connected
disabled as soon as they are notified by the Physical Evaluation
Board of their release from active duty. DOL will coordinate
with the stata to identify one Disabled Veterans' Outreach
Program specialist for each participating hospital to provide all
applicable vocational guidance and employment and training
services through their outreach efforts. DVA will provide
veterans' benefits information and direct personal assistance to
each participant. If job ready, the participant will attend the
job assistance workshop. If not job ready, DVA will begin to
enroll the participant in all appropriate vetarans' assistance
programs.

DTAP sites FY 1990 (Military hospitals)
Texas San Antonio Air Force
Colorado Fitzsimmons AH Army
Florida Jacksonville Navy

As required by P.L. 101-237, the Transition Assistance
Program will be evaluated and a report made to Congress in May
1992. The evaluation, conducted by independent contractors, wilI
consist of two componants: the process/content evaluation, and a
post-service impact longitudinal study.
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The process/content evaluation will review and correct any
deficiencies in the facilitator training, program materials,
COLMIS information and administrativ support by all Federal and
State agencies. This evaluation has already begun and will be a
continuing fmnction. The first forsal in-process review will
occur mid-simmer 1990.

The post-service impact longitudinal study will assess the
benefits of participation for TAP participants, California's
Career Awareness Program participants and a control group of
similar non-participants. This will include an analysis of post-
military periods of employment/unspployment, occupation, salary,
training, educatt,n and demographic information.

Since DOL is the lead agency in implementing the Transition
Assistance Program, I am the line management official responsible
for TAP. I work closely wits the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Force Management and Personnel and the Assistant Secretary of
Veterans Affairs for Veterans Liaison and Program Coordination.
Further, I am in continuous contact with the DVA Director of
Vocational Rehabilitation and Education Service and the DVA
Director of Veterans Assistance Service. Additionally, my staff
in Washington and in the field is involved on a daily basis with
DVA components of the Veterans Benefits Administration, DOD and
military branch points-of-contact, and State Employment Security
Agencies.

With regard to the direct operation of TAP within the seven
selected states, VETS field staff play a very important role in
the selection of the DVOP/LVER staff to participate in TAP as
facilitators. All VETS field staff have been briefed at VETS
national conferences on TAP development. RAVETS, DVETS or ADVETS
from each of the seven states have been involved with site visits
and planning sessions and were provided initial TAP training at
the National Veterans Training Institute in Denver. Because TAP
is a pilot program, requiring continuous modification and
coordination between DOL, DOD and DVA in response to the
process/content evaluation, information to vETS field staff has
been state-specific up until this time. Appropriate guidance for
all field staff will be forthcoming.

We expect that the Army will continue to separate the
largest numbers of military personnel each year. Thus, I am
pleased that the Army is developing a broad comprehensive
separation assistance program which includes TAP as its
cornerstone. This Army Career Alumni Program (ACAP) is in its
planning stages.

As planning for military force restructuring continues, I am
aware of a variety of options which are being considered through
frequent briefings from Defense Department officials. / am sure
that DoL and DVA will be informed at the earliest possible time

I
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of actual silitary force discharge rates or locations as soon as
these are known.

The TAP/DTAP pilot uses DVOPs and LVERs who were selected by
the local office manager nearest the pilot site in coorlination
with the DIM and SERA staff. They have been trained as workshop
facilitators but moreover, bring to each workshop their vast
experience in both labor sarket inforsation and Employment
Servica operations. Thus, TAP is an additional outreach
opportunity for DVOlos and LVERs and should not adversely impact
on the delivery of other services. An expansion of the pilot
program would not necessarily require a change in staffing level
but I believe that a review of the DVOP mission is appropriate at
this time to include services to active duty servicemembors
preparing to transition back into the labor market.

3. In PUblic Law 100-323, the ASTI? was chazged with the
responsibility of promoting and monitoring the pazticipation r:gf

qualified veterans and eligible persons in employment and
training opportunities under JTPA amd other Yederally-tunded
employment and training programs.

(a) What specific actions have you and AMVIT staff taken to
fulfill this mandate?

(b) We will hear in later testimony the recommendation that
qualified votaress be provided priority of service in JTPA and
other fo4erally-fumded employment and training programs. Do you
support this recommendation? If not, why mot?

(c) Are there other groups that receive priority of service
umder JTPA?

(a) In 1989, the ASVET wrote the Governor of each State
asking for targeting of veterans, particularly disabled veterans,
in their State plans for JTPA programs. There has been a
positive response to this initiative. Although it is not 100
percent, many states have taken the position and policy of giving
veterans priority in JTPA programs. Ohio, for instance, recently
enacted a law giving priority to veterans for JTPA participation.

(b) We also have implemented other initiatives to promote
and insure veteran participation in JTPA programs:

We have included "Pl.v.:ed in Training" among our quantitative
performance standards that State agencies are required to
meet. Since JTPA is the primary source of available training
opportunities, the standards promote veterans' participation
in JTPA programs.

33-544 0 90 - 5 ;
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VETS field staff have been apprised of the existence of
"Rapid Response Teams" under JTPA Title III, and have
emphasised to State agency officials the need to link
DVOP/LVER staff to those teams to help assure provision of
services to dislocated veterans.

We have recently begun exploring the concept of joint
training for JTPA grantees and Job Service staff, such as
DVOP/LVIER staff, as one of the possibilities for promoting
veteran participation in JTPA. A first pilot session for 24
JTPA staff will begin training on Juno 4 at the National
Veterans Training Institute (NVTI). JTPA participants will
start their training learning about the JTPA specific roles
and responsibilities. Then they will join 24 DVOP/LVER
participants in joint training for the remaining five days
of core training on veterans employment and training through
the Job Service. It is felt that JTPA participants, who
represent the grantees who operate JTPA progr..ms, will be
equipped to promote and foster more veteran participation in
all JTPA programs. As a result of this training, they
should better understand veteran needs and how to find and
assist veterans in meeting their needs.

My policy concerning JTPA is to make every effort to assure
that veterans are included the various JTPA programs for which
they are eligible. However, in general, Secretary Dole and I
believe that it is not sound policy for the Federal government to
earmark specific JTPA set asides for individual target groups at
the State level. Therefore, as recommended by the JTPA Advisory
Committee, we believe the best approach is to allow local areas
to set target groups priorities within the eligible population
rather than rank the needs of one target group against another at
the national level.

The information presently available regarding veterans
served by JTPA I/A indicates that in Program Year 1988 (July 1,
1988 to June 30, 1989) slightly less than 55,000 veterans
received employment and training services through this program.
As a group, veterans were placed in employment earning an average
wage of $5.89 an hour (the second highest average earning among
target groups served under this Title). Compared with their non-
veteran counterparts, veterans participating in JTPA Title IIA
programs were much more likely to be non-minorities, high school
graduates, and experience shorter lengths of stay in the
programs. Veterans who participated in classroom training earned
an average starting wage of $6.70 an hour which was the highest
average hourly wage among the target groups served. Although
JTPA //A reports services to almost twenty different target
groups, slightly more than 8 percent of those who received
services were veterans. The data for services provided to
veterans under JTPA Title III indicates that of the approximate
93,600 dislocated workere served under this title, 18,400 or
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22.35 percent were veterans. (They, on average were placed in
jobs paying a wage of $7.94 an hour - the highest average
starting wage of any target group served by this program).

As you may know, less than a year ago, the veterans'
teployment and Training Service and the Employment and Training
Adeinistration signed a memorandum of understanding for the
purpose of increasing coordination and the targeting of services
tO Veterans. Efforts such as this HOU may be more effective in
achieving the same result provided by veterans' preference. We
will continue both to monitor the quarterly data we receive
through ETA regarding services provided to veterans and collect
other information to increase our understanding of this issue and
be able to assure full participation by veterans in all JTPA
programs.

(c) Yes, the Act provides that at the State level 3% of the
JTPA funds allocated be set-aside to target services to older
workers and that 40 percent of the ZIA funding be used to target
youth. However the administration's proposed JTPA amendments
would eliminate the older worker set aside and create separate
job training programs for severely disadvantaged adults and
youth.

Further, Title /V(A) of the Act authorizes Federally
administered employment and training programs for Native
Americans and Migrant and seasonal Farm workers. This set aside
is similar in principle to the set aside for veterans in Title
/V(C).

4. We will hear from later witnesses that a number of
states have decided the voluminous paperwork associated with
Title n(c) grants it mot worth the effort because of the site of
the grants involved. In fact, it is pointed out that nine states
have deelined to participate, thus reducing employment and
training opportunities for the veteran's in those states.

Can anything be done to streaeline the paperwork process?

Nav you recommended to the Education and Labor Committee
that Title IV(c) funds be increased?

As a new Assistant Secretary for Veterans' Employment and
Training, I am well aware and concerned about the paperwork
requirements on our Title IV(C) program. We have made some
progress this year in reducing and streamlining the paperwork or
communicating the need for such. However, / should point out
that Title 1V(C) is a veteran specific program, and therefore,
certain controls which appear burdensome to the Employment
Service and to the States are necessary to assure that veterans
are being served and receiving direct benefits. I feel that if
w reduce the documentation requirements to the levels desired by

1:12
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the States, we would be unable to assure that this program and
its limited funds are directed to veterans.

Further, whereas legislation provides that the funding
available under JIMA Titles II and III be allocated on a block
grant basis, this is not the case for programs operated under
Title IV of the JTPA. As a result, requests for funds provided
under JTPA IV(C) must adhere to procurement procedures which are
regulated hy the federal Office of Management and Budget (OKB) in
29 CFR, Part 97, Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants
to States and local governments. The prOcurement procedures
required for ths funds are the same as those for other non-
block grant programs.

Me made several changes in the program to make it easier for
states to operate programs under JTPA IV(C) while ensuring that
quality employment and training services are being made available
to eligible veterans. As a result, we have received letters from
most of the States indicating their intent to apply tor these
funds in the forthcoming program year. Also, my staff have
recently completed the preparation of a technical assistance
guide with a series of suggested formats which applicants may use
to meet the application requireeents. This will eliminate a
Yarge volume of paperwork formerly required to complete a JTPA
IV(0) grant application. I have further charged my staff with
the responsibility to continue to seek the best means for
ensuring that eligible veterans receive quality services under
this program without impeding grantees in applying for and
receiving the resources they require to deliver these services.
I believ we are making progress in this regard.

(b) No. There is no specific recommendation to the
Education and Labor Committee that Title IV(C) funds be
increased.

JTPA IV(C) funds are computed according to a formula
specified in the Act itself. First, of the total appropriation
for Title II, part A, plus Title IV (except part B), a fund of 7
percent is computed. That 7 percent represents total funds
available for all of Title lv, except part B. Finally, the
portion of Title IV funds available for part C is 5 percent of
the total Title IV funds. The end result is the dollar amount
available for JTPA IV(C).

If we asked for an increase in the percentage of our set
aside, it would be more difficult for us to promote, and expect
increased veteran participation in other JTPA programs, such as
Titles II(A) and III.

S. There is no reference in your testimony to the Veterans'
Meemployment Rights program, yet in testimony we will hear later
there is indication that you will shortly be coming forward with

1
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a legislative commendation relating to this progrle. Can you
tell ua what year io.lans are regarding VMS? To give you some
early earning, I'll tell you that we are plasaing to hold ea
oversight hearing on TM later this session.

The Department of Labor is preparing a major revision of
Chapter 43, Title 38, United States Code, the legislation
covering the veterans' reemployment rights program. our intent
is to clarify and improve the reemployment protection offered by
Chapter 43, and expedite processing of complaints. I am looking
forward to a hearing in this important area of our operations.

6. I have several questions regarding the Federal
Contractor Program contained in Section 2012 of title 38, U.S.
Code, which requires affirmative action in veterans' employment.

First, you recommend only that the Secretary be given
authority to esteblish, by regulation, an mppropriate threshold
for data collection. Why not recommend the $10,000 contract
level mom in Section 2012 be increased to $50,000? For the
record, mould you tell us the number of Federal contractors vho
are included it the $10,000 is maintained and the number at
$50,000 level?

I believe that there is a fundamental difference between the
various obligations imposed by the statute at Section 2012 and
the issues regarding collection of data from contractors. We
continue to believe that all contractors at the threshold
established by law should be required to list employment
opportunities with local job service offices. Further, such
contractors should also be bound not to discriminate against
veterans under the affirmative action provision. Because of
this, we have not recommended increasing the basic threshold
amount to $50,000.

As indicated in my earlier testimony, we recommended that
the Secretary bc given the authority to establish by regulation
the appropriate threshold to allow for future changes in the
economy and labor market that would not require legislative
change to make an appropriate adjustment. It is true that we
believe the current level for reporting employment data should be
increased to a level which will still include those Federal
contractors who are significant employers of veterans or have the
potential thereof, and would be more consistent with other
Federal enforcement programs.

It is not possible to determine exactly how many contractors
lie between the $10000 and $50,000 amounts. The statute does
not allow us to ask the amount of the contract on which reporting
is required. we estimate that roughly 35 to 40 percent of the
reporting firms are in that range, primarily through reports
submitted.
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Is its testimony, the WSW points out tie 11211-100 annual
report required of Federal eentraotore is used oaly to identify
contractors, sot as a oompliance and eaforcement tool.
additionally, feW raises sone good questions which Ild like to
have mumered. Wow many costractors have bad sanctioss or ether
active tabs, against then es a result of the report? now many
contraotors have bees put on notice they aro in violation of the
law as a revolt of the report?

Using the VETS-100 as a compliance enforcement tool should
be carefully and fully developed: however, the VETS-100 is
designed as a data collection tool and not necessarily a tool to
lead directly to compliance or enforcement of Federal
contractors. To my knowledge there have been no actions taken
against Federal contractors as a result of VETS-100. Simply
stated, the information contained in the mandated report itself
does not necessarily lead to a conclusion that there are
violations of the requirement to maintain a veterans affirmative
action program.

The information contained in these reports, while available
to and used by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs, is not a principal source of information on which to
target Federal contractors for compliance reviews.

Except as it relates to failure to file the VETS-100 report,
we are not the enforcement agency for the statute. That action is
in the area of responsibility of the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs (OFCCP) in the Employment Standards
Administration of the Department. We have, in the past year,
notified approximately 6,000 contractors that they failed to file
the form. We are also aware of approximately 1,500 additional
notifications to contractors through the compliance process that
filing of the form is required. When we are notified by OFCCP of
a failure to file, we send a set of forus and instructions to the
contractor. In the vast majority of instances, we receive the
form or an explanation of why it has not been filed. I am
unaware of any sanctions, such as action to debar, that may have
been taken as a result of failure to file, or list with the Job
Service.

We heard in testimony that vsTa will soon have enforcement
responsibilities for Section 2012. to this correct? If so, when
will this change be made?

I would like to clarify this. The Office of Federal
Contract Compliance Programs has the bulk a' Section 2012
enforcement responsibility within the DepartAent of Labor.

I do not recall any VETs testimony concerning this
statement. I am not aware of any imminent plan for VETS to have

r1 ) d
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enforcement authority over 2012. On the contrary, WITS is not
currently prepared or staffed as an enforcement agency in this
area while other agencies like OFCCP do have this enforcement
role.

'geld lee support a obasge is Sectiee 2012 which mould make
it as umleurtul prestige to disorisisate agaimet any ellgible
vetgraa ea the basis of that veterans' statue as a veteran,
isoludimg say servioe-comueoted disability/ If mot, why sot?

I agree in principle, that a change to Section 2012 as noted
would be a viable addition in support of our ability to assist
veterans. However, we are very concerned that a change of this
magnitude in the statute cold impose a greater workload than we
can handle with our current resources. Although I support this
as a legal principle, it leaves the vary large and unanswerable
question of how would such matters be proven. I feel that there
would be very few cases where discrimination due to veterans'
status or a veterans' service-connected disability could be
proven. Proving discrimination is very difficult. Affirmative
action is the method which will lead away from discrimination and
obtain more Federal contractor jobs for veterans and service-
connected disabled veterans.

It has also bees suggested that eligible 'esterase seed to
have the ability to pursue their complaint beyond the OFCCP level
without OFccP haviag final discretion regarding which oases will
be referred for oourt aotion. Do you support this
recommesdation? if mot, why mot?

The issue of private right of action requires very careful
and thorough review by OFCCP and many agencies within the
Department. I will be very involved with a review of this
important issue.

It has been reported to this Subcommittee that the Federal
Contractor Job Listings supplied to the states are out of date
asd virtually useless at the service delivery level. Is fact, it
is our understanding that at least ose state is purchasing trio
information is electronic form directly from the general Services
Administration because the information supplied under contracts
by VITS is sot timely or is a useful form. If these reports are
correct, what actions will you take to correct the situation?
What is your cost for supplying this information?

The information gained from the VETS 100 reports is old
information at the time it is gathered because of its yearly time
frame for data reporting. However, we disagree that it is
virtually useless information. There is no single source of
federal procurement award information that provides all the
information that the States tell us they require. while the
VETS-100 data is relatively old data, it is often more complete

t.
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and current than other sources and, assuming that nany
contractors have recurring contracts, is still a valuable cross-
check for the State Job Service on mandatory listings as well as
for outreach and technical assistance designed to increase job
orders.

I want to add that we also provide information to the states
based on the commerce Business Daily contract award listings.
This information, provided through contract by the State of
Alabama, provides current information to the states on a wide
variety of !ornate to meet their electronic needs.

Our current cost of supplying the VETS-100 information is
about $180,000 annually. This includes the provision of the
information in electronic form so it can be accessed through a
personal computer by local employment service offices. Our cost
for providing Alabama's Commerce Business Daily information is
$50,000 per year.

What is the relationship betwees VIES and 01CCII at the
State, regional &ad looal level? Does MCP supply adequate
oopies of Chapters GO amid GI, those chapters ia the Code of
federal Regulations pertaining to federal contractors*
respeswibilities to veterans, and ourreat complaint forms? Do
they actively assist VSTS and state employment personnel by
providing traisiag? Are they involved in public awareness
efforts within the employer community?

VETS and OFCCP have had a Memorandum of Understanding for
several piers on tP implementation of Chapters 60 and 61 as well
as 38 U.S.C. 2012 and are now discussing a new, updated
Memorandum. We consider our relationship with OFCCP At all
levels to be excellent. When a complaint is received, and
referred to us by the Job Service, it is immediately transmitted
to OFCCP for investigation. They have always been available for
training and other assistance and we are confident they will
continue to do so in the future.

based on our experience, we believe that OFCCP area offices
provide relevant information regarding the appropriate regula-
tions and assistance in submitting complaint forms to those who
are referred by our VETS staff. While VETS' involvement is early
in the referral process (i.e., veteran complaint directly to the
Job Service) our periodic requests for updates on case files
being considered by OFCCP, and lack of veteran dissatisfaction in
thiu matter, do seem to indicate that current information and
assistance is being provided.

VETS' field staff routinely direct or re-direct veterans'
complaints against Federal contractors to the nearest OFCCP
office: the VETS staff are required to monitor and report the
number of complaints filed with OFCCP each quarter, and report
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the status of the complaint cases.

When asked, OFCCP has provided information about the law and
necessary complaint forms. OFCCP resource limitations pretty
much limit their activity to investigation of complaints.

What steps are being takes to ensure Federal contractor
oomplienee with the provisions of Section 2012, title Mt

During the past years VETS staff have extended our outreach
programs to public groups with Federal contractor members such as
the Equal Employment Advisory Council, the National Alliance for
Sliminess, and others, to carry further the message that filing
the annual report is required. Also, annual reporting
requirements are included in the Federal Acquisition Regulations
which helps assure that Federal contractors are aware of their
obligations. In addition, we are aware that a number of Federal
agencies, such as DOD, are routinely asking to t.ee a copy of the
form during contract option year renewals. The word is getting
out and the numbers who file annually is increasing.

7. MOOR reeommemde in its testimony that DOI, and WVTI need
tw dwell* eeportable training packages for their various
courses. I think this is am excellent idea. is this now being
developed or do you plan to pursue this in the near future.

We have been aware for some time that NVT/ receives many
requests for services such as provision of instructors for State
conferences of DVOP/LVER staff, development of training guides
and materials, and even to conduct complete training conferences.
To explore the projected needs for such activities, we have asked
our nTS field staff to identify anticipated activities that NVTI
would be requested to perform during calendar year 1991. They
cannot perform such outside activities currently since it is not
in the annual plan for 1990 as stipulated in their contract with
us. However, if we receive evidence that such "exportable
services" will be in sufficient demand, we will include
appropriate provisions in the NVT/ Annual Training Plan for 1991.
Further, while the offering of exportable services by NvTI is an
attractive adjunct, we intend to keep the process cost-effective
by a case-by-case evaluation to conserve scarce funds.

S. In testimony subaitted to the Subcommittee, AMVETS
suggests that the memorandum of understanding being developed by
OPM and 7A."-rt iaolude the orose-sharing and integration of
automate' ,A.Itere such as the OPM Federal Job Information ystem
and Air 'kvilian Occupation Management Information System.
AMVETS cigested that by developing a joint job information
service, COL aad OPm can reduce cost and increase their
recruiting audience.

What are your comaents regarding this recommendation?
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While I certainly appreciate the input of AMVETS on
information cross-sharing between our agency and OPM, / fail to
ses the connection between the two systems suggested. The
Federal Job Information System provides vacancy announcement and
examination information from Federal Job Information Centers,
which used to be walk-in offices. The Civilian Occupation Labor
Market Information System (COLMIS) provides support information
on labor market conditions, as well as auxiliary data on wage
rates and dnesployment rates to support DVOP/LVER staff in
providing assistance to veterans, particularly in ths TAP
program.

I might suggest that there are other vehicles for developing
this cross-sharing and integration. [The DOL-OPM Memorandum of
Understanding ts a document that deals with those laws
administered jointly by the ASVET and the Director, OPM relating
to Federal employment opportunities for veterans. As such, it
defines the complaint and referral process to be used when a
veteran fee ' -t he or she has not had the priority
considerativ% rederal employment envisioned by the law.]

Alternatively, we are engaged with ths Employment and
Training Administration in developing a Multi-dtate Job Bank
System that is currently being pilot tested in DOL Region III.
That system ties together many of the pdblic and private sources
including Fedel7a1 jobs information. It will shortly be extended
to include COLMIS information as well. This project is designed
to a) allow the veteran to conduct a self-search of available
jobs; b) allow the veteran to enter personal data into a
protected information system for job-matching purposes; c) allow
employers to enter job orders without assistance from Job Service
personnel; and, d) allow employers to search the applicant pool
according to search criteria established by the job order. Most
importmAly, for the applicant, this search is not only self-
directed but will be conducted in non-traditional settings such
as malls and libraries rather than at Job Service locations.
With this system, we are particula.ly aiming to reach hard-to-
place veterans and disabled veterans who are out of the job
market but want to return to employment.

This pilot project includes federal as well as state and
Private listings from all parts of the country. We expect
.Ural listings to increase over the next two years as the pilot
expands. We also expect that our current project for providing
COLMIS information will be included as the applicant attempts to
choose what area of the country presents the best job
opportunities. We expect that this pilot will result in a new
and more comprehensive relationship among OPM, DOL and the Job
Service and increase their effectiveness toward veterans'
.,ervices.
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O. Mak suggested that authority be provided to permit the
provision of employment assistance by OVOis and LIM to family
members ia addition to the separating servicemekber. are you
supportive of this? Mom many individaels would this involve?

Title 38 now prohibits DVOP specialist and full-time LVER
staff from serving non-veterans, xcept in a pilot site
designated for the Veterans' Transition Assistance Program (TAP).
At these pilot mites, OVOP and/or LVER staff may assist service
members preparing to separate from the armed forces as they
reenter the labor market. However, we do not interpret this to
mean spouses or dependent children.

Approximately ono-half of the estimated 300,000 individuals
currently separating from the armed services each year has a
"significant other" that may also need transition assistance. I
believe, as you may also find from the Department of Defense,
that an integrated deliery of services including all family
members is the most meaningful approach when providing relocation
assistance. Ones fully operational at all separation sites, such
a mode of operation would increase the serviceable population
from 300,000 to over 500,000 annually, if Congress determines
spouses and working ago dependents should also be provided
services by DVOP/LVER staff. This could of course have resource
implications, if dependent assistance included one-on-one
counselling by DVOP/LVER staff. Permitting dependents to attend
briefings for separating servicemekbers on the other hand could
be accomplished with the same resources used to reach the
servicemeebers.

10. Oa page three of your testimony, you state that the
rederal Government is melting a ftmajor effort to assist homeless
vetrans. COuld you give us some specific examples of programs
designed to help the homeless veteraa, and come sense of whether
these programs are providing successful?

The Veterans' Employment and Training Service administers a
program to "help homeless veterans reintegrate into the labor
force" under the Stewart 8. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act of
1987. Called the Homeless Veterans Reintegration Project (HVRP),
programs are currently operating in 18 cities nationwide in a
demonstration effort to determine what approaches work best with
this client group. The projects feature outreach workers who
have themselves experienced homelessness, linkages with other
providers of services to veterans and the homeless such as the
Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA) and social service agencies,
and all projects are focused on employment and training. This
HVRP project started in fiscal year 1988 with an initial
allocation of $1.9 million in McKinney funds. These were awarded
through a competitive process. The same grantees were continued
in FY 1989 with $1.8 million in McKinney funds. A competition
was he/A recently for FY 1990 and approximately 15 grants will be
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awarded using the McKinney allocation of $1.9 million.

At the end of FY 1988, through HVRP, 10,081 contacts were
made with homeless veterans, 5,773 were served in the program,
1,476 were placed in jobs, and 729 vetrans retained those jobs
for at least 13 weeks with an average wage of $5.92 per hour.
These figures indicate success with an overall placement rate of
38%. A formal valuation has been undertaken by an outside
contractor to meet the McKinney Act mandate of a report to
Congress, the President and the Interagency Council on the
Homeless as to those aspects of the p am design and techniques
which are most successful in accompli:= the mission of
assisting homeless veterans to participate in the labor force
again. This report will be available shortly and rflects a
succssful overall program structure for replication elsewhre.

11. Do you have suggestions for additional programs that
might be of help to this particular group of veterans?

In terms of additional programs to help homeless veterans,
we first of all would recommend replication of uur present
Homely,se Veterans Reintegration Project (HVRP) in areas not now
r..rviced through this program. The evaluation report mentioned
in response to Question #10 above will highlight features that
worked wll, and aid in exporting the program design beyond the
present 18 areas.

We are expanding the concepts of HVRP to a rural pilot
project that will be initiated early in FY 1991. This pilot will
explore the laner known needs of homelss veterans outside of
urban areas. Th Secretary of Labor is exploring a nw initiative
through the combind efforts of VETS and the Employment and
Training Administration (ETA) to provide guaranteed jobs and
housing for homeless individuals including homeless veterans and
their families.

I would suggest that programs which access both housing and
jobs and meet the special treatment needs of homeless veterans
appear to be the most successful.

12. What was the total number of veteran applicants who
sought assistance through Employment Service Programs in Program
Year 1988 (July I, 1888 through June 30, 2181)7

According to the ETA 9002 report of Services to Veterans run
December 12, 1989, 2,335,888 veterans and eligible persons
applied for assistance during the Program Year that ended June
30, 1989.

13. What was the total number of Vietnam era veterans who
sought assistance through the Deployment Service in Program Year
1988?
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According to the ETA 9002 report of Services to Veterans run
DeOember 12, 1989, 1,016,936 Vietnam Ora veterans applied for
assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989.

14. What was the total neither of disabled veterans who
sought assistance through the liployment Service in Proven Tear
1988?

According to the ETA 9002 report of Services to Veterans run
December 12, 1989, 130,169 disabled veterans applied for
assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989.

IS. What was the total nukher of Special Disabled Veterans
who sought assistance through the Employment Service in Program
Tear 198$?

According to the ETA 9002 report of Services to Veterans run
December 12, 1989, 50,09 special disabled veterans applied for
assistance 0!uring the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989.

14. how many and what percentage from each group received
some reph.orted service?

According to the ETA 9002 report of Services to Veterans run
December 12, 1989:

Of the 2,335,888 veterans and eligible persons that applied
for assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30,
1989, 1,226,530 or 52.51% received some reportable service;

Of the 1,018,936 Vietnam era veterans that applied for
assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989,
546,469 or 53.63% received some reportable service;

Of the 130,189 disabled veterans that applied for assistance
during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989, 72,188 or
55.45% received some reportable service; and

Of the 50,059 special disabled veterans that applied for
assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989,
26,164 or 56.26% received some reportable service.

17. law many and what percentage from each group rcived
come rported service?

See Question 16.

16. Now many and what percentage from each group were
counseled?

According to the ETA 9002 report of Services to Veterans run
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December 12, 1989:

Of the 2,335,888 veterans and eligible persons that applied
for assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30,
1989, 189,298 or 8.1% were counseled;

Of the 1,018,936 Vietnam era veterans that applied for
assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989,
90,920 or 6.92% were counseled;

Of the 130,189 disabled veterans that applied for assistance
during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989, 23,689 or
18.2% were counseled; and

Of the 50,059 special disabled veterans that applied for
assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989,
8,995 or 17.97% were counseled.

19. low miny and what percentage were referred to training?

According to the ETA 9002 report of Services to Veterans run
December 12, 1989:

Of the 2,335,888 veterans and eligible persons that applied
for assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30,
1989, 58,722 or 2.51% were referred to training;

Of the 1,018,936 Vietnam era veterans that applied
assistance during the Program Year that ended lune
27,079 or 2.66% were referred to training;

Of the 13C,189 disabled veterans that applied for
during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989,
4.11% were referred to training; and

of the 50,059 special disabled veterans that applied for
assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989,
2,349 or 4.69% were referred to training.

for
30, 1989,

assistance
5,347 or

20. now many and what percentage from each group were
placed in training?

According to the ETA 9002 report of Services to veterans run
December 12, 1989:

Of the 2,335,888 veterans and eligible persons that applied
for assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30,
1989, 20,522 or .88% were placed in training;

Of the 1,018,936 Vietnam era veterans that applied for
assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989,
9,915 or .97% were placed in training;

` # 3
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Of the 130,189 disabled veterans that applied for assistance

during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989, 2,139 or

1.648 were placed in training; and

Of the 50,059 special disabled veterans that applied for
assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989,

994 or 1.99% wore placed in training.

21. ircpw many and what percentage fres each group were

planed in jobs lasting 130 days or longer?

According to the ETA 9002 report of Services to Veterans run

December 12, 1989:

Of the 2,335,888 veterans and eligible persons that applied

for assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30,

2989, 349,788 or 14.971 were placed in jobs lasting 150 days

or more;

Of the 1,018,936 Vietnam era veterans that applied for
assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989,

148,476 or 14.57% were placed in jobs lasting 150 days or

more;

of the 130,189 disabled veterans that applied for assistance

during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989, 23,691 or

18.28 were placed in jobs lasting 150 days or more; and

Of the 50,059 special disabled veterans that applied for
assistance during the Program Year that ended June 30, 1989,

9,530 or 19.04% were placed in jobs lasting 150 days or

more.

22. Row many job openings are listed with the enployeent

service for each applicant?

The Employment Service received 7,239,823 openings during

Program Year 1988. Considering there were 18,085,692 applicants

during that Program Year, there was 0.4 of an opening for each

applicant or two openings for every five applicants.

23. Row easy of these jobs were for professi .1 managerial

or technical positions?

We do not have this information. Although many States still

elect to maintain such data, it is not in the Federally-required
information collection budget to request and compile such

national data.

24. What is the median wags paid to veterans placed by the

reployment Service?
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We do not have this information. Although many States still
lect to maintain such data, it I. not in the Federally-required
information collection budget to request and compile such
national data.

25. What is the median earnings ef the nation's full-time
wage aad salary workers?

Our Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates the median earnings
of the nation's full-time wage and salary workers during calendar
year 1989 to have been approximately $399.00 per week
(Wales: $468.00 per week).

26. What is the median earning for sen (45-54 (the median
age of the nation's veteran workforce)?

According to the data stimates by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the median earnings for males between the ages of 45
and 50 in calendar year 1969 was $569.00 per week.

27. What i the average wage paid under Title IIA of the
Job Training Partnership Act?

The average wage paid at placement to Job Training
Partnership Act, Title IIA participants in Program Year 1988 was
$5.01 per hour.

28. What is the number and percentage of unemployed
veterans that are 0,2comomically Disadvantaged,' and thus would
qualify for training under Title II of JTFA?

We are unable to locate or generate data on "Economically
Disadvantaged" veterans. We are, however, interested in this
matter and are pursuing efforts to gain more information.

29. What employment, training counseling, and supportive
services are potentially available to veterans through STA,*
Office of Work Based Programs?

ETA's Office of Work Based Learning is a very recent and
promising effort to consider new and consolidated approaches in
the delivery of services to groups eligible for services under
the Trade Adjustment Act, JTPA Title III as amended by the
Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance Act, and
the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT). One of the
primary emphases of Work Based Learning is to prevent the
dislocation of workers from the labor force. Given that veterans
appear to account for a significant portion of the dislocated
work force, we should surely expect benefits in this regard.
Eligible veterans will be able to receive the services which can
be provided through the legislation germane to the Trade
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Adjustment Act, JTPA Title III and BAT.

30. Mat specific directives, guidelines and technical
assistaase has VITS issued os accessing MTh's resources,
particularly =ORA?

VMS is presently preparing a Veterans' Program Letter that
addresses this subject. This issuance will be distributed to all
U8DOL Regions, the VETS' Directors in each State, and all State
Employment Security Agencies and JTPA Administrative Entities.
Certainly, given what appears to be certain increases in the
number of servicemembers who will separate fros military service
in the next few years, more veterans will be eligible for the
services provided through programs administered by the Employment
and Training Administration such as the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training (BAT) and JTPA Titles IIA and III.

31. It is estimated that osly tea percent of available jobs
are listed with the Employment Service. what ere you doing to
access the 90 percent that are not listed with the MS?

The number of j..43 openings received by the employment
service in Program Year 1988 increased by 1.3% from the prior
Program Year. Our efforts to develop new jobs and openings
through effective use of Disabled Veterans' Outreach Program
(OVOP) specialists, through enhanced identification of Federal
Contractors, and through the provision of job search assistance
have increased.

The DVOP specialists are required to develop job openings
among area employers. Rather than a "si..1±4un" or "cold-canvas
door-to-door" non-specific approach, DVOP specialists are
encouraged to perform "targeted job development* for veterans
using a caseload approach. That is to "sell" a number of
veterans of like interests/work backgrounds to those employers
most likely to have or create openings in those job
classifications. Through increased coordination and access to
Job Training Partnership Act, Title IV, Part C applicants, DVOP
staff can market veterans, and develop reimbursable training
leads for JTPA IV-C follow-up. This has been shown to
productively increase the pool of satisfied employers who will be
receptive to considering the employment of other veterans in the
future.

Our Federal Contractor Program reporting, through the use of
the VETS 100 form, resulted in the identification of Federal
contractors who may not have listed their openings with the ES in
the past. By making the lists available to States, the number of
Federal contractors contacted by DVOP or Local Veterans'
Employment Representatives (LVERs) and apprised of their
affirmative action obligations should increase. The number that,
as a result of such contacts, begin listing their openings with
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the PS should also increase.

As we indicated in question #6 and above, we are attempting
to provide the Job Service with additional tools that will
increase the number of listed opportunities. In add.cion, we
have included in the curriculum at the National Veterans'
Training Institute considerable attntion to technical assistance
and outreach as a way to increase job opportunities. These are
some of the ways we are looking to expand our access to the
employer community within the framework of the existing public
employment service delivery systea.

32. Do you believe the current focus of the MOP Program
(om Vietnam era veterans, disabled votaress) adversely impacts
resources and services available for other veterans (vomem,
minority, Mispanios, Native Americans, older veterans)?

The Veterans' Employment and Training Service never issued
policy or direction to the effect that DVOP specialists serve
Vietnam era and disabled veterans to tho enclusion of all other
veterans. DVOP specialists are, however, to give the maximum
focus to the disabled and Vietnam veterans, especially those who
are economically or educationally disadvantaged. The significant
segments (age, sex, ethnicity) of the population cut across all
veterans categories and veterans of all such categories may be
served by DVOP specialists without violating Title 38, Section
2003A, United States Code.

We have strengthened our commitment to services to Vietnam
Theatre, Hispanic, Black and special disabled veterans as well as
women veterans, by targeting them for JTPA, Title IV, Part C (IV-
C) program services. In their 1987 study, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics indicated that 9.62 of the Vietnam theatre veterans
were black and 4.8% were Hispanic.

DVOP and LVER staff will be providing all pre-screening and,
in many cases, performing outreach to .dentify and serve those
potential IV-C participants. It is further required that those
veterans found job ready or eligible for other training
opportunities be provided those services. This potentially
increases the number of Hispanic, Black and women veterans that
may be served. DVOP and LVER staff will have the ability to
serve many more veterans in these target categories than will be
enrolled in IV-C. This is because they are "Economically
Disadvantaged* and thus would qualify for training under Title II
of JTPA.

33. You propose to conduct a study of the role of MOP in
the 1990s.

Given that the current definition of g*veterame of the
vietnam erav terminates December 31, issi, and you propose to
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oonduct the study, why do you oppose the S..year extension?

Who will conduct the study?

ilea will the study coronae?

Whoa 40 you anticipate the study will be completed?

Will you provide a copy or the study to this Committee?

I stated that I proposed to study the DVOP and LVER programs
with a view to future needs. I propose to review these programs
in the process of budget submission for fiscal year 1992, which
is now in its beginning stages. Please do not construe our review
of the DVOP/LVER programs an part of our budget process as
opposition to an extension. We simply recommend that
consideration of an extension be postponed until calendar 1991
when the results of our look at how to make DVOP most effective
for the 1990's will be available.

The remaining questions assume a formal study that I did not
imply, but to answer the questions -- it will be conducted by
VETS; it has already started, since our preparations for our
budget sdbmission for FY 1992 are in progress: and we anticipate
our study of these programs will be completed as we submit our
budget proposals for FY 1992 to Congress, and in particular your
Comaittee.

34. You said that the Advisory Committee proposeu in I.R.
4087 would create reduudence and duplication of the functions of
the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Veterans' Employment
and Traisimg and would be very costly with its provisions for per
diem and travel and for the preparation of a separate assessment
arid report.

Sow would the proposed Advisory Committee be redundant and
duplicative?

Do you have cost estimates which support your statement that
the proposed Advisory Committee and its related responsibilities
would be very expensive?

The Office of the Assistant Secretary for VETS is currently
charged with the responsibility of assessing, evaluating and
reporting on matters of veterans' employment. Thus, the revision
of the advisory committee would duplicate those basic operational
roles. For example, assessments of veterans' needs are carried
out regularly in allocation of DVOP/LVER positions according to
veterans' population and, also, each JTPA Title IV(C) grant
includes a needs assessment component. In addition, the success
of repartment of Labor veterans' programs is determined through
the evaluations of all full-service State Job Service offices by
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VETS field staff, continuous monitoring of compliance of Stets
Job Services with quantitative performance standards, and on-sito
reviews of JTPA IV(C) grantees. Of course, the reporting
function of VETS requires the annual report to Congress per Title
38, U.S. Code, Sections 2007(0) and 2012(0). Recommendations for
legislation and regulations are handled as part of on-going VETS
responsibilities, usually resulting from the functions mentioned
above. It appears that the three basic functions of the new
committee would duplicate the efforts of the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Veterans' Employment and Training by
making parallel assessments, determinations and reports.

In recent years the funding for veterans' employment and
training ham been only adequate, trith no surpluses. As a regailt,
we are pressed to provide the basic services required in
veterans' employment and training. To add an expensive advisory
committee would not appear to be wise use of the current and
projected limited resources available in the veterans' employment
arena.

Also contained in the proposed amendment are costly
provisions for travel and per diem expenses which are not
incurred under the existing Secretary's Committee and thus
currently unappropriated.

Another provision not currently under the Secretary's
Committee on Veterans' Employment would require the Secretary to
provide administrative and staff support to the newly created
committee. While current administrative support provided to the
Secretary's Committee costs less than $10,000 per year, these
costs could rise uncontrollably if chairmanship of the committe
leaves federal responsibility. If the intent is for the
Secretary to provide, through the very limited resources of the
existing Veterans' Employment and Training Service, full-time
staff personnel and an administrative budget then it would be an
unnecessary drain upon limited veterans' employment funds.

1
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GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
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May 10, 1990

The Honorable G.V. (Sonny) Montgomery
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
335 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Joi D. TANNER
Cummomonet

Sussex Flare
148 International Boulevard, N.E

Atlanta. Georgia 30303

Dear Representative Montgomery:

As requested in your letter of April 26, 1990, enclosed is my
response to the additional questions stibmitted by the Honorable
Timothy J. Penny, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Education.
Training and Employment, Committee on Veterans' Affairs.

Hopefully my response is adequate, however, if additional
information is needed please let me know.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

James A. Lowe
Deputy Commissioner
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RESPONSE TO THE HONORABLE TIMOTHY J. PENNY'S QUESTIONS

1. It has been suggested that the Transition Assistance
Pilot Program be greatly expanded in order to ev.mmeodate the
numbers of individuals expected to be separated from active duty
military aervice in the next few years. I am concerned, however,
that the staffing level of LVERs and DVOPu requested by the
Administration for ry 91 would be totally inadequate to handle an
increased worklomd. What is your assessment of the situation?

RESPCOSE: Georgia is pilot state for the Transition
Assistance Pilot (TAP) program in 1990. To participate in the
program at Ft. Denning and Ft. McPherson for the remainder of FY
1990, we estimate our additional costs will be approximately
$34,000. The Veterans Employment and Training Service has given
us verbal assurance they will provide the additional financing;
however, we estimate our regular DWP/LVER program has been
"shortfunded" about $91000. Thus, we have SeriOUS qUestions
*boot accepting the TAP funding while concurrently having to
contribute other resources to augment a Federal program not fully
funded for the present FY/PY.

with the foregoing as background, my assessment of a
nationwide cut in DVOP/LVER staffing with an increased workload
for the TAP is as follows:

o Only States with a separation center(s) win be
immediately impacted with an increased workload. Such an
increase may possibly strain their ability to get the job
done because of limited resources.

o As released service personnel return to their homes of
record, services to veterans will be limited
significantly if there are fewer DVOP/LVER staff.

o Because of continued cuts in the funding of each state's
basic employment service operations, resources are not
available to "take up the slack" if DVOP/LVER funding is
inadequate.

o Title III of STPA (EDWAA) can provide resources to assist
in TAP. However, civilian worker dislocations resulting
from overall Defense d Iligieing may use these resource up
very quickly.

o Because funding for the Employment Service, including
Dv0Ps/LVER5, comes from a dedicated truut fund financed
by the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, there has never been
a question of the availability of funding. The question
has Always been will the Department of Labor ask for, and
will the Congress appropriate the necessary funds.

o Not only must the authorized DVOPs/LVERs be funded, all
associated costs must be funded.

What all ef the above means is that State Employment security
Agencies ahould not be expectod to take on additional work
without additional funding. TAP cannot be successfully expanded
without adequate resources. Simply funding the DVOP/LVER program
at the statutorily authorized level will not necessarily get the
job done because, nince 1982, the basic ES system has lost 16,000
staff and 700 offices.

2. Welt would be the effect on services to veterans in
yc..:r state if LVERs Ind DVOPs were reduced nationwide by nearly
1007

RESPONSE! Veterans will still receive priority service,
but the fact remains that veterans' services are overloaded nr,w
and will only be more so in the next five years if the proposed
defense downsizing is implemented.
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3. I am very intmebted in your suggestion that a single
veterans specialist classification be established. I think,
however, we could anticipate a concern for the level and quality
of services to disabled veterans might be expressed. How would
you remained to that?

Regarding the study of this issue that you suggested --
what areas would be encompassed by the study and whom do you
recommend to conduct the study?

RISPOPSE: It is very likely that Veterans Service
Organizations will initially express concern for the level and
quality of service to disabled veterans if there is a single
vetrans specialist classification. However, it is my judgement
the conoern will be without justification. No one has suggested
that onehining into one classification will mean Our preference
system will change. I sincerely believe that most activities of
the DMOP or the LVER are so similar the only significant
difference in in the job title of the person delivering the
service. even though PL 100-323 outlines the duties of each
specialist, in practice, job duties ore not so clear. Therefore.
I do not see the quality or level of service to a disabled
veteran being decreased; to the contrary I believe that service
would be strengthened under a case management program.

With regard to a study of a single classification for the
Veterans Specialist, I believe the time has came for a review of
the entire subject of veterans employment and training. This is
because this subject area is far more important than just an
issue of classification.

The study should be conducted by the General AccountIng
Office (GAO) or some other entity without a vested interest. I

believe the entire system for veterans employment and training
should be reviewed. Such a study or review would include the
administration of the program by USDOL and its implementation by
MAI, and it should recommend what this nation must do to ensure
a viable employment and training program for veterans.

4. I am also interested in your recommendation that DVOPs
and LVERs be authorized, but not required, to process initial
Unemployment Insurance (UI) claims for veterans and other
eligible persons.

As you describe it, it yeems like A common sense suggestion
that would benefit veterans. Is there a "down side" to this
change tALP isn't readily apparent?

What guarantees are there to ensure veterans continu to
receive priority service?

What states currently have or are developing the "one-stop
shopping" concept of employment services?

RRSPONSE: The only "down side" we can now identify would
most likely be in loss of initial productivity resultir.- from
required training of the DVOP/LVER staff. Conversely, on:e the
present staff were trained, their ability to case matalge any
veteran seeking services would likely prove to be the most
efficient and effective way to provide services to veterans.

The guarantee that veterans would continue to receive
priority service would be the same a presently in place today,
i.e., law and regulations.

I do not know which states currently have or are developing
the "one-stop shopping" concept. However, I do know that basic
funding reductions in the UI and ES programs nationwide have
forced a large percentage of the SESAs to combine amse services.
I would judge that only a few SESAs now have separate UI and ES
offices throughout their states.

:; 2
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C. I share your concern that ArVET staff be involved with
the JTPA program at the Service Delivery Area (SDA) level, and I
would appreciate it if you would expand on this issue.

What steps can ASVET staff take to assure that veter,..ns are
adequately served in the JTPA program?

In your view, will veterans :- ...quately sere.id by JTPA
and other programs without the ASVU. involvement?

RESPONSE: I do not believe the ASVET staff will be able to
assure that veterans are adequately served in the XTPA programs
until the Secretary decrees that veterans will be afforded the
opportunity to participate. Should this happen, the "system"
must be so informed. Then ASVET staff Must actively review local
JTPA programs to assure veterans have been provided a chance to
participate.

Vev_rans will not be adequately served by the JTPA until
the ASVE", ASETA, and the Secretary are involved.

6 Concerning automation of ES operations, what services
are automated?

What services are in need of automation?

How would automation of tt.ise services benefit veterans'
employme and training services?

RICL.'0NSE: A truly adequate response to the first part of
this question would require an in-depth survey of all states.
There are states which have some form of on-line, statewide
system for order taking and applicant referral, but in others,
automation is either archaic or non-existent. We have a long way
to go to bring all states to a productive level of automation.
In fact, we have requested $25 million in our FY 1991
Appropriations to support ES automation needs.

Any service provided by the RS that can be automated should
be auttaated to ensure the most efficient service delivery.
However, in Georgia, as an example, we do not have sufficient
terminals available for all staff who need them just to carry on
normal intake and referral activities.

Veterans would benefit in the same way an any applicant
coming into an ES office -- they would receive faster and better
service and more information of a timely manner would be
available.

7. Assuming a transition assistance plan for
servicepersons within 180 days of discharge and their femily
members is Implemented:

have you estimated the number of family members who might
seek assistance each year?

Have you estimated the yearly cost of such assistance?

RESPONSE: No estimate, to my knowledge, has been made of
the number of family members who might seek assistance each year.
Ncr has there been an estimate of the yearly cost of such
assistance.

8. You recommend a study of the single ES veterans
specialist:

What areas would be encompassed by the study?

Whom do you recommend to conduct the study?

REspoNSE: Please see my response to question number 3.

9. Do you agree that DOL has the right and responsibility
tc insure the proper use of its funds?

r" 3
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RESPONSE: Without question USDOL has the .'ght and
responaibility to insure the proper use of its funds.

10. What is DOL's proper oversight role?

RESPONSE: USDOL's proper oversight role should be that of
asuring whatever is agreed to in grant negotiations is
accoeplished. Their role should not be that of second guessing
how a State carries out its functions as long as the grantee
meets the conditions and provisions of the grant, the regulations
(if there are regulations) and the appropriate lawla).

11. Are there other exanples of micromanagement in
administrative or operations areas?

RESPONSE: In Georgia we do not encounter any situations we
cannot usually resolve to mutually agreed upon satisfaction.
Thus, since I cannot provide documented recent examples of
micraaanagement in my state, my response will be a qualified
"no."

12. You suggest on page three of your testimony
establishing "single veterans specialist classification" to serve
veterans seeking assistance in state employment offices.

How would this change the delivery cf services to veterans?

What specific difficulties has the present system (LVEMS
and DVOPS) caused within job service offices and in accommodating
veterans?

RESPONSE: My recommendation for the establishment of
"single veterans specialist classification" was for the purpose
of being able to provide all employment and training needs of
veterans by one person. The result would be each veteran could
receive the entire range of initial services from one person: the
"specialist" could take an unemployment benefit claim, provide
dislocated workers services, etc., on a priority basis rather
than on a "first-come, first-served" basis.

The difficulty in accommodating veterans with the present
DVOP/LVER system results when a veteran needs more than basic ES
services provided by the DVOP/LVER. If a veteran is referred for
other services, very likely he/she will have to wait his/her turn
rather than receive priority service.

13. You point out in your testimony on page 3 that the
transition program ough to be "family oriented" and include
employment services for the spouse of a serviceperson.

What budgetary impact do you believe this would have upon
the transition program?

Do you believe this would increase overall efficiency in
delivering job services?

RESPONSE: It will cost more money if spouses are included
in the transition program and more "classes" are required.
However, costs will not double. More likely costs will increase
in a range of 25 to 30 percent.

It should lead to an overall efficiency in delivering job
services since spouses will receive services at the same time the
service member receives them.

14. You describe that in Georgia local employment offices
operate under a "single point of contact system." You also
explain that the veteran could be at a disadvantage ander this
system because they are required to enlist the services of two
individuals instead of one.

Is this "single point of contact system" used frequently in
other job service offices around the country?
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Would enabling DVOPs end LVIIIHe to process unemployment
insurance forma overburden their workloads?

kiSPOWSIgs Aa stated in question 4, more and more USA* are
e mploying this single point of service concept.

The majority of those persons who have considered using
DVOPsagles for initial claims do not believe their workload
would be overburdening. It is my understanding that New
H ampshire, one of two pilot states using OVO"../I.V1Ma to take
claims, stimates the taking of initial claims consumes less than
15 additional minutes time of the veteran's time or, for that
matter, DVOPs/LVIRs' time.

1
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STATE OF New YOiltit

DCPAPITMeNT OF LADON
GOVERNOR W. AVEREI.I. HANIIMMAN
STAVE Owl.set SUILOINO CAhmull

Adman., New Yoe* Tho

May 15, 1990

The Honorable G. V. (Sonny) Montgomery
Chairman
U. S. House of Representatives
Committee on Veterans Affairs
335 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I wish to thank you for the opportunity to express
our views at the Subcommittee on Education, Training, and
Employment hearing on April 25, 1990.

As you requested, attached please find the answers to
the questions submitted by the Honorable Timothy J. Penny,
in the required format.

Sincer

Thomaa F. Hartnett

1 ;') 6
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New York State Department of Labor
Responses to Questions from Honorable Timothy J. Penny

Prom Rearing of April 25, 1990
Department of Labor Program for Veterans

1. What has been your state's; experience with the
"single unified office", or Community Service Center,
concept in the delivery of services to veterans?

The New York State Department of Labor's experience
in the past one and one half years with the Community
Service Centers has supported our belief that you can
deliver quality srvices to all persons, ensuring priority
of service to veterans, and extending prefereuxe to
special disabled veterans in the Community Service Center
setting. While the initial production figures of activity
as reflected in the Veterans Performance Standards has
remained the same or been slightly diminished during the
the initial consolidation and renovation, the quantity and
the quality of service has improved subsequent to that
initial period.

The response of veterans seektng our services mirrors
in large extent that of the general population in this
regard. As the attitude of employers, individuals, and
the general community toward our services becomes more
positive, more veterans seek our services and we are able
to provide improved services to those veterans.

As an example, the Norris Park Avenue Community
Service Center in the Bronx now has a New York State
Division of Veterans Affairs E-2aefit's Counselor on site
one day per week to assist veterans with their claims. In
addition, the American Red Cross veteran and family
services counselor is present, one day per week. The
presence of these service providers, in addition to others
such as the community college and community based job
training programs is helping us better implement the
"whole person" concept in addressing the special needs of
veterans.

The New York State Department of Labor believes that
our mission as Governor Cuomo has stated in announcing the
veterans Bill of Rights for Employment Services, is "to
assist veterans to obtain and sustain meaningful
employment at a decent wage." We already know that the
organized veterans community and individual veterans
regard us in a more positive light than was Ae case
before we started this process. As we are able to deliver
faster and more effective services to veterans in our
offices (as well as a broader range of services from other
service providers within our facilities), we believe that
the number and the percentage of veterans placed in
employment will rise and that the average wage will
increase as well. That has been the case in locations
such as Schenectady, where the reportable services to
veterans both as a percentage and as absolute numbers, has
risen dramatically since consolidation.

Has the "cross training" of DVEIPs to do UI intake in
these Community Service Centers enhanced the delivery of
services to veterans?

Perhaps the most important employment security
service that we can deliver immediately to a veteran who
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has just lost their job is to assist them in securing
unemployment compensation. This enables that veteran to
Sustain themselves and their family while other services
take place. Where our Veterans Resource Staff are fully
"cross trained" we are able to register the same person
for both Unemployment Insurance and for employment
services with one simple process. On the busy "walk in"
days (typically Mondays and Tuesdays), Community Service
Centers set up "Veterans Only" lines to process veterans
immediately.

The difficulty we are currently experiencing is a
severe shortfall of funding for administration of
Unemployment insurance. As a consequence, we had to
suspend all cross training to veterans staff as well as
actual "cross functioning" of DVOPs and full time LVERs
sinc February. Once the Congress provides additional
resources we plan to resume this activity.

We believe the best way for our DV0Pa to understand
how the UI system works is to actually participate in the
system (on the job training). Once they understand UI
they are better able to function as an advocate to ensure
that each veteran receives the U/ compensation to which
they are entitled.

Do you think this concept is an appropriate approach
for other states?

We believe that Veterans Resource Staff (both DVOPs
and Walls) fully participating in the full range of
services provided in our Community Service Centers is the
best approach in New York. It would be an appropriate
approach in any state that has moved to fully consolidate
and unify their employment security service delivery
offices. We believe this for a number of reasons:

- First, veterans should be able to receive both Job
Service and Unemplopftnt Insurance assistance from one
staff member.

- Second, DVOPs who are outstationed can provide a broader
range of services, which is often important because of
geographic distances.

- Third, it is important that local office staff be able
to function as a unit, and that everyone be able to do
their part, especially on difficult days where we
experience high volume "walk in" traffic. It is very
important to the overall office cohesiveness and
commitment to common purpose on which provision of
priority services to veterans is based on, that DVOPs
and full time LVERs be able to take original claims
especially on high volume days.

In the single unified office, how is priority of
service to veterans assured?

All of the previously existing safeguards for
monitoring the priority of referral to jobs and other
services remains intact and effective in the new
structure. Coding of veterans for priority remains the
same, and the procedures for "veterans file search" to
match veterans with open job orders first remains the
same.

We continue to first ask each person "Did you ever
serve on active duty in the United States military?" If

r;i
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the answer is affirmative, they are provided with a copy
of the New York Veterans Bill of Rights for Employment
Services immediately. Also, the New York Veterans Bill of
Rights for Employment Services poster3 and materials are
prominently displayed in all department local offices
and Community Service Centers. Furthermore, the Local
Veterans Employment Representative now reviews both UI and
employment service functions as the advocate for the
individual veteran.

As noted in one of the answers to a previous
question, we also often set up a "Veterans Only" line
in some locations at particularly busy times to speed the
process for veterans.

2. Nas the Nem York State Veterans Bill of Rights for
E mployment Servioes and the New York State Veterans
E mployment and Training Resource Guide improved the
Quality of services for the veterans in your state?

The basic premise of the New York State Veterans Bill
of Rights for Employment Services is to inform current and
potential customers who are veterans of what they have a
right to expect from us, and to provide an effective
accountability mechanism (in the form of the toll-free
"Veterans Hotline") for them to seek redress if they
believe they have not been treated properly. What this
has accomplished is to establish a base minimum of service
in each of our offices. The reason we believe that it is
working is that the number of complaints from veterans in
regard to employment services delivered by New York Labor
has diminished from a high of 56 in June of 1988, to an
average of approximately three per month for the past five
months, even though the total volume of calls has risen
dramatically.

Other forms of service, such as those measured by
the veterans performance standards have also improved over
the past two years. we also believe that this improvement
in the minimum level of service provided to veterans has
resulted in improving the quality of services to all
persons.

The New York State Department of Labor is continuing
a series of training sessions for all staff, from clerks
to typists to managers as to what the New York State
Veterans Hill of Rights Employment Services means. These
sessions also provide staff with training on what are the
special noels of veterans and the role and
responsibilities of every single staff person at NYSDOL to
ensure that priority of service to veterans is accorded by
the entire department.

It is too early to judge the impact of the "New York
State veterans Employment and Training Resource Guide."
This "Guide" was designed and written by our Veterans
Resource Staff and Grants Management staff in association
with the staff from the Governor's Job Training
Partnership Council. we received significant assistance
and guidance from James H. Hartman, Director, Veterans
Employment and Training-United States Department of Labor
in New York State and from Mt. John Nunnery and his staff
at the National Veterans Training Institute (NVTI) in
Denver.

We intend to use the "Guide" as a basic text for
training the staff of Job Training Partnership Act

1
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ntities in how to recognise and effectively address the
special needs of veterans. The "Guide" is designed to
also serve as a desk top quick reference. We will also
use the guide for continuing in-service training of our

own staff. A number of union and other service providers
have also expressed interest in obtaining copies and the
accompanying training for their people.

The actual process of developing the "Guide" has
resulted in closer cooperation between individuals and
organizations than was the case prior to this effort,

so that we have cause to believe that this effort will be
successful.

3. You mention in your statement that you were finally
able to obtain the names and addresses of seperating
service members. Mow did you do this? Can you share with
us your process for identifying and contacting veterans
who have been released due to a reduction-in-force?

Through the assistance of the Non-Commie...don Officers
Association (NCOA) we discovered that the New YeIrk
National Guard Recruiting Command is receiving thls
information in electronic form from the Department of
Defense on a quarterly basis. We are now in the process
of accomplishing the programming necessary to secure and
utilize this data to send every returning service member
information on what entitlements and assistance are
available to help them effectively rejoin the civilian
workforce, with a particular emphasis on the New York
State Veterans Bill of Rights for Employment Services
provided through our local offices.

We believe that the Department of Defense and the
United States Department of Labor could set up a system
whereby other states Emplorment Security Agencies could
access this data in usable electronic form.

4. I'm impressed with the success of Project AMMR-I-CAM,
under which 32 blinded veterans were placed In full-time
employment, and I know Mew York State has initiated many
other creative and successful projects assisting veterans.
How can other states be informed of these activities and
encouraged to implement similar programs?

In order for other states to implement the special
programs like Project AMER-I-CAN, that have proven to be

so successful in New York State, these states must be
shown what these programs can do for them in their

veterans population.

Our experiences to date have shown that Project
AMER-I-CAN, can bring enormous amounts of promotional
activity (locally and statewide) for the individual state

DOL program and its veterans activities. This activity
almost niwkys includes the state political leaders,
commissioners and state program administrators. In

addition, large state veterans organizations cannot help

becoming involved. We have found that the success of one
program usually results into the creation of other

programs.

The succoss of Project AMER-I-CAN resulted in the
establishing of a follow-up program, Operation Veteran
Asset. This special outreach effort targets the veteran
population that is considered "less than fully ambulatory"
(wheelchairs-prosthetic devices-guadraplecics). In order
to successfully conduct a special program, information and

1 C 0
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knowledge was obtained concerning the issue or
disability. The next stop usually involves the creation
of a new "network" of contacts which is the case of
Operation Veteran Asset, resulted in a previously
untouched population of disabled veterans being given
appropriate services.

There are many positive results when a special
program is conducted in an individual state, the most
important one is that of "unity" among the Veterans
Resource Program Staff. This feeling of "doing more than
the usual" carries over to the other office staff and
allows for a better understanding of individual roles.

we have found that in conducting these special
programs, we find out about your own staff's capabilities.
Some of them will standout as administrators, organizers,
media and marketing representatives, talents and skills
thau win be used in the future.

We have provided copies of the "Project AMER-/-CAN
Technical Assistance Guide" to the National Veterans
Training Institute (NVTI) and to the Blinded Veterans
Associated (BVA) for dissemination.

The Honorable Elizabeth Dole, United States Secretary
of Labor has cited "Project AMER-I-CAN" for excellence
and urged replication of this type of effort elsewhere.

Perhaps the most effective way to encourage
replication of this program and additional and similar
efforts would be for th_ Honorable Edward J. Derwinaki,
Secretary of Veterans Affairs, to send copies of the
Project AMER-I-CAN Technical Assistance Guide to the
Directors of all Veterans Administration Medical Centers
and the Director of every "Visually Impaired Service Team"
in the country. Should the committee wish to contact
either the State Employment Security Agencies dirqctly,
or through the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Veterans
Employment and Training, we can provide as many copies of
the Technical Assistance Guides for replication of this
program as you may desire.

we have also distributed copies of this information
to the ICESA Veterans Affairs Committee and the IAFES
Veterans Affairs Committee. We are open to any
suggestions the Committee may have as to what else we can
do to disseminate this information. We will also assist
the Committee in any way possible.

5. You eeplain in your testimony that you have over 200
people waiting to attend the National Veterans Training
Institute (MVTI) in Denver.

How many of these individuals are DVOPs/LVERs?

We currently have twenty four DVOPs/LVERs waiting to
attend the Basic Skills CORE course. This does not count
approximately the same number of persons who will be
joining our staff as DVOPs/LVERs in the next four months.

How many of your local office managers, supervisors,
or employment counselors received training at the NVTI?

Over the past three years three of ten Regional
Directors have attended NVTI, 45 out of 160 Employment
Counselors, 14 out of 91 local office managers, and 32 out
of 121 other supervisors have attended. Including four

161
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persons from Grants Management and five persons from our
Affirmetive Action staff, we have had 108 persons other
than DVOWLVERs attend NVTI. W. have, as noted in my
testimony, over 200 managers, supervisors, and employment
counselors whom we wish to send to NVTI as soon as they
can be accommodated in the Basic Skills Core Course, as a
matter of our priority.

It is important to note that this is not a criticism
of John Nunnery on the National Veterans Training
Institute. Rather, we believe that the contract with NVTI
does not provide the resources necessary to accomplish
"the efficient and effective implementation of all
Sections of Title 38."

We believe that the law is clear that veterans
priority of service is the job of the entire New York
State Department of Labor staff, not only of the DVOPs and
LVERs. The NVTI training is excellent, and greatly
assists us in enhancing the cognitive knowledge of what to
do to effectively assist veterans (particularly disabled
veterans) and in enhancing the personal commitment on the
part of individual staff members to use those cognitive
skills to better assist individual veterans on a daily
basis.

33-544 0 - 90 - 6
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Non Commissioned Officers Association of the United States of America
225 N. Washington Street Alexandria, Virginia 22314 Telephone MY 5444311

may 11, 1990

Honorable Timothy Penny, Chairman
Subcommittee on Education, Training and Employment
Committee on Veterans Affairs
U.S. House of Representative.
335 Cannon Nouse Offtle Building
Washington, D.C. 30515

Dear Chairman Pennyt

Thank you, for the opportunity to testify before the
subcommittee on Education, Training and Employment, on April 25,
1990. The Non Commissioned Officers Association of the United
States of Ametica (NCOA) also welcomes the opportunity to respond
to your written inquiries. Our ropponsos are attached.

Sincerely,

Tom L. Ryan
Director State/Veterans Affairs

TRL/kp

Chattered by the United States Congress

1 3
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Responses of Son Commissioned Officers Association to questions
dated April 26, 1990

Question: 1. Some of you have xpressed concern about the
Veterans Smployment emphasis under federal contracts contained in
chapter 2012 of title 311, United Stats Code.

Answer: In your view, how should federal contract
compliance be nforced, who ahould be responsible for enforcement
and what legal recourse should veterans have?

The solution to the current lack of enforcement lies not in
who shOuld be doing the nforcing, but rather in the
establishment of some methodology by which to determine
complideOe or noncOmpliance. Unlike other affirmative action
progress, there is no value by which to hold the contractor
liable for inconsistencies in hiring and promotion practice. It
is our belief that given clear goals and timetable by which
contractors mnst abide the office of Federal Contract Compliance
Program (OP ZP) is fully capable of enforcing the program.
Veterans should have every legal recourse available to them that
is available to others in affirmative action programs.

Question: 2. Do you believe veterans unemployment and
underemployment is'fac more serious than the BLS statistics
suggest, and if so, on what evidence do you base that belief?

Answer: The lack of needd data concerning both
unemployment and underemployment make any BLS statistics suspect.
As far as we know the BLS has no ongoing programs to ascertain
who is underemployed in the veterans community. The question of
the unemployed simply boggles the mind: it seems no one can come
up with an exact figure. We do believe that if soeething is not
done to provide assistance to former military members leaving the
service due to the DOD draw down, both these figures are going to
rise over the next fey years.

Question: 3. If the DVOP/LVER staffing levels are reduced
in line with DOL's budget request, what will be the impact on the
delivery of veterans employment and training services and what
will be the effect on the Transition Assistance Pilot proven?

Anwar. With the Department of Defense facing large
reductions-4n-force one is hard pressed to understand the logic
that wont into the development of a DOL budget request which
would reduce the numbers of DVOP's and LVER's. most assuredly,
such a reduction in DVOP's and LVBR's at this juncture could
cause the Transition Assistance Pilot Program to fail in many
areas. Sot only will the TAP Program be adversley effected by
all veterans assistance will be degraded.

One of the most needed aspects of TAP is the interface
between LVIR's and separating servicemembers prior to their
actual separation. With a reduction in the members of LVER's it
is likely that this interface will never take place.

Question: 4. IMP. has recommended that consideration be
given to establishing a single Veterans Specialise Classification
in employment service offices. What is your reaction to this
proposal?

Answer: while we are somewhat skeptical of the reasons

2
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behind this suggestion we realise that such a suggestion has
merit. Eowever, should such a single veterans classification be
instituted it should be done so without a decrease in personnel
resources, amd withcmt a bra-Awning of responsibilities beyond
those presently established for DVOP's and LVIR's. The !dboling
among job *mice office managers that DVOP's and LVER's.should
be interjected into the rest of the office work force could
become a reality. If such a merging of responsibilities were to
take place, this would lead to a degradation of services to
veterans.

Question: 5. I'd also like to have your response to the
suggestion that OVC:os and LVER's be authorised, but not
required, t- process initial Unemployment Insurance claims for
veterans anc other eligible persons. Do you see any
insurmountable problem 1:4herent in this recommendation?

Answer: We see no insurmountable problems in this
recommendation and in fact we think that Puch broadening of
responsibilities nay provide benefits to DVOP's and LveR's as
well as the veteran. One stop processing provides for better
case management and at the same time allows DVOP's and LVER's an
orportunity to gain a degree of knowledge concerning another
facet of the employment services, thereby providing increased
advancement opportunities.

Question 6. Several of you have recommended that the DVOP
Program be made permanent. If that were done would we need to
revise the DVOP/LVER staffing formula? How should DVOP/LVER
staffing requirement be determined/ What level of DVOP/LVER
staffing is required to provide adequate employment and training
services to veterans?

Answer: RCOA believes the DVOP/LVER program should be
made permanent. The staffing levels would have to be established
based on the total number of veterans residing in the job service
office area of responsibility. When developing staffing levels
one must co Ader a number of variables contained in local or
state wide veterans demographics, such as estinates of homeless
veterans and disabled veterans, and the econamin outlook for the
area.

DVOP/LvER staffing ust allow for a comprehensive out reach
program along with normal office coverage and the ability to
spend at least 15 percent of their time dealing with potential
veterans employers.

Question 7. Would you describe the kind of cooperative
efforts between the Government and the private sector which you
believe are needed to insure the success of the Tr Asition
Assistance Program.

If the transition program is to be successful, 4hen the
government has to provide the private sector the opportunity to
interface with the transitioning servicemenber prior to his or
her actually leaving the service. This cal be done through job
fairs such as those currently being conducvsd by the Non
Commissioned Officers Association in conjunction with the
Department of Labor, or through the establishment of an
installation job placement center. This should center contain
employment information from across the nation as well as
information In local employment opportunities. It should 5130
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provides place where local employers could set up interviews
and where MOP/LYN:1s could make their initial contacts. The key
aspect Is making servicemembers accessible to potential employers
and potential employers accessible to servicemenbers. Any
barrier to this contact must be eliminated.

Quest1.n: S. If employment and training service programs are
made permanent, can you estimate the number of individuals who
would be served during a year and the yearly cost?

It is difficult to project costs and numbers at this time
since force reduction estimate vary so widely.

Question: 9. Can you discuse the benefits of expected returns
from a permanent program?

UMW: While there are those whose measurement of such
benefits would be strictly monetary, we believed that it is much
more involved. ?Meer: years ago the bulk of individuals
separating from the service were single, and, in many cases, in
no rush to find a job when they left the service. Today's
servicemember/voteran is different. The majority of individuals
leaving service today are married, and because of this change,
they need to find employsent as rapidly as possible in order to
support their families. A permanent program provides a safety
net for those who suddenly find themselves without employment.
It also provides assistance to those who, for whatever reason,
find themselves dislocated as America's business community reacts
to the vicissitudes of a changing world's economics and politics.

Question: 10. Do Iz believe that veterans participation in
JTPA and funding for such participation should be insured
statutorily?

Answers ''''' Yes, if JTPA is going to become a viable
program the amount of monies to be used by various entities must
be legislated.

Question: 11. So you support expanding eligibility for
transition services to spouses of separating servicepeople?

Answer: Yes, but only to the degree that it does not
degredate services to veterans.

Question: 22. Do you support the addition of the following
representations to the Advisory Committee on Veterans Employment
and Training?

o The business and industry community - yes
o National organizations other, than veterans organizations

yes, if involved in veterans Employment
o Assistant Secretary for employment and Training - No
o Director of the U.S. employment Service - No

4
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VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE UNITED STATES

oFFRI OF THE DIRECTOR

Hay 21, 1990

!ha Memorable C.V. "Sonny" Montgomery
Chairmaa
Committee en Veterans' Affairs
U.S. Meuse of Ispreeentatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman&

Attached are completa responees to the additional quailitioni

raised at the April 25, 1990, hearing of the Subcommittse on

Education, Training and Employment.

Respectfully,

Rohirt D. Manhan, Special Asistant
National Legislative Service

Attachment

* WASHINGTON Of !ILE *

VFW 14LIAORIM. BUILDING NIO MAX LAND AVENUE, N.E. WASHINCITON. tic. 0002 5799 AREA CODE 202-A45.2209
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won= 1. Some of you have espressed COncern about the veterane
employmest emphasis wader Federal contracts Contaised is Chapter 2012 of title
38, United States Code.

A. la your view, how should Federal contract compliance be enforced?

I. Who should be responsible for enforcement?

C. What legal recourse should veterans have?

SWUM IA. We offer the following muggestions for streogthening OFCCP
eafOrCement of Federal contract compliascat

Assad the Federal C.utractor Veterans Employmeat Report (VETS-100)
which each contractor annually files with the Secretary of Labor.
Require ContraCtors to list the number of @killable job openings
listed with the Employment Service, the umber of referrals
interviewed, and the number actually hired from this source (Copy of
VETS-100 le attached).

The reporting requirement of employment service agencies should be
appropriately amended to allow for comparison with data reported by
federal contractors.

DOL should include oe the back of the VETS-100 report form,
applicable penalties and @onetime for knowingly filing false
report. Those cootractors deemed to be serious repeat vioLators
should be subject to Federal Contract debarment.

DOL should require that the VETS-100 report be filed within 90 days
after contract award, instead of at lesst once annually, which could
conceivary come at the end of the contract.

Some Federal contractors are reported to be adept et listing job
opening with the Employment Service to give the appearance of
satisfying the terms of a contract, then pull the listing several
days later, shutting off referrals. /his loophole has to be
rectified.

DOL should identify federal contractors based on the locaticm where
the work will be performed, as opposed to the location of the parent
company which was actually awarded the contract.

Section 2012 (a) thould be amended to require that veterans be given
preference for job openings instead of 'priority in referral.'

RESPONSE 12. OFCCP should be responsible for enforcement; however, the
agency must maks assive improvement in its coordination with the Employment
Service administration, Veterans Employment and Training Service (VETS), and
the Department of Veterans Affair. (VA). It must become much more agreesive
in identifying and dealing with thoes contractor, found to be in violation of
males 2012.

MOON= IC. Oben 4 veteran file. a complaint against a federal contractor
and receives an adveree ruling at the highest level within OFCCP/DOL, ha or
she should have the option of having an appeal hearing before au independent
Admini ttttt ive Lay Judge, or of going directly into the U.S. Court of Appeal
for the federal Circuit.

QUESTION 2. Do you believe veteran unemployment and underemployment
probleas are more eerious than the BLS statimticm indicate? If so, on what
evidence do you base that belief?

um= 2. We believe unemployment and underemploymeot continues to be a
problem among many veterans. The Bureau of labor Statistics (BLS) reported in
Novesber 1989 that while unemployment among Vietnam Era veterans is slightly
lower than that of the general population, there are still approsiaately
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250.000 Vietnam Ste veterans who ere chronically usesployed. An gooey
profile show this group of veterene to CoSprise largely of African-American,
Nispenics, and women. May are homelese, educationally defiCieet and
underskilled. It should be noted that available date oa the ChrOniCally
unemployed is felt to be understated. ii 11.1 does not track those veterans who
have dropped out of the labor market. It ie much more difficult to qsantify
tha number of Vietnam Bra and other 'worse& trapped in sadereaplOyeent. To
bogie with. BLS does not keep statistics oa underemploymeat. Tbe agency
reports that there is so official govermesat definition for undereeploymeut.
BLS reports thet some figures ar Collected Oa people AO work part-tine and
desire to evrk full-tine; aid on thong weplOyed it lOw wises. None of this
information is veteran specific, however. The fact that no underemployment
statistics ors kept Le in stark contract to the findings of Congress cited in
title 31, Chapter 41. section 2000(1).

We are convinced that underemploysent is s serious problem based strictly on
the volume of phone calls and mail received from our 'sabers around tha
country.

CIABTION 3. If DOOPILVICi staffing levels are reduced in line with DOL's
budget request, what will be the impact on the delivery of veteraes'
eaployment and training services?

What will be the affective on the TrAnsit1011 Assistant Pilot Programa'

RINPONNI 3. If DVOP/LVER staffing levels are reduced in line with DOL's
budget request, all existing progress would suffer across the board. All
delivery points would be forced to *mile back on vital outreach and counseling
services. V. do not believe that employment service agencies would be able to
keep pace with current veteran population demands, with the loss of nearly 300
positioos.

t egardieg the Transition Assistance Program (TAP), we consider the 44
DVOP/LVIR staffers designated to provide services under this pilot program is
s soft estimate of need. We are especially concerned that sore definitive
information as to the number of active duty personnel AO will be available
for services under TAP, has not been made available by the military.

We believe DOL/VETS hould lead the effort in seeking authority to increase
the DVOP/LVER staffing level. In the event the demands of TAP participants
should exceed staffing need projections, we feel additional pereonnel should
be hired and trained. We want to avoid a situation where there is a drop-off
in extsting outreach and counseling services in order to satisfy TAP needs.

QUESTION 4. ICBM hae recommended that consideration be given to
establishing a single veterans specialist classification in eaploynent service
officer. What is your reaction to this proposal?

SIBBPONSE 4. We value the opinion of ICESA which is comprised largely of
employment service professionals. If it can be demonstrated that priority
services in the context of enlacing programs will be maintained, we have no
objection to this suggestion.

QUESTION 5. I'd also like to have your response to the suggestion that
DVOPs and Mita be auttorieed, but not required, to process initial
Unemployment Insurance claims for veterans sad other eligible persons. Do you
see any insursountable problems inherent in this recommendation?

NISPONS2 5. This issue has to be considered in a broader context. Several
valid points have been in favor of this concept. Proponents point out cross
training of DVOPs/LVERs in Unemployment Insurance systess would afford them
greater job upward obility; that aany would qualify for several higher type
jobs that are currently out of their reach.

Our concern,however, is that esployment service agencies have had to close
over 600 local offices, and have lost over 14,000 workers over the past ten
years due to severe budget cuts. Services offered by employment services have

- 2 -
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declined 4S VOIl. It is therefore clear that &ponies need additional workers.

While we believe chat greater priority services ssy be provided veterans *ten
MOPS/MU are authorised to process laitial Ooesployment Insurance claims,
V. reject efforts to oee there pereopeel for servicing non-veterans except
under very strict amd well defined guidelines.

wimp 6. Several of you have recommeoded that the DVOP program be side

permanent.

If that were done, would we need to revise the DVOPILVER staffing formula?

Now should OVOP/LVIR staff°, requirements be determined?

Mat Level of DVOPILVER Staffing la required to provide adequate employment
and training services to veterans?

MIMI . The DVOP program should be made permanent or the vital
inactions presently provided should definitely be incorporated la any new

prOgres.

!Wording a staffing formula aod staffing tequirements for providing
e sployment and training services to veterans, we will need to study these

Imes in greater detail. It is clear,howevar, that with ongoing efforts to
maks the TAP program permanent, new authority will be needed in order to

expand existiag mandated Staffine levels.

MOTION 7. Tbd vrw recommends establishment of a veterans vocational

training and retraining prograe. Can you descrios the type of program which

you emvision?

RISPOSIM 7. Vs nvision veterans' pecific training god retraining
program that will cater to the employment needs of veterens of "11 eras. Such

a prOgras would focus on training veterans in growth industry of demand

occupations for period of up to one year. The suitability for training and

duratioe of training would be strictly Mead on demonStreted need, counselinE,
amd engagement. Special targeted participants would include, but not be

United tot

Older dieplaced workers with remaining work life of seven years or

more.

Tounger veterans with no civilian related work experience end whose
only previoum training has been In the srea of military coebat eras.

Disabled and theatre veterans of all eras.

Veterans who lose eligibility due co the sunset date of GI Mills
covering Korean and Vietnam Eras, and who are premently not eligible
for benefit. under the Montgonal5 CI bill.

Veterans receiving training un.-1.,r such 4 program would be
additionally ligible for a mall stipend.

INOSTION S. How would this differ from tiaining programs available under

current CI Sills?

U PON= S. The current GI Bill only provides service to a small segment of

the veteran community. It does not provide sec.,. to a sajority of veterans

described above.

WISTION 9. Do you support expanding eligibility for transition services to

spouse* of separating serricepeoplet

11001015 9. Absolutely:

WWI= 10. Do you support the addition of the following representatives to

- I -
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the Advisory Committee on Veterans Employment nd Training:

the buslaesshadustry community

national organisations other than veterans organizations

Assistant Secretsry for Employment nd Training

Director of the U.S. Employment Service

ESEPONEM 10. Tee. with the expectation of "National Organisations other than

veteran. organisations." We support the Assistant Secretary tor Employment

and Training and the Director of U.S. Employment Service becoming ex-officio
member. of the Advisory Committee.

ri 1
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May II, 1990

nonorable Timothy J. Pansy, Chairman
Mouse Veteran _...Affairs .x.._tteds on

educatioa, Training amd Imploymest
333 Cannon Nees Office Suildiag
washington, OC 20313

Dear Chairman Penny,

This will respoad to your thoughtful follow-up questions
arisieg from the Subcommittee's April 21, 1990 bearing. The
VOA welcomes the opportunity to clarity its perspective om the
issues covered duds(' ths hearing.

1. Some of you have expressed cowers about the veterans
employment emphasis under federal contracts contained in
Chapter 2012 of title 311, limited States Cede.

In yoer view, how should federal contrast compliance be
seforced, who sheeld be responsible for enforcement sad what
legal recourse sheeld veteran& have?

The entire history of the program engendered by section
2012 of title 31, Melted States Code has hese a continuing
enigma. At the time this wornness crested, there were dual
concerns with th plight of Vietnam veterans whose
stereotypical image was enceediagly peor causing strong
suspicion that this generation of veterans was being
discriminated in the private eector work place. To

railldthis problem, same felt it mu necessary to simply mshe seci
dincration illegal. Tor others, a more proactive approach
spaniel' veterans a hiring preferemce with federal contractoza
was the optima of chaise. Interestingly emeegh the program
actually nacted bleaded the tee approach.. by offering
affirmative action in hirimg mad job advaaot to veterans
Booking employmest with federal contractors. The model
stinted for this program, with one critically important
emnaptAUm, ems the same as that providiag affirmstive active
for women sad minorities. Conspicuously missing from the
veteran program was any ensurable method for mooring the
performome of federal contractor caspliamos.

The method of scoring private sector compliasce with
affirmative action for women amd ninorities, on the other
hand, is both clear and cempellimg in that explicit goals sad
timetables for rsprseantative hiriag amd job advamoement are
reqpired. Under th. rimmed:anon, veterans were left without
a clear enforcement mechanism. Am a practical matter, if
woman or member of a protected minority feels employment or
advancement in employment is Mfg improperly withheld,
complaint caa be filed with the floe of federal Contract
Compliance Programs (orcim. Dpon receipt f the complaint,
the OFCCP ripply pulls the tatement of goals and timetables
for the contractor and easily determines whether the hiring
and promotion goals are being met. It net, it falle to the
contractor to explain why the complaining individual was
either unhired or dsmied promotios. Whoa a veteram feels he
or she has been improperly overlooked in employment or
promotion, a complaint is also filed with the MCP. nem the
OFCCP recive the complaint, since there are so xplicit
required goals and thntsbles for hiring and job advancement
of veterans, all that can be done is a determination of
whether the contractor discrininated against the veteran.
Importantly, the veteran rather than the contractor as with
women and minorities, must prove the case.
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Koreover, what was originally intended to prevent
discrimination against women and minorities became in fact a
hiring and promotion preference. What was originally intended
as a hiring mlafromotion preference for veterane in fact
became a rather discrimination prevention program.

Once nacted, those policy makers having favored the
affirmative action approach in formulating this program
characterised the program as if it were more than
descrimination prevention program. In fact, the legislative
history of this program's origina is replete with referenced
intentioss to add goals and timetables if the program failed
to live up to expectations. As it turned out, the goale and
timetables were never added, but the program continued to be
inaccurately characterised as an affirmative action program.

The net result for the veterans hoping to take advantage
of this program has not been surprising. These veterans look
upon this program as just one more example of a betrayal by
the governmeLt in promising one thing and delivering
something far less.

It is well to take few moments to explain this
program's genesis prior to answering this particuler heaving
follow-up question because an uaderstanding of the program's
history is vital to appreciating the need for a legislative
fix. After having ssid that, contractor compliance with this
program can only be enforced if goals and tLmotables are
added. With these tools in place, there is no good reason why
the OFCCP should fail to assure compliance. On the question
of legal recourse, the existing provisions of the program
threateatag errant contractors with loss of contract business
will be sufficient only if measurable goals and timetables are
in place.

2. Do you belle.. veterans unemployment and
undremployment problems are more serious than the BLS
statistics indicate and, if so, on what evidence do you base
that belief?

The pisolem of veteran unemployment and most especially
veteran underemployment is far more serious than the SLS
statistics suggest. The reasoning here is based on what the
BLS statistics deliberately omit to tell us.

First of all, the MLS statistics fail to count anyone who
has dropped out of the labor market. That is, only those who
are registered with the job service are counted in the
unemployment statistics. Many individuals who are job ready
but in need of employment assistance ignore the job service
knowing the jobs available through state employment offices
are typically low paying and are usually incapabl offering
ither modest financial security or a career future. The fact
is the job service accesses less than 10 percent of the
employers around the nation.

The SLS statistics also fail to record, as they onc did,
the wage rates paid to employees whose jobs were secured
through the job service. Mere the problem of underemployment
is ignored altogether by the very agency that ought to be most
interested in accurate information on underemployment.

3. If the DVOP/LVin staffing levels are reduced in line
with DoL's budget request, what will be the impact on the
delivery of veterans' employment and training services and
what will be the effect on the Transition Assistance Pilot
Program?

Sven without having all the data available to the DoL on
which to base an accurate estimate of lost services resulting

ri 3
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from the DoL's budget request, it cae still be reliably
assumed that the impact will be serious. Demand for servicas
offered by the job service is already cassias straisa dee to
losses of resources over the last 10 years. With fewer
personnel, there will have to be less outreach and job
development by both DVOlos and LIM. In addition, the
additional responsibilities being contemplated for DWI% aad
Mao in dealing with demobilised military personsel will
exacerbate current conditions.

4. ICBM has rectomended that considerstion be given to
establishing a single veterans specialist classification in
employment service offices. Whet is your reaction to this
proposal?

The ICBM proposal is couched in expressed concerns about
management complexities associated with some asibiguity in the
roles of OVOlos and LVIns. ro some outset this is true, but
this alone is insufficient reason to sake a change along lines

NT=by ICISA. The veal prOblem, oe the other hand, the
that we are convinced is the engine behind this

proposal, is the strain on the job service resulting from
severe losses of personnel and resources over the last 10
years.

Prom management standpoint, it is likely that same job
office managers are resentful that with staff shortages they
should be forced to accept the existence of employees lames
roles are exclusively ddicatsd to singl category of
clients. The friction created by the presence of workers
dedicated exclueively to veterans and the need to provide
services to all applicants is well knows. nevertheless, a
desire to *embalm, LVIns amd Mae for purposes of greater
job office service utility cannot be allowed without seriously
jeopardising the quantity aad quality of services available to
veterans.

Prom a politico-budgetary stamdpoiet, making the change
proposed by URSA is also risky. by amalgamating MOP* asd
LVIMs isto ome category of veterans employmemt specialist, the
Office of nanagemeat and Budget (OMB) would likely find an
irresistible temptation to hal've their *embers -- a far more
threatening prospect than the DoLs latest budget proposal forMrs and LVERs.

S. I'd also like to have your response to the suggestion
that DVOPs and ivies be authorised, but not required, to
process initial Unemployment !mammas claims for veterans and
other eligible persons. Do you see any insurmountable
problem inherent in this recommendation.?

The VVA's own constitutionally mandated Standing
Committee on Veterans iconomic Issues has taken up this issue
on at least three occasions without resolutions of the policy
questions raised by the proposal. It is our further
understanding that there is also a division of opinion among
the ranks of the individuals wto would be most affected by
this proposal, the Dv0Ps and LIM.

On one side of the issue, there are those who fear the
career tracks of the DVOlos and Wins will be stunted without
xperience in providing Of services. There may be omething
to this since it is unlikely that DVOP. or LVIRe could
realistically aspire to be job office managers without both RSas well as UI experience.

On the other hand, some DVOPs and LVIRe are fearful that
this change would constitute significant dilution of their
exclusive roles as veterans employment specialist.. Under the
circumstancs, this fear is both real and a further
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illustration of the friction alluded to above between
management concern for provision of services to all and
government responsibility for providing priority services; to
veterans.

6. Several of you have recommended that the DOOP program
be made pernammet. If that were done would um need to revise
the MOP/LOMA staffing formula?

In simple trms, the Ov0P program should be made
permenent and, indeed, the staffing formula for Minos and
LVMMe should be adjusted. In particular, it eems wise to add
to the formula the number of recently separated veterans
residimg La each state. This would help alleviate demand for
services by veterans released from the military presatorely,
throegh no Moult of their own, as a result Of desobilisation.

7. Toe suggest in your testimony embancing the GI Mill
for prematurely dischavpd individuals. What type of
nhancements do you believe would work best?

Since individuals leavina the military for the
convenience of the services and who are enrolled in the
Montgomery GI Dill will be mostly unable to accrue tbe full
education benefits anticipated wben joiaimg tbe military, the
policy question at staWs here is one of equity. Those
thdividuals wbo maim the military intending La good faith to
serve out their satire enlistments in order to accrue the full
educational benefits promised deserve to receive the full
benefits even if they fail to serve the full enlistments for
which they @Limed up.

Prom a programmatic policy perspective, it also makes
sense to offer these individuals full bomefits. The exodus
from the military resulting from demobilisation will exert
e xtreme demand on the aation's labor exchange services,
whether provided through job service offices or the Job
Training Partnership Act. That being so, offering full
e ducational hematite for those who were enrolled will tap some
of the demand on the labor exchange system and channel some of
these recently separated veterans into &cadmic amd other more
structured types of trainieg settings.

S. Do you support expaading ligibility for tramsition
services to spouses of separating service people?

There are a great many policy options that should be
considered and adopted to address the tidal shifts in the
education and employment sectors resulting from massive
demobilisation. Motors adoptimg these policies, however, it
is wise to amour.' that sufficient resources will be availabl
to fully carry out the imtent of the policies and programs
adopted. It is axiomatic that if more is akthorised to be
done than resources will afford, all those who are served will
be served equally poorly. The VVA has no objection to the
proposal as long as it will be supported by the resources

to deliver the intended services.

9. Do you support the addition of the following
representatives to the Advisory Committee on Veterans
Mmgmment and Training?

- The business and industry community? Tea
- National organisations other than veteran organisations?
Only if they are directly involved in providing employment
services such as ICIRA.
- Assistant Secretary for Employment and Training? No.
- Directory of the U.S. Employment Service? No.
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Ropetully, thos responses adequately ddress yourfollov-up questions. As alloys, your attention to the viewof the VVA is appreciated.

Sincerely,

4:44, 3
Paul S. Igen
Legislative Director
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PARALYZED VETERANS
OF AMER/CA
Chartered by the Congress
at the Untied States

May 9, 1990

The Honorable C.V. (Sonny) Montgomery, Chairman
House Committee on Veterans' Affairs
335 Cannon House Office Building
Washington D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your letter of April 26, 1990, concerning the
Subcommittee on Educetion, Training, and Employment hearing last month. In
accordance with your letter, I have restated each question before the *newer.

I. Soso of you have expressed concern about the veterans'
employment emphasis under Federal contracts contained in
Chapter 2012 of title 38, United States Code. In your
view, how should Federal contract compliance be enforced?
Who should be responsible for enforcement? What legal
recourse should veterans have

Answer: Aa you know, veterans presently have no real
legal recourse regarding OFCCP complaints. Although OFCCP
officials have responsibility for investigating such
complaints, final decisions on veterans' appeals are
rendered within the bureaucracy. Unlike the newly
established Court of Veterans Anpeals which has the
authority to overturn certain V.. decisions, there is no
mechanism within the OFCCP process for a veteran to obtaiL
legal recourse. PVA recommends that such mechanism be
established similar to that currently provided for EEOC
complainants.

2. Do you believe veteran uneeployment and underemployment
problems are more serious than the BLS statistics
indicate? If so, on what evidence do you base that
belief?

Answer: PVA believes such statistics greatly understate
the problem, at least as it pertains to severely disabled
veterans. Of our 14.5 thousar4 membero, only six percent
are employed on a full-time basis.

3. If DVOP/LVER staffing levels are reduced in line with
DOL's budget request, what will be the impact on the
delivery of veterans' employment and training services?
What will be the affect on the TAP program?

Answer: It is clear to us that DOL's budget request for
FY 1991 is inadequate for that Department to fulfill its
mission of assisting veterans. Veterans' mployment and
training services and the DVOPILWER programs will be

ly eroded without additional funds. PVA does not
see how the TAP program could even get started with
existing funding levels and the Administration's proposed
budget request for next fiscal year.

4. 10ESA has recommended that consideration be given to
establishing single veterans spe:Ialist classification
in employment service offices. Whit is yout reaction to
this proposal?

17
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Amseer: Such a specialist classification would benefit
veterans to the degree the program is funded. Like any
employment program. couneelors should not be spread so
thin that services to existing beseficiaries are diluted.

S. I'd also like to have your response to the suggestion that
DVOP's nad LVEIt'o be authorised, but not required, to
process initial Unemployment Ins u tains for veterans
And other eligible persons. Do you see any insurmountable
problems inherent in this recommendation?

Answer: This is a good initiative, but we believe it
should be limited to eligible veterans.

6. Several of you have recommended that the DVOP prograa be
ludo permanent. If that were done, would we need to
revise the DVOP/LVER staffing formula? Mow should
DVOP/LVER staffing requirements be determined? What level
of DVOP/LVER staffing is required to provide adequate
eftployment and training services to veterans?

Mower: If the 17VOP pzogram is made permanent, we do not
know of any compelling reason to revise the staffing
formula other than to say the FTEE level must be based on
a needs basis in order to effectively administer the
program. According to Section 2003A of title 38, USC, the
DVOP staffing level should be 1.883 positions. The
staffing level for LVER's should be 1,600 positions. Ws
assume the current program. excluding TAP, could provide
adequate employment and training service, to veterans if
funded at these levels.

7. Do you support expanding eligibility for transition
services to spouses of separating servicepeople?

Answer: In all fairness, we believe it would be
appropriate to expend such services to spouses who are
working at time of separation from the service. Premature
separation from the military affects families, not just
individuals. In many cases, the income of an active duty

' spouse hes set a certain standard of living for
the fmmily which may, due to premature separation from the
military, be unjustly erodetl.

8. Do you support the addition of che following
representatives to the Advisory Committee on Veterans
Employment and Training:

- the business/Industry community
- national organizations other than vS0s
- Assistant Secretary for Eaployment and Training
- Director of the VS Employment Service

Answer: PVA has no objection to the addition of theme representatives with
the exception of other "nationil orgeniretions." Since we do not know what
organisations would be added or how Reny there would be, we respectfully
withhold our endoreement of this category of representatives.

1y,vLL
K. Vollmer

Ass elate Executive Director
for Government Relations

Paralyzed Veterans of America
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Hon. G. V. (Sonny) Montgomery, Chairman
Subcommittee on Education, Training ond Fmployment
House Committee on Veterans' Affairs
335 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Montgomery:

Attacneo is The American Legion's response to the questions rais. I by
Congressman Penny regarding your Committee's April 25th hearing on veterons
employment ond training programs. Should you hove ony further questions, please have
your staff be in touch.

We appreciate the opportunity to answer Congressman Penny's questions and look
forward to working with both of you in the future.

.IBH/dcj

1 Pi

Sincerely,

James B. Hulaised, Director
National Ecorfomic Commission
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I. Some of you have expressed concern about the veterans' empluyment emphasis
under Federal contracts contained in Chapter 2012 of title 38, United States Code.

In your view, how should Federal contract compliance be enforced?
Who should be responsible for enforcement?
Whet le9ol recourse should veterans hove?

A. We believe that DoL's Of fice of Federal Contract Complionce (OFCCP) should be
responsible for enforcement and that it should have the same enforcement powers as
EEOC. Further, vr4 believe that if a complaint against a contractor is not resolved
within 180 days, the veteran should have right of private action against the contractor
fa- non-compliance.

2. Do you believe vetera unemployment and underemployment problems are more
serious than the BLS statistics indicate? If so, on what evidence do you base that belief?

A. The Amer icon Legion believes that veterans' unemployment and underemployment
ore far more serious than BLS statistics would Indicate. The reason for this is that BLS
counts as "unemployed" only those veterans who OM actively seeking employment.
Acc -..rding to the forum that was conducted In 1998, "Workfor:le 2000 and America's
Veterans," over 60% of all severely disabled veterans (those rated by the VA at 60% or
more disabled) have completely dropped out of the job market.

We believe that many of these veterans could and would work If given the
opportunity. However, many have become discouroged and have dropped out of the job
market because employers have not made, or will not make, the job accommodations
necessary for their employment. Thus, they have stopped seeking employment and are
not represented in the BLS statistics.

Another group that we are concerned about ore homeless veterans. While the
figures that we have seen regarding the total number of homeless Americans very greatly
from one study to the next, one thing that all researchers do agree on is that at least
one-third of all homeless people are veterans. Furthermore, they also agree that at least
one-third of all homeless veterans served during the Vietnam era.

Although no one has much hard data on these veterans at this time, The American
Legion believes that very few of these men and women con seek or are seeking
employment. As a result. qt.'s not included in BLS statistics.

3. If DVOP/LVER staffing ley, ore reduced in line with DoL's budget request, what
will be the impact on the delivery of veterans' employment and training services?

What will be the effect on the Transition Assistance Pilot Program?

A. On April Sth, Miles S. Ealing, The American Legion's National Commander, wrote
to President Bush to express our deep concern over DoL's FY 1991 budget request for
veterans' employment ond training programs. Since that letter very clearly spells out our
position on this matter, we are attaching a copy of it for your reference.

4. 'CESA hos recommended that consideration be given to establishing a single
veterans specialist classification in employment service offices. What is your reaction to
this proposal?

A. While there are many similarities between the duties of the LVER and those of the
DVOP specialist, we believe that there are enough job distinctions to warrant
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continuation of the two job classifications.

S. I'd also like to have your response to the suggest loo that DVOPs and LVERs be
authorized, but not required, to process initial Unemployment Insurance claims for
veterans old other eligible persons. Do you see any insurmountable problems inherent in
this recommendation?

A. The American Legion feels strongly that the responsibilities of the LVER ond the
DVOP specialist should be restricted to what Is currently prescribed by law. In order to
be effective, we believe, jO of their time and ef forts should be devoted to the job
counseling, testing, training, enrollment, and placement of veterans. Of course, in the
case of the DVOP specialist, one other major responsibility is that person's outreach to
both the employer and veteran a:Immunities.

Another argument against authorizing LVERs and DVOP specialists to process
Unemployment Insurance claims stems from the proposed downsizing of America's
military. In view of the administration's plan to reduce drastically the size of the armed
forces over the next few years, we believe that the workload of the LVER and the DVOP
specialist will increase dramatically in the near future.

6. Several of you have recommended that the OVOP program be made permanent.
If that were done, would we need to revise the DVOP/LVER staffing formula?
Now should DVOP/LVER staffing requirements be determined?
What level of DVOP/LVER staffing is required to provide adequate employment and

training services to veterans?

A. At the present time The American Legion believes that the formulas in the law
provide adequate numbers of LVER and DVOP positions. The downsizing of the armed
forces may dictate an increase in numbers over 3-5 years. There are management
problems with this approach. We look forward to working with the committee on this
issue.

The American Legion is still looking at the question of how LVERs and DVOPs
should be divided among the states. Although we have not come to any final conclusions,
we believe that the following items must be considered in determining the number of
DVOPs per states

I) Number of veterans in the state
2) Number of disabled veterans in the state.

The number of LVERs should remain at 1600 as currently mandated in Title 38 USC.

7. Do you support expanding eligibility for transition services to spouses of se4larating
servicepe vie?

A. The American Legion does not support providing transition assistance to spouses of
separating servicepeople.

First, the Employment Service already has a program fcr assisting non-veterans
which is perfectly capable of ser-ing the needs of these spouses.

Second, we bplieve that DVOPs and LVERs should provide services only to veterans.

1:1. Do you suppcx t the addition oi the following representatives to the Advisory
Commit tee on Veterans Employment and Training:

-- the business/industry community
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-- national organizations other than veterans organizations
-- Assistant Secretory for Employment and Training
-- Director of the US Employment Service

A. The American Legion in general woukl not oppose the appointment of additional
members to the Advisory Committee on Veterans Employment ond Training. May we
offer the following suggestions:

I. That one representative from a large industry and one from a small business be
added. The selection of these two individuals should be left to the discretion of the
Secretary of Labor.

2. That a representative from the employment security community be asked to
serve on the committee.

3. That the Assistant Secretory for Employment and Training and the Director of
the US Employment Service serve on the same bash as the other federal agencies and
that these individuals be ex officio members of the committee.

1 ,2
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The Ameri:on Legion is increasingly concerned with the commitment your
udministration is demonstrating toward Viet Nam Era ond disabled veterans. Your
budget request from the Deportment of Labor underfunds by 288 positions the state
employees specifically charged with helping solve the unemployment problems faced by
these two populations, In addition your request does not comply with the law. The
formulas for the number of Disabled Veteran Outreach Placement specialists (DVOPs)

and Local Veterans Employment Representatives (LVEnS) to be employed bv the stole
employment security agencies and paid with funds from the Federal Unemployment Trust
Account ore contained in Title 38 USC(P.L. 100-323).

Those formulas, predicoted on the number of Viet Nom era and disabled veterons in

eoch state for DVOPs and a mandated number for LVERs, show that for FY 1991, 0
minimum of 1883 DVOP positions rind 1600 LVER positions should hove been funded to

comply with the law. Your budget requests funds for only 1730 DVOPs ond 1465 LVEPs.

In dollar terms this underfunding omounts to over 512 million by one estimate, But more
to the point, by not funding these positions, disobled veterons ond homeless veterans of
the %Net tlam eru ore being consigned to a life of misery ond frustration because there is
no help available to assist them in becoming wage earners and taxpayers rather than

welfare recipients.

Further, deleting mane, from the one program which is specifically designed to
assist members of the Armed Forces in their tronsition to life of 0 time when
major reductions in active duty troop strength ore being contemplated is guestionoble ot

best. The sooner these former service people con obtain civilion jobs, the less chance

there is of ii r se in the unemployment rate. Our stuf f hus seen one proposal fur force
reductions which would raise the unemployment rote by at least 2.5'o by I5193 unless

civilian jobs con be obtained far the service members being released from ac t iv e duty.

I om informed that when yowl' Of fire of Management and f3udget passed bock the

is tial budget reauest from Secretory Dole, she asked for o reconsideration of the
veterans' portion based on what is contained in the statute. I am also informed thot Sec.
auie was told she could come to vou with ler request, bur that if she L'A. her entire
budget request for the rest )f he Deportment of Labor .ixould also he reconsidered.
1"..iiven that ,_:ouice, she .trupped the mutter.

mr. President, Your u..Irninistrohon, including 11i .7

N , subrn I t that A l tIC s 1 a o rssiinj request doe$ not contin rh-oe, to meet the

requirements df the federal statute, the law has not been uphthj.
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I respectfully request on behalf of the 3.1 million members of The American
Legion, and the one million members of the American Legion Auxiliary, thut you instruct
your Budget Director to meet and fund the requirements of Title 38, or any other
applicable statute, when budget requests for your administration are formulated.

Sincerely,

41244
Miles Epling

MSE/ticj
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Hay 10, 1990

Honorable Timothy J. Penny, Chairman
House Veterans Affairs Committee
Subcommittee on Education. Training

and Employment
U. S. House of Representatives
335 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-6335

Dear Chairman Penny:

Thank you very much for providing me the opportunity to
respond to some specific questions that have arisen as a result
of the April 25, 1990 hearing on the Department of Labor's
programs.

In accordance with Chairman Montgomery's instructions, I

will respond to the questions consecutively and repeat the
question prior to providing the answer.

i Some of you have expressed concern about the veterans'
employment emphasis under Federal contracts contained in
Chapter 2012 of title 38, United States Code.

In your \dew, how should Federal contract compliance be
enforced?

Who should be responsible for enforcement?

What legal recourse should veterans have?

Answer: Currently, Section 2012 is complaint oriented rather
than compliance oriented. What that means is unless covered
veteran files complaint with the Department of Labor, it is
unlikely any action will be taken to determine whether or not
contractor. are complying with their requirement. under exiting
law. We believe the program should be both comrlisnce oriented
and complaint oriented. Eligible veterans shoild be permitted
to file complaints which would be immediately investigated.
Also, individuals or organizations acting for, or on behalf of,
eligible veterans could also file such a complaint. This would
continue to protect the rights of individuals to file complaints
on their own behalf.

Additionally, we believe the Department of Labor's Office
of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) should step-up
their level of activity for the Affirmative Action Program
contained in Section 2012. It is our opinion and there is
evidence to support this, OFCCP's major thrust is on the program
providing protections to other covered groups. OFCCP also needr
to provide additional training to their compliance officers
regarding Section 2012. OFCCP needs to increase compliance
reviews on behalf of veterans.

We also believe the contractor annual re.lorts (VETS-100)
should be used as a compliance/enforcement mechanism. Right now
those reports'are used primarily to identify federal contractors
for the Department of Labor's VETS field staff. To our
knowledge, no employer has been investigated by OFCCP as a

r,
L.) J
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reeUlt of questions or apparent indicators that a contractor may
be violating the provisions of Section 2012. It has been
suggested in the past that the enforcement function be
transferred to VETS from OFCCP. This may not be politically
feasible or adeinistratively achievable, but is something that
needs to be pursued unless OFCCP increases its level of support
for this most important program.

Currently, veterans have no legal recourse other than to
file a complaint with orccp. Following the filing of the
complaint, the veteran I. left to the mercy of orccr. Their
decision is final. Under current regulations, only orccr can
pursue judicial remedies. In my April 25th statement, I

indicated, "eligible veterans also need to have the ability to
pursue their complaint beyond the OFCCP level without OFCCP
havino final discretion which cases will be referred for court
action."

2. Do you believe veteran unemployment and underemployment
problems are more serious then the BLS statistics
indicate? If so, on what evidence do you base that belief?

Answer: We do, indeed, believe the unemployment and
underemployment problems are understated. We base that belief,
Mr. Chairman, on other available data identified as quarterly
reports for the employment services programs (ITA-9002). For
example, during the period July 1, 1988 through June 30, 1989,
there were a total of 2.3 million veterans seeking assistance
through the Employment Security System. Only little more than
half actually received ome reportable service that would
enhance their employment opportunities. During that same
period, there Were a little more than one million Vietnam era
veterans seeking those services and, again, a little more than
half received them. There were more than 130,000 disabled
veterans and more than 50,000 "special* disabled veterans (30
percent or more), slightly more than 7,200 and 28,000,
respectively, who received some reportible services. This data,
plus the fact the BLS data does not take into account the
"discouraged worker" nor the part time or "underemployed"
worker, supports our belief.

3. If DVOP/LVER staff levels are reduced in lin with
DOL's budget request, what will be the impact Qn the
delivery of veterans' employment and training services?

What will be the affect on the Transition Assistant Pilot
Program?

Answer: As indicated in question 2, under the current staffing
level just a little more than half of all veterans seeking
services are receiving those services. With the proposed budget
cuts, an adverse impact in providing those eervices will occur.

The data previously cited is based on program year July 1,
1988 through June 30, 1989, and does not contain any activity
under the Transition Assistance Pilot Program. By expanding the
types of services to be provided by DVOPs and LVER., we will see
a further decline of services to eligible veterans. Therefore,
we believe it is imperative that the monies be restored for full
funding as required by law.

4. ICESA has recommended that consideration be given to
establishing single veterans specialist classification in
employment service office. What is your reaction to this
proposal?

Answer: Our 1.1itial reaction is one of opposition. The DAV
has supported and fought for the continuation of the Disabled
Veterans Outreach Program and we believe without disabled
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veteran specialist, ervices to that class of veterans will
diminish.

5. I'd also like to hove your response to ths suggestion
that DVOPs and LVIRe be authorized, bat not required, to process
initial unemployment insurance claims for veterans and other
eligible persons. Do you see any insurmountable proble.i .
inherent in this recommendation?

Ammer: The concept of assuring this type of service is
provided is consistent with the idea of "came manageeent"
contained in Section 2003 A(c)(10). However, we do have major
concerns about who provides the actual service. We are
resrving any position on that proposal pending further study.

6. Several of you have recommended that the DVOP program
be made permanent.

If that were done, would we need to revise the
DVOP/LVIR staffing formula?

How should DVOP/LVER staffing requirements be
determined?

What level of DVOP/LVER staffing is required to
provide adequate employment and training services to veterans?

Answer: At the prement time, we see no need to revise the
staffing formula. As you know, thie was recently done for LVERs
in Public Law 100-323. Quite obviously, the number of disabled
vsterens will decline unless the United States becomes involved
in a major military action over sustained period of time. we
believe the DVOP should be made permanent and the formula
reviewed in couple of years. At that time, review could be
undertaken to develop criteria to be used in determining staff
requirements. It is difficult to determine the needed staffing
levels to provide adequate employment and training service to
veterans. Given the aforementioned data, an assumption could be
made that we would have to double the staff, in order to provide
services to all of the clients. We certainly do not believe
that to be feeslble. However, we do believe levels of funding
should be increased to assure the existing formula for DVOPs and
LVERs is met and adequate funding be provided to staff the
Employment Security System. The system today is approximately
one-third smaller than it was ten yeare ago. That diminution of
staff obviously has an adverse impact on veterans' ervices.

7. Do you support expanding eligibility for transition
services to spouses of separating ervicepeople?

Answer: Yes.

S. Do you support the addition of the following
representatives to the Advisory Committee on Veterans Employment
and Training:

the business/industry community
national organizations other than veterans
organizations
AilleiftlInt Secretary for Employment and Training
Director of the US Employment Service

Answer: We have no objection to the inclusion of the
aforementioned on the Advisory Committee on Veterans' Employment
and Training. In my April 25th prepared tatement. I elaborated
on some of the major concerns about the Advisory Committee. I

did, at that time, recommend "Section (c)(2) should be amended
to include 'or individuals represnting organizations' following
'not more than six individuals.'"

167
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Mr. Chairman, I would again like to take this opportunity
to thank you for your continuing concern and strong support for
vetrans' employment and training issues specially as they
affoct disabled veterane.

omALD W. DMA=
44atitnal Employmont Director

RWD:lrd


